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Kurzfassung

Unbemannte Luftfahrzeuge (unmanned aerial vehicles, UAV) sind autonom fliegende
und flexibel einsetzbare mobile Roboter, welche durch ihre große Flexibilität und Er-
weiterbarkeit viele Möglichkeiten bieten. Insbesondere im Bereich der Katastrophen-
bewältigung erlangen sie immer stärkere Bedeutung, da die Aufgaben zur Aufklärung
im Gebiet und zur Erschaffung einer Kommunikationsinfrastruktur ungebunden und-
schnell durch sie bewältigt werden können. Der Forschungsschwerpunkt dieser Ar-
beit liegt in der Herausforderung der Ressourcenverwaltung in einem solchen Szenario.
Während die Priorität des UAV Einsatzes klar darin besteht die Katastrophenbekämp-
fung unterbrechungsfrei zu unterstützten, muss ebenso auf die Verwaltung limitierter
Ressourcen, wie elektrischer Energie, eingegangen werden. Wir präsentieren ein ent-
sprechendes Systemdesign einer Ressourcenverwaltung und Strategien zur Verbesse-
rung der Leistung und damit zur Erhöhung der Energieeffizienz des Gesamtsystems.
Die Implementierung und gründliche Untersuchung eines solchen komplexen Systems
von Teilsystemen ist verbunden mit hohen finanziellen Kosten, großem Test-Risiko und
einer langen Entwicklungsdauer. Aus diesemGrund setzt diese Arbeit auf abstrakte aus-
führbare Modelle der Umgebung, des Verwaltungssystems und der UAVs. Die Verwen-
dung dieserModelle in einerMassensimulationmit beliebiger Komplexität und Konfigu-
ration ermöglicht die schnelle und kostengünstige Verifikation der Funktionstüchtigkeit
und die Bewertung verschiedener Verwaltungsstrategien. Im Vergleich zu der präsen-
tierten trivialen Lösung ist die entwickelte verbesserte Lösung in der Lage den zeitlichen
Anteil einzelner UAVs im Missionseinsatz zu erhöhen und die insgesamt nötige Menge
an UAVs für die dauerhafte Abdeckung aller Aufgaben zu reduzieren. Die Schritte zur
Optimierung reduzierten im analysierten Beispiel den Gesamtenergiebedarf aller UAVs
um nahezu 20 Prozent.





Abstract

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) are autonomous and flexible robotic systems with a
remarkable degree of freedom and extendibility. They are especially valuable in the
context of disaster scenarios, where arising use cases for reconnaissance and mobile
communication infrastructure creation have to be addressed rapidly and unbound from
restrictions in the operation field.The research focus of this thesis lies in the challenge of
resource management during such an application. While the priority of the UAV utiliza-
tion lies on uninterrupted task execution, concern for limited resources, like electrical
energy, and resultant maintenance processes has to be dealt with on a lower manage-
ment layer. We present a resource management system design and multiple competing
strategies to improve its performance and overall energy efficiency.The implementation
and thorough evaluation of such a complex system of systems is linked to high costs,
great operational risks, and a long development time. For that reason, we developed ex-
ecutable models representing the environment, the resource management system, and
the UAV. Through mass simulation of these models in various scenario constellations
and configurations, we are able to verify the applicability of our proposed resource
management system and to evaluate and optimize various aspects of its processes. In
comparison to a presented trivial solution, we are able to increase the UAV flight uti-
lization efficiency and decrease the needed amount of provided UAVs in the scenario.
Our optimization efforts reduce the overall energy demand of UAVs in the analyzed
example scenario by almost 20 percent.
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1. Introduction

Disasters are a constant threat in many parts of the world. Today, the question is not if
the crisis will happen, but when. Hurricane Katrina, one of the most prominent cases in
recent years, resulted in approximately 1330 deaths, $96 billion in damages, 3million dis-
connected land-line phones, and rendering up to 2000 cell sites out of service [Tow06;
Mil06]. Immediate response is a key requirement to mitigate the effect of the disas-
ter, prevent loss of human life and damage to nature. Response personnel are con-
stantly facedwith recurring and unforeseen challenges that need to be overcome [LA11].
The provision of a comprehensive communication network plays an important role
in reconnaissance and in the effective and unhindered coordination of response ac-
tions [Rei+15].

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) can play an important role in disaster scenario re-
sponse. In recent years UAVs enjoyed increased interest and significance, thanks to mul-
tifarious development and availability of reliable and affordable products in the domestic
market. A typical UAV has the size and power to carry and use sensors, cameras, and
actuators for a wide variety of tasks within a large operational radius. UAVs can rapidly
provide a variety of services, with almost no infrastructure dependencies and through
a wide hardware extendibility.

Utilization of UAVs in disaster response reduces the response time and increases the
ability to navigate within the operational area. Thus it offers previously unimagined
possibilities. Using a fleet of UAVs accentuates these advantages by coordinated and co-
operative task execution, with the sum of UAVs and the controlling entity serving as a
system of systems. Long-term UAV fleet utilization and the resulting resource manage-
ment requirements represent new research challenges.

Self-organized mobile communication systems for disaster scenarios was the research
focus of the Graduate School of Mobile Communications (GS MOBICOM) at Technis-
che Universität Ilmenau, between 2009 and 2014. The research offers a wide range of
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interesting new topics around various aspects of mobile, adaptive, and heterogeneous
networks [Mit11]. Multicopter UAVs were chosen as the universal mobile platform for
communication, and received additional attention in the research focus. The work pre-
sented here results out of the cooperation between the graduate school and the author
of this thesis.

1.1. Motivation

Missions derived from a disaster scenario are potentially long-lasting and far-reaching.
Multiple UAVs have to be used in such cases, leading to issues of resource coordination
and optimal allocation of restricted resources. Just like most other mobile robots, UAVs
are powered by an electric battery and are thus limited in their utilization lifetime.While
a mission could last hours or days, the utilization time of a UAV is limited to approxi-
mately 15 to 60 minutes with state of the art technology. Restoration of battery capacity
through recharging is not feasible during flight and only at certain locations.

Such primitive limitations are magnified in disaster scenarios, where human life may be
at risk. Requirements and restrictions of response planning are unique to each scenario.
Ideally, the planning process should be unfettered by resource limitations. A resource
management system is needed to coordinate resource provision and maintenance pro-
cesses alongside the planned response tasks. The achievable separation between physi-
cal UAV nodes and logical mission-operation entities should be able to support service
continuity without consideration for resources. Maintenance processes under resource
management should not impair continuity and overall response execution.

Unrestricted response planning accompanied by restricted resource utilization yields
new interesting research questions. This thesis discusses and analyzes a resource man-
agement system based on replacement and recharging processes for service continuity
during disaster response scenarios. The system is rule-based and works in live fashion
to deal with any deviation and changes. Different replacement strategies are analyzed
to evaluate their effectiveness and efficiency under conditions of resource limitation,
especially the overall energy demand and number of available UAVs.
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1.2. Problem Statement

The planning of resource management tasks is a proactive process. The forthcoming
state of a UAV system has to be estimated in order to schedule the necessary processes,
in particular, the replacement of one UAV with another. In order to predict the state of
a complex system, the system must be well understood. Knowledge of scenario-derived
missions along with UAV flight and energy consumption behavior must be available be-
forehand. The creation and parameterization of a precise realistic prediction model is
the first challenge of this thesis. The model has to be generic, to include all UAVs, yet
be precise for a calibrated UAV build. Mathematical models of the UAV physics [ARB15;
MCL16; Büd14] were found to be too detailed and with the unnecessary focus on low-
level system behavior. A near-blackbox model focused on resulting movement and en-
ergy consumption behavior will be presented in this thesis.

Uncertainty and the differences introduced between the real-world behavior and the
model-based prediction pose additional challenges. External factors such as wind af-
fect the system and introduce uncertainty in the representing model. Uncertain out-
comes can delay maintenance processes and mission execution, causing interruption
and potential termination of the disaster response, thus potentially exacerbating loss
of human life and damage to nature. The inclusion of reasonable safety margins in the
prediction of future development can help cope these issues. Maintenance processes
inherently reduce the probability of delay or termination, when pessimistic values for
future movements and energy consumption are assumed. Resource efficiency is traded
for the enhanced system safety thus achieved.

A resource management system based on a sound prediction model and mission knowl-
edge is able to reliably foresee future system behavior within probabilistic bounds, and
plan and coordinate maintenance processes accordingly. Replacement of UAVs is at the
core of our continuity approach. Planning the location and time of replacement, as well
as maintenance flights to and from the replacement location in a timely fashion, does
not allow for obvious simple solutions. Different strategies for replacement offer opti-
mization potential for resource utilization.

The feasibility of a successful resource management system and the margin of optimiza-
tion potential in the replacement coordination, form the central research question of this
thesis.
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Evaluation and quantitative comparison of these solutions in the system of systems con-
text bears challenges due to different modeling domains. The system offers a variety of
sub-systems with both continuous and discrete aspects. Representation in a pure nu-
meric model for analysis and optimization is not feasible under moderate bounds of
complexity and time effort.

Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) treats models as the primary artifact of sys-
tem development and is widely regarded as a risk-reducing and quality-improving ap-
proach to systems engineering [GDT14, p. 120].The approach unifies different modeling
disciplines and increases the level of automation throughout the system life cycle. The
refined modeling and simulation-based systems engineering (M&SBSE) approach, as
discussed in various forms by Gianni, D’Ambrogio, and Tolk [GDT14], emphasizes the
possibility to simulate, evaluate, and optimize a system before or during development
cycles. The presented thesis follows the approach in order to represent the system and
optimize system aspects, without the need for an actual real-world implementation.

1.3. State of the Art and Contribution of this Thesis

The central object of research in this thesis are individual and fleets of UAVs utilized in
disaster response scenarios. Arising tasks aremanifold and the subject of broad research.
UAV fleets can execute multiple tasks in parallel, but can also act together to fulfill tasks
of higher complexity, like cooperative surveillance [MO07; RD08], coordinated swarm-
ing [Haf+15], or aerial imagery [Seg+11]. These and other projects with the subject of
UAVs as distributed communication and sensing platforms show the importance of the
research field. However, literature of this category concentrates on the technical and
strategical implementation and operation of the special tasks and does not address and
overcome energy and flight time limitations.

Research in the area of UAV utilization in disaster response scenarios also concentrates
on the special tasks surrounding the application field, e.g., the reconstruction of com-
munication networks [BHR15; Rei+15; Wan+16] or the rapid and efficient execution of
cooperative reconnaissance [Seg+11].

Long-term UAV fleet utilization and the resulting resource management requirements
have not yet received equal consideration. In the application examples by Maza and
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Ollero [MO07] and Ortiz-Peña et al. [Ort+13] the issue is addressed by energy-aware
mission planning. The approach, in which tasks are scheduled in length, route, and
frequency to be within boundaries of the utilized UAVs, represents the simplest solu-
tion but adds additional requirements to the planning process. The aim of this thesis is
to overcome these implicit limitations on task generation to allow result-oriented task
definition, crucial for the success of disaster response utilization.

A different approach is taken by the research groups around Dasgupta [Das08] and
Leonard et al. [LST12], who utilize UAV swarms in their application examples to com-
pensate for single UAV fluctuations. Rather than assigning a task to a single UAV, a
broader task is assigned to a swarm of UAVs, whose size can vary over time. Utilization
of swarms is out of the scope of this work, which focuses on tasks for single UAVs and
their continuous execution.

A solution for automated maintenance as means for energy management is presented
by Leonard, Savvaris, and Tsourdos [LST13]. The authors concentrate on the physi-
cal setup of a charging station, then present an auction algorithm to allocate UAVs to
existing charging stations under minimization of the additional travel time. The work
assumes single-port charging stations and static low battery thresholds. Furthermore
does it neither consider the need for a replacement UAV to carry on the task, nor does
it tackle the challenges of uncertainty in all movement and consumption processes.

Ure et al. [Ure+15] address the problem of temporary unavailability of UAVs due to the
long charging time by a special battery replacement procedure. The authors introduce a
Markov process to simulate the movement of UAVs between charging stations and op-
eration areas. Probabilistic uncertainties are considered as part of the modelled Markov
process andmagnitudes estimated during an experiment.The aim of the research project
was to reduce the low utilization of individual UAVs and thus the needed number of
UAVs to service a continuous mission. The work provides an interesting aspect to the
research topic of this thesis, but lacks to address seamless replacement of a UAV before
returning to its charging station, the availability of multiple charging stations, and the
efficient temporal and spatial planning of the replacement process.

The focus of the presented thesis lies on resource management for UAV fleets with long-
lasting missions.The basic question during a running UAV fleet mission is the following:
How long should an active UAV continue to serve its current mission before being sent
to a charging station to avoid depletion, and which replacement UAV should be sent to
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take over its task. Such decisions should be done by the envisioned management and
control entity in a way that is close to optimal with regard to the use of a minimum of
available UAV resources. Theoretically, this scheduling task can be characterized as an
online optimization problem [Lu13], as settings and environment of the problem may
change during a mission. Moreover, as measurements are noisy and not all influences
can be captured and predicted, the task is also a stochastic optimization problem [BH06;
Meg08].

The research topic can thus be classified as a stochastic online scheduling optimization
problem for a system with mixed continuous and discrete processes. Megow [Meg08]
describes stochastic online scheduling as the generalization of models for dealing with
stochastic processes and with processes with unknown future development. The author
addresses the mathematical problems of both models and of their combined challenges.
In the literature, there are several application examples in logistics and others, for which
sample problems can be transferred into approximate models such as integer linear pro-
gramming problems to be solved with modern optimization methods. However, there is
no generally applicable method that could solve this type of problem. In general, only
very problem-specific solutions are reported in the scientific literature.

Even for comparably simple problems such as job scheduling, such optimization prob-
lems are hard to tackle [Vre11]. A simulation-based approach forms an alternative to a
mathematical solution and can offer more flexibility. This thesis follows the M&SBSE
methodology to enable the systematic development of an improvement for a complex
system of systems. As opposed to a theoretically optimal online solution, we propose
strategic rules that decide about the resource allocation problem solution in certain set-
tings, which is the typical approach in the engineering of complex systems for which no
provable perfect solution is known. To evaluate and validate the effectiveness of such
rules, they have to be tested against many different settings and missions, based on a
model describing the states and dynamics of the overall system. Therefore, we present
a design process to build a black-box model of the movement and energy consump-
tion behavior of a UAV based on a reproducible empirical study, which is later used
in a mass-simulation evaluation of multiple strategies for UAV fleet management. The
underlying model of our system includes mixed continuous and discrete processes, for
which not even general numerically exact analytical solutions exist and simulation is
the only available approach.
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One of the three key contributions of this thesis is the definition of an introduced re-
source management abstraction layer in the control system of the UAV fleet. The layer
relieves the disaster response planning process of resource limitation considerations
and, therefore, allows result-driven planning of UAV missions.

The second key contribution is the described reproducible energy consumption mea-
surement, analysis, and modeling process. The existence of an accurate and precise
model is crucial for a simulation-based approach and its development for the UAV sys-
tem is described as a step-wise process to follow along. The description of the steps
taken, especially with regards to variance and thus safety margin estimation, will guide
future research with similar research problems.

The definition and simulation-based comparison of heuristics for the different steps of
the complex UAV replacement process is the third key contribution.The thesis discusses
each aspect of the process, including real world influences and resulting uncertainties,
and heuristics are used to minimize the absolute amount of UAVs and the gross energy
consumption of the UAV fleet.

Another noteworthy contribution is the developed and publicly available discrete event
simulation framework for strategy evaluation in UAV fleet management. The frame-
work enables further research and development in the field and is seen as an important
addition to the existing tools landscape.

1.4. Structure

The structure of this thesis resembles the typical steps of the model-based systems en-
gineering approach, from preliminary analysis to the concluding model-based system
evaluation.

Chapter 2 introduces UAVs as versatile mobile robots and highlights their structure and
relevant electricity consuming components. An electric battery forms the functional
counterpart to all on-board components and is the subject of the second part of the
technical background. Chapter 3 then focuses on disaster scenarios and reviews the ap-
plicability of UAVs in disaster response actions. As a first step towards model-based sim-
ulation analyses, the chapter presents a conceptional UAV response model and discusses
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the base requirements of an underlying resource management system. For the chapter
that follow, Chapter 3 ends with an overview of our utilized measurement and testing
system, consisting of two testbed UAVs and the surrounding control and maintenance
components.

The model-based systems engineering method depends on accurate and precise models
of the relevant parts of a real-world application. Chapter 4 accordingly discusses an
analysis of a UAV in general, and of our testbed UAVs in particular. This is done to
create an abstract but detailed flight behavior and energy consumption simulation and
prediction model.

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 focus on the already introduced resource management system
and the associated maintenance processes. Chapter 5 begins with a structured analysis
of the requirements and Chapter 6 presents our novel management system and various
applicable UAV replacement and recirculation strategies.

Our model-based simulation framework, developed as part of the work on this thesis, is
presented in Chapter 7. The framework combines all system-design decisions from the
previous chapters, and the testbed UAV model from Chapter 4. The chapter highlights
the flexibility of the framework as a general UAV fleet resource-management simulation
framework.

The thesis ends with a mock disaster scenario and evaluates the applicability of our
resource management approach in Chapter 8. Different resource management configu-
rations and the proposed replacement strategies are evaluated by mass simulation and
statistical measurements analysis.The chapter ends with a recommendation for replace-
ment strategy selection and parameterization.

Finally, the work is summarized in Chapter 9, where it also invites future research by
highlighting the not yet discussed aspects of resource management, and by defining the
as of yet unemployed simulation framework features.
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2. Technical Background

This chapter will introduce more details about mobile robotics and their electrical com-
ponents. The main focus lies on UAVs and the electric battery as the commonly used en-
ergy storage in such systems, to provide a good basis for later discussion. An overview
on the battery life cycle, which is important for resource management, will conclude
the chapter.

2.1. Mobile Robotics and Aircrafts

Robotic systems are omnipresent in the modern world. From children’s toys to complex
conveyor belt production systems with robotic arms and manipulators, electromechan-
ical robotics enable and meet a variety of demands in industry, construction, medicine,
and the military. These systems are often highly specialized towards a certain applica-
tion field and task, and therefore unique in their properties.

Mobile robots are robotic systems with the ability for movement and locomotion, of-
ten used to perform tasks at distinct locations. According to Siegwart et al. [SNS11,
pp. 13 sqq.] these systems can be categorized as following:

• Land-based legged mobile robots
• Land-based wheeled or tracked mobile robots
• Aerial mobile robots
• Water-based floating or diving robots
• Miscellaneous and combined robots

Most mobile robots can be clearly categorized into one or more of these categories.
The main distinguishing factor is the application field and task. While an underwater
cable inspection submarine will naturally be classified as a submerging robot, a flying
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platform for infrared camera based reconnaissance is of the airborne robots category.
Both examples are also good candidates for robotic systems, that are highly specialized
in their physical, functional, and computational properties. A specialization is common
for task-oriented robots and has to be taken into account during a generalized discus-
sion.

2.2. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

According to the EuropeanAviation Safety Agency (EASA) [UAV04] the term unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) represents an aircraft without a human pilot aboard. UAVs, like
other mobile robots, are commonly controlled by a distant ground control station and
a suited communication link. The flight, navigation, and operation of a UAV can hap-
pen at different degrees of autonomy, depending on the intended task and the invested
development effort.

Themost conventional term used for unmanned aircrafts of all kinds is UAV and perhaps
the most commonly used lay term to describe UAVs in the media is “drone”. The term
drone often carries with it a stigma, inherited from the historically controversial military
applications of drones in the battlefield. Micro aerial vehicle (MAV) is also a commonly
used term to refer to UAVs with emphasis on their small form factor.

The term unmanned aircraft system (UAS), comprises not only the aircraft but the air-
craft in combination with the ground control station and the communication link, form-
ing a complete system for remote and autonomous applications, rather than for the
transportation of humans or goods. The term is precisely defined in Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (UAS) [ICA11] by the International Civil Aviation Organization. The often en-
countered term small unmanned aircraft system (sUAS) is almost synonymous to UAS
but highlights the reduced form factor of addressed models.

The term UAV will be used throughout this thesis to address unmanned aircrafts in
general.
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2.2.1. Historical Background

The first ever UAVs were developed and used for combat purposes during World War I.
Nikola Tesla had already described an armed and pilotless aircraft by 1915. In the years
that followed, unmanned aircrafts were used in the form of guided missiles, as mis-
sile launching vehicles and as training targets for anti-aircraft artillery. Advances fol-
lowed up to and during World War II and in the following years, throughout the Cold
War. Reach, capabilities and autonomy of unmanned aircrafts were the focus of con-
tinuous improvements and developments, especially in the United States Air Force,
cf. [Dem10].

The first piloted aircraftswithmultiple rotors were developed in the 1920s but were tech-
nologically insufficient. The “Convertawings Model ‘A’” by Kaplan [Kap61] was the first
quadrotor aircraft to fly, in 1956. A few other models arrived in the years to come, but
all of them suffered frommechanical difficulties and did not have any significant advan-
tages over full-sized single rotor helicopters. The market for piloted passenger or cargo
aircrafts was saturated with airplane and helicopter types, and thus the development of
multirotor aircrafts stopped.

In recent years, UAVs have been deployed as part of many countries’ military opera-
tions. According to Horgan [Hor13], over 50 countries were using UAVs as part of their
military operations by 2013.The United States alone deployed more than 11 000 UAVs.

Interest in multicopters resurfaced around 2005, when the demand and development of
electronic robotic components entered a new era. New application fields necessitated
the use of autonomous flying robotic systems, and the multicopter concept satisfied the
ensuing requirements as a small experimental and task execution platform, cf. [Sta07].
Palm-sized quadcopter toys can be bought off the shelf for an affordable price, the sports-
camera company GoPro released an amateur video drone in 2016, and professional full-
time UAV pilots offer a variety of services such as site surveys and field inspections.

2.2.2. Application Today

UAVs have their historical background in military operations, but have since found
use in domestic society, for private, commercial, and public applications. Rae [Rae14,
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pp. 98 sqq.] describes the potential applications as “nearly endless” in the society and
names the following and more use cases:

• Surveying and photographing archeological, open-cast or real estate sites
• Gathering data on natural resources
• Delivering goods, like medicine, to remote locations
• Recording atmospheric data and forecasting weather conditions
• Monitoring pipelines and power lines for damages
• Executing search-and-rescue missions
• Mapping, assessing, and fighting wildfires
• Assessing damage after natural disasters, like hurricanes, floods, avalanches, and
earthquakes

• Aiding in disaster relief efforts

The wide range of applications attracted the interest of organizations and individuals,
and thus also of manufacturers. Matching UAVs for the listed use cases are commer-
cially available. They offer a customized build with an aligned selection of hardware
components, to meet the needs of the individual use case.

2.2.3. Classification

UAV designs are manifold in their main structure, their propulsion system and resulting
flight principles, and their individual advantages and disadvantages in comparison to
others. Quan [Qua17, p. 3] classifies the commonly known UAV robotic systems into
three major types:

a: Airplane b: Helicopter c:Multicopter

Figure 2.1 – Major UAV types shown as schematic examples.
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Airplanes Afixed set of main wings characterizes this aircraft class. A forward-facing
propeller produces thrust, and the aerodynamics of the wings generate an uplift force.
The advantages of this class are its simple structure, and the low energy consumption
at high speeds and heavier payloads.

Due to the aircraft’s aerodynamic properties, a certain forward directed airspeed is nec-
essary to maintain altitude. A fixed-wing airplane cannot stop and stay at a certain
position, nor is it able to change its course rapidly. For take-off and landing a runway
is unavoidable. This need for movement poses as a disadvantage for many of the men-
tioned use cases of UAVs.

Helicopters The helicopter class is normally characterized by an upwards directed
main rotor, and a small tail rotor. While the main rotor supplies lift and thrust, the tail
rotor is needed as an anti-torque control to compensate for torque induced by the rota-
tion of the main rotor blade. The relative position and orientation of the blades attached
to the rotors can be controlled individually to enable movement in all directions.

The helicopter class is able to perform vertical take-off and landing, and can hover at
fixed positions. It has advantages over the fixed-wing airplane in scenarios where a
steady position and precise horizontal, vertical or lateral movement is required. The
main drawback of helicopters is the complexity of the rotor control system, which forms
a single point of failure and therefore a high safety risk.

Multicopters Multiple upwards directed propellers characterize themulticopter class.
Instead of a complex rotor system atop a helicopter, the multicopter is equipped with
three, four, six, eight or any other number of motor-propeller combinations. Other than
a complex rotor control system of a helicopter, the propellers of a multicopter feature
simple fixed blades. The motors are positioned around the balance point of the vehicle,
and when used in combination provide the means to control rapid and precise positional
adjustments of the vehicle. Each propeller’s angular speed is adjusted to hold or bring
the copter in a certain orientation or movement. Due to different directions of rotation,
the torque induced by one single propeller is canceled out by the torque of the others.
Different propeller counts and arrangements are depicted in Figure 2.2 and influence
stability, bearable payload or overall size. The flight principles of a multicopter, are not
altered by the propeller count or their particular layout.This knowledge is important for
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later discussion of the energy consumption during movement of a generic multicopter.
All multicopters are capable of vertical take-off and landing (VTOL), which is important
for many use cases.

a:Quadcopter b: Octocopter c: Tricopter/Y6

Figure 2.2 – Different exemplary multicopter arrangements. The quadcopter is
light and versatile, the octocopter is safer and for heavy duty, the Y6
is a compact dual-motor medium arrangement.

The utilization of multiple smaller motor-propeller combinations reduces vibrations and
noise emission. Mueller and D’Andrea [MD14] highlight, that an increased propeller
count also ensures flight safety in case of single propeller failure. Hardware and ground
safety, as well as availability and reliability of a task-fulfilling UAV are important meta-
requirements of the presented use cases.

Multicopters are usually not seen as bigger piloted aircrafts, and are thus subjected to
relatively relaxed engineering certification and licensing challenges, to otherwise ensure
their piloted airworthiness1. Because of that and the simplemechanical design compared
with the helicopter class, acquisition and maintenance costs for multicopters are gener-
ally low.

Interestingly, despite its attested flexibility and rapidness, the multicopter design the-
oretically qualifies as a non-holonomic robot. A robot is holonomic, when the num-
ber of controllable degrees of freedom is equal to the total degrees of freedom [HH94].
The multicopter design can achieve six degrees of freedom, but only by planning posi-
tional changes that make use of its four controllable degrees of freedom. Nevertheless,

1Airworthiness:The ability of an aircraft to be operated without significant hazard to aircrew, ground
crew, passengers or to third parties.
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no hard non-holonomic constraints are imposed on the free flying body of the mul-
ticopter. Therefore, a simplified model could present the multicopter as a holonomic
system.

2.2.4. Use Case Specific UAV Selection

Besides the distinguished three main aircraft classes, mixed and custom forms exist for
special use cases. An example is a hybrid airplane withmulticopter features as presented
by Gu et al. [Gu+17]. The company Uber recently proposed a similar scaled-up aircraft
design for their common reference model eCRM-001 [Moo18] aimed at the special re-
quirements of urban air mobility services behind the Uber Elevate program.The example
shows that the selection of a particular UAV design highly depends on the requirements
and restrictions of the use case at hand.

The fixed-wing airplane has its clear purpose as a UAV for fast and long-distance maneu-
vers. The helicopter UAV is popular in scenarios where precise movement is needed in
combination with high payload requirements. In most of the presented use cases for ap-
plication of UAVs in today’s society on page 11, themulticopter class is a recommendable
choice, thanks to its simplicity and compact form-factor, free and rapid maneuverability,
easy maintenance and flight failure safety. The variety of multicopter build types addi-
tionally increase their usefulness for individual use cases and Magnussen et al. give a
detailed overview on the selection process in their work “Multicopter UAV Design Opti-
mization” [MHO14]. UAVs on today’s market are generally modular in their component
structure and additional components to fulfill the use case requirements are easily at-
tached.

Not long ago, the legal requirements and limitations for UAV application in the domestic
society, and liability in case of human or hardware failure, were not clearly or insuffi-
ciently regulated in the western world. The situation hindered the acceptance and wide
utilization in the public domain. On June 21, 2016 the United States Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration (FAA) finalized the regulatory framework for drone certification process,
named “Small Unmanned Aircraft Regulations” under “Part 107” [FAA16b]. The Euro-
pean Commission and the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) expects to have a
regulatory framework in effect by 2019, cf. [Eur16]. On the basis of the given informa-
tion, we expect an increase of UAV utilization for the presented and other use cases.
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For the remainder of this thesis, we will address UAVs in general and analyze and discuss
multicopters in particular. All conclusions and results will be preferential towards mul-
ticopters but can be reflected or extended to cover other UAV classes. Crucial research
results will be discussed for multicopters and UAVs.

2.3. Electrical Energy Consumption of UAV Systems

UAV systems were introduced as flexible and modular platforms with numerous manda-
tory, optional and additional components. Most of these components use electrical en-
ergy to enable operation and active processes. After a recap of basic electronics, we will
discuss individual electronic components of UAV systems, and their energy needs.

2.3.1. Overview of Basic Electronic Principles

In physical terms, the law of conversion of energy states that energy can neither be
created nor destroyed, but rather transformed from one energy form to the other. Motors
transform electrical energy into kinetic energy, radio transceivers emit electromagnetic
radio energy, and microcontrollers produce heat while processing data.Throughout this
work the terms “energy use” or “energy consumption” will be used as synonymous to a
transformation of electrical energy to other forms of energy.

Electrical energy is a form of energy that originates from electric potential energy in
an electrical circuit. Every electrical circuit can be understood as a combination of an
electrical energy source and an arbitrarily complex consumer. The energy source pos-
sesses an electric charge that creates an electric potential difference, also called a voltage,
which causes electric current flow through the consumer part of the circuit.

Electric power is the rate at which energy is transformed. It is defined as the product of
an electric voltage U and the electric current flow I induced by it:

P = U · I (2.1)
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Electric power leads to electrical energy consumption. While electric power is a mo-
mentary measure for the conversion rate of energy, energy consumption denotes an
accumulated amount of electric charge. A battery as a typical confined energy source is
able to store a limited amount of electric charge. Electric charge Q can be given as the
integral product of current over time, electrical energy E (consumption) is denoted by
the integral product of power over time:

Q =

∫
I(t) dt in [mAh] E =

∫
P (t) dt in [Wh] (2.2)

The key difference is the inclusion of voltage in the second formula. Voltage is typi-
cally constant for steady power sources, thus making both measures proportional. In
Section 2.4.3.3 we will go into the details of battery voltage. For now, it is important to
recognize that the voltage of a battery is variant and depends on its remaining electric
charge and the outside load.

Throughout this thesis, wewill use bothmeasures to describe different aspects of battery
powered applications. Power and electrical energy will be used in all cases, in which
the application is discussed. Current and electric charge will be the subject of battery-
centered analysis steps. An approximate conversion between the two can always be
achieved by multiplying or dividing with the nominal power source voltage.

2.3.2. Electrical Categorization of UAV Components

The electrical energy system of a UAV can be divided into groups of different compo-
nents. The combination of available components in one UAV model is highly dependent
on its build specifics and its use case requirements. Components may be added or re-
moved to add additional and special capabilities, or save weight. Some components are
indispensable for flight, while others are optional. Potential component categories are
depicted in Figure 2.3.

Flight Controller The central flight controller is the heart of the UAV, and is con-
nected to all other components. It is typically a small lightweight microcontroller with
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input/output capabilities and the computational power to handle higher amounts of sen-
sor data and the partially needed complex post-processing steps. The energy consump-
tion of this class of microcontrollers is generally low in comparison to other components
of the UAV.

Flight Controller

Flight Sensors Communication

Powertrain Battery

Misc. Sensors Misc. Actuators

Figure 2.3 – Typical multicopter component categories. All components form an
interconnected system with the flight controller at the center and
the battery as the common energy source.

Flight Sensors These are hardware components that assist in the positioning, orien-
tation, and flight stabilization of the UAV. The most commonly found sensor module on
a UAV is the inertial measurement unit (IMU), which includes a three-axis gyroscope
and a three-axis accelerometer to measure and control the orientation of the UAV in air.
Additional sensors can include a compass, a GPS receiver or ultrasonic sensors. Many
more sensors may be installed to provide or improve certain movement or interaction
capabilities. In general, sensors process externally provided movement or signals, and
are therefore typically available as small and energy-efficient components. The topic of
localization and navigation sensors was discussed as part of this thesis project by Hakim
Moussaoui [Mou14].

Communication Different communication technologies and protocols can be ap-
plied to link UAV-to-UAV, UAV-to-Controller or UAV-to-Client communication. Tradi-
tionally, a high-frequency radio communication link was used for basic remote steering
control of unmannedmodel aircrafts.With the introduction of more sophisticated UAVs,
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featuring autonomous flight and navigation capabilities, the requirements of communi-
cation links have shifted. Nowadays a combination of various communication links can
be found on a typical UAV, each offering its own advantages, like high data transfer rates
or long range communication. The energy consumption of communication components
receiving control data is relatively low, transmitting or transceiving components have
a higher consumption impact.

Powertrain Besides passive components, the powertrain mainly consists of a num-
ber of electric motors, depending on the type of UAV. Each motor is generally accom-
panied by one The electronic speed controller is a device connecting a flight controller
and motors to provide power and control speed. (ESC), which converts the pulse-width
modulated (PWM) control value of the flight controller to a corresponding level of elec-
trical power. The control value dictates the force generated by the propellers and the
energy consumed by the electric motor. By evaluating the positional data received from
the IMU and from other flight control sensors against the set target, the flight controller
adjusts the set points for all motors. The electrical power of individual motors is slightly
decreased or increased to stabilize the UAV’s position and movement. From an energy
consumption perspective, the powertrain of the UAV is the most influential category.

Miscellaneous Consumers As mentioned before, every UAV type or product may
house additional hardware components. Additionally, the UAV use case might require
special additions. Such hardware can range from cameras overWi-Fi access points up to
mechanical grippers. The energy consumption of these components needs to be taken
into account when preparing the UAV utilization and its flight details.

Battery Energy Storage In a typical UAV a component that produces or harvests
electrical energy is generally not available. The whole system, represented by the elec-
trical consumers mentioned above, is sourced by an on-board battery. An exception
form combustion propelled systems, which are out of the scope of this thesis. The elec-
tric battery has a limited capacity and therefore can only support flight and other energy
consuming processes for a limited amount of time. After battery depletion, system fail-
ure is inevitable and has to be prevented to ensure a safe operation. The topic of battery
state observation and management will be covered in later sections of this work.
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2.3.3. Consumption Magnitudes and Dynamics

All aforementioned components, except the battery, consume electrical power to carry
out their task. The total of these consumptions amounts to the overall energy consumed
during the operation of a UAV. The magnitudes of consumption impact by different
components was roughly compared above, but will be a subject to later analysis steps
in Chapter 4.

In general, it can be expected that the consumption of some components is not only
decisive in terms of magnitude but also because of their dynamic behavior. While the
consumption of a sensor is assumed to be approximately constant over a complete flight,
the consumption of the powertrain will vary significantly over different flight phases.

The battery, as the only available energy source on the mobile UAV has to cope with
those varying loads, and has to provide the needed power and overall energy.

2.4. Battery Technology for UAV Utilization

Batteries in general are devices capable of storing and sourcing electrical energy. In
chemical processes electrical energy is transformed and stored in the form of chemical
energy, which can then be re-transformed to electrical energy when needed. The topics
of battery technology and battery management in autonomous robotics were previously
discussed by Thomas Schmalz [Sch13] and Vanessa Gries [Gri16] in assigned student
works in relation to this thesis. The findings in those documents and the information
given by Pop et al. [Pop+08] were the basis for the following sections.

The classic design of a battery cell consists of a positive electrode (cathode), a negative
electrode (anode), and an electrolyte. The electrodes do not come in contact with each
other, but are electrically connected by the electrolyte.

An externally enabled current flow between the two electrodes, by either a charger or a
consumer circuit, results in reduction and oxidation reactions at the electrodes. At the
same time, ions inside the electrolyte medium migrate between the medium and the
electrodes. These chemical processes allowed to power external electric consumers and
are reversible in rechargeable batteries.
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Depending on the materials and the design, a battery offers a certain voltage and an
overall energy charge capacity. Multiple cells can be combined in series and in parallel
to create battery packs with higher voltages and capacities. Different battery designs
contain different materials for both the electrodes and electrolyte medium on both sides
of the battery, to improve its properties.

2.4.1. General Characteristic Properties

The battery materials used and design specifics applied mostly define the properties of
a battery. According to Pop et al. [Pop+08, pp. 11 sqq.] the crucial properties of batteries
are:

Nominal Voltage The electric potential difference rating of the battery in volts (V).

Maximum Capacity The overall electric charge capacity of the battery defined as the
integral product of current over time, in ampere hours (mAh).

Discharge Rating (“C” Rate) Themaximum discharge current of a battery, in propor-
tion to the capacity of the battery.

Cycle Life A rating of the lifetime of a battery, given as the number of charge and
discharge cycles before the battery is expected to fall below certain performance
evaluation criteria.

Self-Discharge The effect of reversibly losing a portion of the battery’s charge due to
internal chemical processes during dormant storage.

Specific Energy A measure to quantify the energy density as energy per mass ratio,
given in watt-hours per kilogram (Wh/kg).

Memory Effect A problem of some battery types, in which the battery delivers only
the capacity used during the preceding repeated charge and discharge cycles.

Safety A combination of all factors defining the overall safety of a battery in a cer-
tain scenario. Factors include danger of explosion and chemical contact, sensitivity
against shock and pressure, and temperature constraints.
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Many battery types are available on the market and dozens are subject to research.
All of them differ in their chemical compositions or design specifics, and in the above
mentioned properties. An in-detail overview is given by Zhang et al. in Rechargeable
Batteries [ZZ15]. Most of the presented types are highly specialized and not market-
ready. Every type has its own advantages, disadvantages, restrictions and dangers.

During the product search for a battery application, the mentioned functional and non-
functional properties are relevant and have to be matched to the application task and
context. Another factor is the economic aspect as the market price and availability of a
product not only depends on the materials used, but also on the scaling effects of mass
production and regulatory laws.

In the current customary market, four battery base types are common: lead-acid, nickel-
cadmium, nickel-metal-hydride, and lithium-ion batteries.

2.4.2. Importance of Lithium-Ion Polymer Batteries

For most mobile applications today, the lithium-ion battery technology is the recom-
mendable and available choice, as Chen and Sen confirm in “Advancement in battery
technology: A state-of-the-art review” [CS16]. Especially interesting is the technology
subtype lithium-ion polymer (LiPo). A rechargeable lithium-ion battery featuring a poly-
mer electrolyte. This lithium-ion battery type provides higher specific energy (capacity
per weight ratio), making it the ideal choice for weight-critical applications such as
UAVs.

Almost all commercial UAV products feature a LiPo battery, profiting off their high spe-
cific energy, high potential C-rate and high cycle life. Typical properties of commercially
available LiPos are given in Table 2.1.

The main disadvantage of LiPos is the potential danger of overcharge, over-discharge,
overheating or physical damage. All of these can lead to catastrophic failure, including
electrolyte leaking and explosion. An appropriate application and the utilization of a
battery management system in combination with a battery charger specialized for LiPo
batteries mitigate those risks.
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Table 2.1 – Customary market ranges for LiPo properties

Property Symbol Mass Market Range

Nominal Voltage Ubat 7.4, 11.1 and 14.8 V (3.7 V per cell)
Maximum Capacity Qmax 1500 to 12 000mAh
Discharge Rating 20 to 120C
Cycle Life 500 to 1000
Self-Discharge 1 to 10 % per month, at 20℃
Specific Energy 90 to 250Wh/kg

2.4.3. Life Cycle of LiPo Batteries

The life of a battery is characterized by repeated charge and discharge cycles. Due to
irreversible physical and chemical impairment every battery type suffers from decreas-
ing performance, over the course of their lifetime. At some point in its life, the battery
reaches a state of callable performance that is below certain levels, and the battery has
to be decommissioned. This evaluation is known as the state-of-health (SoH) of a bat-
tery.

One of the main advantages of the lithium-ion polymers is the relatively long lifetime.
The case of failure or aging of a battery over the course of its cycle-to-cycle use was
not considered as an influencing factor for experimentation in the scope of the thesis
project. This does not, however, imply that the unique state-of-health of one battery can
be ignored and generalized.

The following sections will detail the LiPo life cycle that consists of charging, discharg-
ing and storage phases. Prior to that the term “state-of-charge” as a measure of the
current battery charge will be introduced.

2.4.3.1. State-of-Charge

According to Pop et al. [Pop+08, p. 3] the state-of-charge (SoC) is defined as the currently
available charge inside a rechargeable battery, stated in comparison to its maximum
possible charge given the prevailing state-of-health.
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Various methods to determine the current SoH and SoC of a battery exist.The remaining
charge cannot be measured directly, instead proxy measurements have to be carried out
and results have to be compared against known battery parameters, in order to make
assumptions. Different methods for such proxy measurements are presented below.

The ability to probe and observe a battery also depends on the physical combination of
battery pack and themetering components, often called the batterymanagement system.
An uncoupled and temporarily disconnected solution on the consumer side is not able
to continuously observe the battery and its absolute state. Merging the active metering
component with the battery pack presents certain challenges and increases the price
of the battery. Such a permanent combination is commonly called a “smart battery”. A
detailed overview of the challenges of SoC indication and the smart battery design is
given by Pop et al. in Battery Management Systems [Pop+08].

Proxy measurement and battery state determination can either be based on continuous
observations or on the combination of absolute conditions.

Continuous Charge Observation All differences aside, the fundamental similarity
of all batteries is the fact that a certain amount of electric charge is present in them at
all times. Relative changes of this amount occur in the form of current flowing in and
out of the battery, depending on the charger or load connected. The current flow can
be observed and summed up using an integral product over time, to compute capacity
changes. Combined with a short-term or long-term memory, good estimates for the
overall resulting state-of-charge are possible without fine-grained knowledge about the
battery specific properties, as listed in Section 2.4.1.

The method is simple and independent of the battery type, model or rated capacity. It is
cheap to implement and offers reliable insight into the energy use of a consumer. The
method still has its limits. Aggregated data over charge and discharge cycles needs to
be collected, to gain knowledge about the absolute remaining charge inside a battery.
The callable energy of a battery depends on factors like the battery temperature or the
utilization, and is not necessarily equal to the previously charged amount. Self-discharge
processes during storage cannot be accounted for.
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Momentary Properties Measurement The momentary indication method is an-
other approach for SoC determination, besides or alongside the continuous observa-
tion as described above. Physical, chemical, and electrical properties of a battery are
characteristic for the state-of-health and absolute state-of-charge of a battery. The prin-
ciple of a momentary SoC indication system is, according to Pop et al. [Pop+08, p. 26],
defined by the following SoC factors. Some are momentary measurements, and others
pre-determined characteristic values.

• Temperature of the battery (Dependent on use and surrounding conditions)
• Measurable voltage (Influenced by temperature, current drain, and others)
• Battery impedance (Computational electrical property as combination of resis-
tance and reactance of the battery, indicator for SoH, depends on chemical con-
ditions)

• Voltage relaxation time (A precise indicator for the absolute SoC of a battery,
measured over longer idle times after charge or discharge cycles)

After measurement the values are further processed, error-corrected and filtered, and
finally compared against known characteristic values of the battery model. These char-
acteristic values are both pre-determined by the manufacturer and also dynamically
adapted due to observed measurements. The presented battery state-of-charge indica-
tion method allows for a precise and absolute determination of the remaining applicable
charge of a battery. The accuracy of the method, however, greatly depends on the accu-
racy and error-corrected measurement of the mentioned conditions.

Sufficient sensing and processing solutions are subject to novel product development,
thanks to advances and interests in the industry of battery-powered electric automo-
biles. Commercially available battery management systems are still rare and relatively
expensive.

State-of-Charge determination in UAVs The market for UAVs is young and com-
petitive. The typical UAV is much cheaper than an electrical automobile and the design
goal of low weight discourages the addition of complex components. Additionally, the
need for a precise state-of-health determination is highly situational and depends on the
use case. Therefore, most mid to low priced segment UAV models come with a simple
solution, or none at all.
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The conventional solution comprises an off-the-shelf battery pack and a simple meter-
ing component on the UAV side, as described in Section 2.4.3.1. Newer and higher-priced
UAVs feature more sophisticated SoH and SoC indication hardware. Bundled smart bat-
teries with momentary properties measurement capabilities are available in first UAV
models released over the last few years.

2.4.3.2. Charging Cycle

Charging of a battery is in general characterized by an externally applied voltage, result-
ing in a current flow and therefore in an increase of stored electric charge. To safeguard
the battery against high currents exceeding at least one of its physical and chemical
boundaries, a special charger device will appropriately limit the maximum charging
current. This is especially important at the beginning of the charging process, when the
internal resistance of the battery is low and higher current flows are possible.

Lithium-ion polymer batteries are additionally sensible to high voltages and over-char-
ging. With raising charging level, the battery voltage will converge to the charging volt-
age and eventually reach critical values, negatively affecting the state-of-health of the
battery. Multistage charging methods are able to mitigate those risks, while they still
top out at a state-of-charge of 100 %. Advanced methods, like presented by Khan et al.
[Kha+16], are able to improve the charging time and charging efficiency.

The conventional multistage method commonly found in commercial chargers is called
constant current constant voltage (CCCV). The diagram in Figure 2.4 illustrates a CCCV
charging cycle for a single LiPo cell. The method consists of two stages.

The first stage is characterized by a constant charging current (CC) and a linear increase
of stored charge in the battery. As the battery charging level rises, the battery voltage
rises as well. At approximately 75 to 80 % of the maximum capacity, the aforementioned
sub-critical battery voltage is reached and the CCCV charging process transitions into
the second stage. The constant voltage stage (CV) fixes the charging voltage at the LiPo-
typical maximum voltage of 4.2 V per cell. Because of the fixed charging voltage and
the increasing battery charge, leading to an increased battery resistance, the charging
current will decrease over time. This results in an overall non-linear monotonically de-
creasing rate of battery charging, until the full battery capacity is reached [Yan+10].
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Figure 2.4 – Exemplary plot of battery voltage and the charging current, next to
the resulting charging level for a typical LiPo cell. The depicted
charging process follows the CCCV method.

2.4.3.3. Discharging Cycle

When a battery powers a consumer, its stored charge is provided to the consumer’s
electrical components. The battery charge is depleted and the battery might eventually
reach full depletion.

Over the course of this process, the battery voltage continually decreases and addition-
ally varies with the cell temperature and the discharge current. The cell voltage drops
from up to 4.2 V to as far as 3.5 V over the viable part of the discharge cycle. Towards full
depletion, the discharge cycle is characterized by a rapid decrease of the LiPo battery
voltage.

As a lithium-ion polymer cell is sensitive to over-discharging, this last portion of up
to 10 % of the cycle must be avoided to protect the battery from chemical impairment.
Specific values are highly dependent on the manufacturer and model of the battery at
hand. High quality products provide a steady voltage over a long range of the discharge
cycle [Tra16].
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Figure 2.5 – Exemplary plot of the cell voltage over the course of a full discharge
cycle for a typical LiPo battery. In the example the viable part of the
battery ends at 8 % SoC.

A diagram showing the general tendency of the LiPo battery cell voltage over its full
discharge cycle is depicted in Figure 2.5.

A consumer circuit utilizing a battery must be able to operate at non-constant voltages.
Additionally, the state-of-charge should be monitored to avoid over-discharging. In pro-
fessional LiPo battery applications, a battery management system should be applied to
monitor the state-of-charge and to maintain a good state-of-health.
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3. System Environment Analysis

The research question of this thesis is closely linked to the specifics of the operational en-
vironment considered. The utilization of UAVs is multifaceted and may differ in aspects
like the number of tasks, the nature of movements, and the possibilities and limitations
of the control and coordination system.

In this chapter we will introduce disaster scenarios, discuss the different response chal-
lenges faced, analyze the emerging tasks, and look at the derived assignments for robots.
Furthermore, we will discuss the systematic structure behind response coordination
with the help of UAVs, and present a conceptional layer model comprising the scenario
breakdown, missions, maneuvers and UAVs. The chapter ends with a deeper look into
the testbed UAVs used during the empirical study (see Section 4.1), the used flight con-
troller software and communication protocol, and the central ground control station
system. The presented information on UAV-aided disaster response creates the basis for
the development of a purposeful resource management system.

3.1. Challenges of Disaster Response Scenarios

Natural or man-made disasters can emerge without prior signs and in the most di-
verse locations. This is especially true in the modern world, where many people live in
crowded areas or in areas vulnerable to natural disasters, like the flooding zones of the
United States or metropolitan areas with heightened earthquake probability throughout
Asia. A coordinated response is crucial during or after the incident.

A reliable communication infrastructure is invaluable for reconnaissance, situation anal-
ysis, and combat and rescue coordination.
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Typical use cases for UAVs are the construction of a comprehensive mobile ad hoc com-
munication infrastructure for coordination [MGK12; Sas+14], and reconnaissance tasks
like scouting an area for survivors and debris [MO07].

3.1.1. Disaster Response Aspects

According to Asplund et al. [ANS09] and Lundberg et al. [LA11] the challenges of disas-
ter response are highly dependent upon an already existing reliable means of communi-
cation, to enable efficient task-oriented personnel and resource coordination. In “Com-
munication Problems in Crisis Response” [LA11] Lundberg et al. identify five problem
areas in the disaster communication environment:

1. Communication infrastructure – Restoration of a spanning network
2. Communication paths – Establishment of service demand fulfilling network routes

between participants
3. Situation awareness – Perception and propagation of situational data, as well as

execution of appropriate measures and countermeasures
4. Common ground – Clear and open communication on a human level
5. Message format – Task-specific preparation and presentation of data

Communication systems are eminent in providing critical services for major parts of the
infrastructure of today’s society and industry, e.g., in power grids, economic services,
transportation and defense. Uninterrupted and secure communication is often taken for
granted, even though the operation of services heavily relies on existing communica-
tion infrastructure. Ironically, the increasing complexity and interdependencies of these
communication systems make them vulnerable to faults, accidents, and attacks.

In the event of a disaster, preexisting communication services are likely to be disrupted
or disabled, e.g., infrastructure integrity and connections are often physically damaged,
and cannot be reinstated in short-term. Bullet points 1 and 2 address this need for fast
communication infrastructure restoration.

Reina et al. [Rei+15] found that a heterogeneous decentralized multihop ad hoc network
fulfills the requirements of a communication network in disaster response scenarios. In
literature, the research area of multihop ad hoc networks is broadly covered, Wang et al.
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[Wan+16] even present a specific solution for disaster response network reconstruction.
Most of the presented solutions expect and allow physical communication nodes to be
distributed in the area, to be dynamically repositioned, and to occasionally emerge and
disappear.

Reconnaissance is another important aspect of disaster response. The quick and unhin-
dered search for survivors or the mapping of the disaster area for a clear situational
understanding are important response actions. These and other reconnaissance tasks
are covered by bullet point 3 of the list of problem areas in the disaster communication
environment.

A central coordination and mission control unit is commonly available in disaster re-
sponse scenarios. This is irrespective of the utilized, technically decentralized, commu-
nication infrastructure and results out of the need for central data collection and task
planning by personnel at a disaster response base [Rei+15]. The task of the central co-
ordination and mission control unit is the collection, preparation, and presentation for
task-specific response decisions as required by bullet point 5 of the list of problem areas
from above.

Bullet point 4 of the problem areas list is oriented at human relations and cannot be
especially addressed by technology. However, the fast restoration of a communication
infrastructure and the rapid and flexible collection and presentation of reconnaissance
results is indirectly able to ease the effective interpersonal communication.

3.1.1.1. Technical Requirements

For communication infrastructure restoration and reconnaissance alike, we demand the
following requirements towards a technical solution:

Instantaneous and Unhindered Restoration of communication infrastructure needs
to happen as soon as possible. Potential geographic restrictions, like damaged streets
caused by the disaster, need to be quickly overcome or bypassed.

Spanning and Heterogeneous Every radio communication technology has a natu-
ral signal propagation range limitation. The created infrastructure therefore needs
to consist of multiple distributed communication nodes, interlinked to connect all
participants in all parts of the disaster response area.
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Purpose-Driven Command and coordination of response teams and the necessity for
data communication (e.g. during reconnaissance tasks) depends on the disaster sit-
uation and development. The infrastructure and the provided network need to dy-
namically adapt to those changing communication requirements.

The creation of a distributed ad hoc network as well as the task-oriented execution of
individual reconnaissance missions necessitate many independent and flexibly applica-
ble operating agents. A disaster scenario will in general yield many parallel tasks and
the utilization and management of agents thus need to be coordinated.

3.1.2. UAV Utilization in Disaster Response

The possibilities and advantages of UAVs, especially multicopters, were introduced in
chapter Section 2.2.4. Due to their size and physical characteristics, they can be provided
on-site, short-term, and deployed quickly. Their high degree of freedom allows for rapid
agile maneuvers even in tight spaces and under harsh conditions. As flying vehicles
they are flexible in their three-dimensional path planning, and therefore also capable of
avoiding disaster-related road or field damages.

As UAVs are unmanned and relatively small, they pose minimal risks to human lives,
which is especially important in the event of an unexpected system failure, which is a
looming threat in disaster situations.

The following services can be distinguished for UAVs provision in the context of disaster
response utilization:

On-Spot Service Provision Most non-airplane UAV types are capable of hovering
in a certain position. Airplanes offer the option of a pseudo-hover by flying in a narrow
circle around a fixed point. Another scenario is the planned landing of a UAV at its in-
tended position, e.g., on a rooftop or in open field, not vulnerable to the effects of the
disaster. In all these cases the UAV system qualifies as a fixed position service provider
for the creation of an ad hoc spanning backbone network for both global interconnec-
tivity and local connection of participants with the network. An analysis of placement
strategies for meshed field coverage has previously been presented by the author of
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this thesis [DMZ13]. Distributed fixed-position aerial platforms also offer the basis for
a global sensing and observation system, beneficial for disaster response efforts.

Path-Dependent Service Provision This classical approach to service provision is
characterized by a predefined path to follow. The path is herein either defined by way-
points or by point-to-point trajectories. Another configuration component can bemove-
ment speeds and/or arrival times. A moving UAV can quickly provide valuable data
about bigger parts of the disaster area for reconnaissance and sensing. This data can
then aid in effective and timely decision-making and coordination of next disaster re-
sponse actions.

Message-Ferrying Service Provision Another rather special and often indispens-
able service in disaster situations is the establishment of communication between disas-
ter response teams, that are separated by significant spatial distance, rendering a steady
network connection infeasible or impossible. In such cases the concept of message-
ferrying can be of service. Message-ferrying utilizes an agent, like a UAV, as a physical
means of transportation of delay-tolerant data. The data is stored in the memory of the
UAV, which moves between distinct exchange points along predefined paths. An algo-
rithm to plan the movement of a ferrying UAV between multiple service-demanding
exchange points was presented by Tobias Simon, a close colleague with an associated
working group, in “A Self-Organized Message Ferrying Algorithm” [SM13]. The result-
ing movement principles of a message-ferrying UAV are comparable to the aforemen-
tioned path-dependent service provision.

Dynamic Path Service Provision Certain tasks of disaster response cannot be pre-
planned. In search and rescue missions, a UAV equipped with an infrared camera or gas
sensor will adapt its movements according to the measured data, in order to complete
the given task. The future movement of the UAV is unpredictable in this case. Dynamic
paths and tasks are an inevitable aspect of disaster response actions. However, due to
the research goal of this thesis and the limited predictability of dynamic movement in
terms of future location and energy consumption, dynamic path service provision will
not be a central research object in the scope of this thesis.
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Overall, UAVs are an excellent fit for disaster response scenarios. They comply with
the requirements listed in the previous section, and are able to providing the distin-
guished services to address the disaster response problem areas 1, 2, 3 and 5 listed in
Section 3.1.1.

3.1.3. UAV Fleet Coordination in Disaster Response

In the previous section, we presented the utilization capabilities of single UAVs. It was
shown that the UAV is able to aid in the aforementioned problem areas in the disas-
ter communication environment. The utilization of multiple UAVs in disaster response
scenarios is expected to accelerate the communication infrastructure restoration to sup-
port wider and more flexible communication needs, and to provide all kinds of recon-
naissance services. In the area of sensor-based search and rescue missions, new un-
precedented possibilities are provided by UAV utilization. Utilization of multiple UAVs
permits the execution of a variety of missions in the scenario within a short time frame.
In literature, the described combination of individual systems, to form a more complex
new system with increased capabilities and additional functionalities, is called a system
of systems (SoS).

Multiple UAVs could be utilized in swarms. Swarming is a special form of inter-UAV
coordination and movement, in which a group of UAVs act in a cooperative fashion
where all UAVs collaborate upon one task. Swarming introduces additional challenges
and is attracting significant research interest, cf. [BSK10; LY15; Sas15; Sas+14]. Energy
management and maintenance actions for single UAVs are not especially affected by the
constellation of UAVs in groups. On the other side, requirements towards a swarm exe-
cuting a mission may differ from single UAV utilization, in the dynamics of UAV count
fluctuations, e.g., swarm rearrangements under group size flexibility. Those conceivable
additional requirements and their potential effects on energy consumption form a new
research question and are out of the considered scope of this work.

While some UAVs are utilized for independent missions, others might operate as part of
a bigger task, like the creation of the spanning infrastructure network. The breakdown
and assignment of all these missions to physically available and applicable UAVs has
to be carried out by a well-suited entity. In Section 3.1.1 the demand for a central mis-
sion control unit was already justified based on the centralized personnel and resource
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coordination in disaster response scenarios. Besides mission assignment, the mission
control unit also has to coordinate UAVs in-between missions and before and after uti-
lization. The mission control unit is thus also responsible for hardware and resource
management.

The described necessity for management and coordination of diverse entities in disas-
ter response tasks is complex. A generalized but flexible view on the overall system of
systems is deemed to be useful for the discussion of next steps in our analysis.

3.2. Conceptional UAV Response Model

In the last few sections, we discussed various details of disaster response scenarios,
the emerging tasks, and the benefits and new opportunities of UAV fleet utilization. A
mission control unit was motivated.

In this section, a hierarchical layered model is defined for UAV-aided disaster response
under anticipation of central coordination. The conceptional UAV response model is
depicted in Figure 3.1.

L1-1 L1-2 L1-3 L1-4 L1-5

L2-1 L2-2 L2-3 L2-4 L2-5

UAV Mission 1 UAV Mission 2 UAV Mission 3 UAV Mission 4 UAV Mission 5

UAV 1 UAV 2 UAV 3 UAV 4 UAV 5

Personnel: Disaster Response Scenario

Mission Control: Mission Breakdown (restricted)

UAV Mission 3..n

UAV 3..n

Figure 3.1 – Conceptional model of layered UAV scenario response coordination.

On highest layer, the model is represented by the disaster response scenario, which is
characterized as good as possible by the response personnel and updated by personnel
or automatically over time. In the following sections we will go into the details of the
lower layers, and discuss responsibilities and challenges.
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3.2.1. Mission Control Entity

A mission control unit was already motivated with the purpose of central coordina-
tion and management of all scenario-derived missions. The first step to that end is the
mission breakdown. In a classical approach, which is the vantage point of this analy-
sis, missions intended for UAV utilization have to be broken down substantially. This
is founded on the limitations of the UAV flight capabilities and resource constraints,
namely its aerodynamic limits and its battery capacity. Therefore, special UAV-tailored
missions are addressed in the conceptional model in Figure 3.1.

Additional responsibilities of a mission control lie in hardware and resource manage-
ment, however those are not yet addressed in the classical conceptional UAV response
model and will be the subject of Chapter 5.

3.2.2. Scenario-Derived Missions

The concept of a mission in the scope of UAV-aided disaster response is defined by the
combination of a movement and the execution of an operational task like wireless data
transmission or reconnaissance. A mission can be of arbitrary size in both the spatial
and temporal dimension and is only limited by the field and duration of the disaster
response scenario.

We consider the operational task assigned to a UAV to have no significant variable im-
pact on the energy consumption or the preplanned movement trajectory of the UAV
utilization. Dynamic path development arising from received sensor data, as discussed
in Section 3.1.2, is also excluded from thework on this thesis. Under these considerations
the operational task will not have an influential part in this work.

We have to distinguish between the general term “mission”, and the term “UAVmission”.
Where the former describes a mission according to the above definition in general, the
latter is additionally restricted in length respectively duration to fit the capabilities of
a single physical UAV. This differentiation is important, as a long-lasting single mission
needs to be broken down substantially into multiple UAV missions to be executable.

A UAV mission overstretching the limitations of the assigned unique physical UAV
(mainly because of its limited battery capacity) may end in catastrophic failure, loss,
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and damages. Therefore, UAV mission planning has to take safety margins for flight en-
ergy consumption into account. However, at this point of the analysis, an insufficient
understanding of the flight behavior and energy consumption is available. The planning
of UAV missions and additional energy safety margins has to be carried out on rough
estimates and will hence tend to over- and undershoot. Safety margins have to be se-
lected generously, cutting overall utilization efficiency. A detailed discussion of safety
margins will be given in Section 4.4.1.

3.2.3. Atomic Maneuvers

In the context of this thesis, a mission should be defined as a combination of maneu-
vers. Based on the UAV services described in Section 3.1.2 fundamental maneuvers can
be derived for further examination: the hovering or pseudo-hover maneuver, the point-
to-point movement, and movement trajectories of higher order. From an observational
flight path point-of-view the higher order trajectories can easily be abstracted as a
set of concatenated point-to-point maneuvers. Furthermore, because the main focus of
this work lies on the multicopter UAV, which offers near-holonomic behavior (see Sec-
tion 2.2.3), we can postulate that all maneuvers only depend on the current and target
locations, but not on the orientation of the UAV. Concluding, only two parameterized
maneuver types need to be differentiated:

1. Hover maneuver Mh(tc) – A flight maneuver type characterized by a fixed po-
sition in air and a duration. The maneuver duration is given by the specific com-
mand to be executed by the UAV.

2. Point-to-point maneuverMm(sc⃗) – A flight maneuver type characterized by a
straight trajectory between two coordinates. Movement between those two points
is expected to happen at constant speed. The maneuver direction and speed are
given by the specific command to be executed by the UAV.

In a mission such maneuvers can be freely concatenated. We consider individual ma-
neuvers to be atomic, meaning they are unambiguous in their definition and cannot be
further broken down nor interrupted. We also expect maneuvers to not be of significant
duration in comparison to the endurance limitation of a UAV.
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3.2.4. Abstract UAV Entities

In the context of the conceptional UAV response model, the complex UAV system can be
represented as a simple model, considering only its movement and energy consumption
over the course of a mission. A small fixed-weight object invests electrical energy to
allow controlled movement above ground in all directions.

Two types of maneuvers were introduced in the previous section. These are noticeably
different in terms of control and navigational behavior, however looking at physical
forces and energy consumption during these maneuvers, a slightly different distinc-
tion is appropriate. Due to the gravitational force, a certain amount of energy is always
needed to hold the UAV in air. Additionally, changes in its position will have a negative
or positive impact on the energy consumption. The acting forces and the overall energy
consumption of our generic simplified UAV abstraction are illustrated in Figure 3.2 and
can be divided into two parts:

α

FG'

FMFG

s

(α)

Figure 3.2 – Abstract multicopter model in the context of this thesis.

Altitude Conservation Energy The energy needed to hold the UAV in its position
(hover, force FG). Significant factors defining this energy portion are build specifica-
tions like number and efficiency of the motors, material and quality of the propellers,
and/or total weight.These properties are assumed to be constant for one UAV system,
a realistic assumption at least during one flight.

Displacement Energy The additional energy needed to change the position along a
movement vector s⃗ (point-to-point, force FM(α)). Flying along a point-to-point vec-
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tor constitutes the second part of the overall energy consumption. Due to the UAV’s
holonomic freedom of movement, its climb or descent angle α can be selected as the
relevant part of the point-to-point vector. Other vector parts are assumed to not have
any considerable influence on energy consumption (cf. Section 3.2.3).

3.2.5. Charging Stations

The charging station is not an essential part of the presented conceptional UAV response
model, but an indispensable component of the UAV-aided disaster response system of
systems. So far, the utilization of UAVs as mobile, fast and versatile platforms for disaster
response assistance was in the focal point of our discussion. In order to provide UAVs
for task execution beyond the endurance of the limited battery, a (re-)charging process
for UAVs between utilizations has to be established.

Charging happens at designated locations with the necessary conditions, like an ade-
quate energy source or available personnel to handle a manual connection sequence. In
Section 2.4.3.2 the need for a special charger device matching the UAV battery type was
highlighted. Further factors of charging possibilities in the field are the number of max-
imum parallel charging processes at one location and the amount of charging locations
in the application field.

In real-world applications, the exact nature of the mentioned details might widely vary.
For our analysis, we will assume one or multiple charging stations (CS) in the appli-
cation field. A charging station provides multiple charging spots for parallel service.
Charging of a battery installed in a UAV utilized in an automated operation bears the
challenges of navigation to and a safe physical connection with a charger [LST13]. Mul-
tiple commercially available products provide automated charging capabilities, like the
HiveUAV [Hiv18] or the Skysense Outdoor Charging Pad [Sky18]. Concepts to physi-
cally exchange the battery of a UAV in an automated fashion, as presented by Michini
et al. [Mic+11] or Ure et al. [Ure+15], were not further considered in this work, as they
lack compatibility with non-customized UAV models, like our testbed UAVs which will
be presented in the next section. The exact sequence of steps leading to the charging
and release of a UAV – be it a fully automatic process or manual plugging of connectors
– shall not be of further interest in the scope of this thesis.
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A charging station is an important necessary part of a UAV utilization project. It is,
however, not part of our presented conceptional UAV response model, as it does not play
an active role in the response coordination, but rather simply offers a passive necessary
service.

The concept of an intelligent charging station (ICS) emerged during the work on this
thesis. We define an ICS as a charging station with decision capabilities [Die+16]. The
ICS is accompanied by an active component, like a microcontroller, which manages the
activities in the local vicinity.The ICS offers waiting and charging spots and coordinates
the assignment of these to approaching UAVs. It is also permitted to deny service to re-
questing UAVs due to capacity overload. Most importantly, the ICS offers interfaces for
other systems, to retrieve consolidated data regarding available UAVs and their individ-
ual state-of-charge, estimates for future workload, and to select a UAV fit for utilization.
A part of those features will be addressed in later concept decisions for our resource
management system.

3.3. Boundaries Imposed by the Utilized Systems

The analysis as well as conceptional and implementational work in this thesis are aimed
to be generally applicable for all UAVs, with special focus on multicopters. Beyond that,
specific analysis steps, as well as necessary assumptions and restrictions, had to be de-
cided on the particular hardware/software system used during the practical work sur-
rounding this thesis. The sample system consists of two different testbed UAVs and a
fitting combination of ground control station software. Product selection was based on
functional, extensibility, and financial factors.

The deciding factors for product selection, as well as other important hardware and soft-
ware characteristics of the utilized system, will be discussed in the following sections.

3.3.1. Hardware of Utilized Testbed UAVs

Two differentmulticopter buildswere used in this thesis work to perform empirical anal-
yses. The first one is a commercial “Solo” quadcopter by 3D Robotics [3DR18], which
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is used as a reference platform to other commercial products. The second is a non-
commercial quadcopter that has been custom-built from common off-the-shelf compo-
nents. This copter is used for comparison and validation measurements to retrieve more
generic insights on flight phase energy consumption in general.

Technical key data of both multicopters is given in Table 3.1. The 3DR Solo has a higher
battery capacity, higher operating voltage, but also a higher weight. While the custom-
built quadcopter was originally designed for agility and speed, 3D Robotics intended
the Solo for autopilot-supported photography applications, hence making it stable and
prepared for heavy equipment payloads. The battery capacity of both multicopters is
given in milliampere-hours and watt-hours alike. The difference between the two units
was discussed in Section 2.3.1 and in most cases they are interchangeable.

Table 3.1 – Comparison of the utilized multicopter systems based on key aspects.

3D Robotics Solo Custom-Built

Weight 1800 g 1150 g
Bat. Voltage 14.8 V 11.1 V

Bat. Capacity 5200mAh 2200mAh
76.96Wh 24.42Wh

Both quadcopters employ the same microcontroller and run a firmware tailored to each
system to enable autonomous flight. This setup provides the same flight algorithms for
both systems, while taking physical differences into consideration.

3.3.1.1. Utilized Batteries and Applied Charging Method

Both testbedUAVs utilize batteries and battery chargers that operate following the CCCV
multistage charging method, which was introduced in Section 2.4.3.2. A precedent anal-
ysis of our testbed batteries was carried out by Ludwig Breitsprecher [Bre18]. We were
able to confirm the expected CCCV behavior and Ludwig Breitsprecher developed a
reference implementation of an energy storage model.

The model depicted in Figure 3.3 is a simplified representation of the battery state-of-
charge during a CCCV charging process, based on values for maximum capacity, pro-
jected full charging duration and parameters for the transition between the CC and CV
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Figure 3.3 – Simplified battery charging model for the 3DR Solo battery,
following the CCCV multistage method.

stages. The CC stage is characterized by a linear increase in battery charge, the subse-
quent second stage (CV) follows a smooth saturation function to eventually reach 100 %
SoC after the full charging duration. Starting at a given remaining charge in the bat-
tery, the SoC after a certain duration can be estimated by this simplified underlying
mathematical model [Bre18].

The simplified CCCV battery charging model for the 3DR Solo battery, derived from
laboratory observations, is characterized by the key parameters given in Table 3.2.

The 3DR Solo quadcopter is equipped with a “smart battery” marketed battery pack.The
bay-mounted battery is easy to attach and detach and comes with a built-in batteryman-
agement system, offering detailed state-of-health and state-of-charge information over
an SMBus (Revision 1.1 [SBS98]) communication link. The necessity for a high quality
SoH and SoC monitoring was discussed and justified in Section 2.4.3.1. The 3DR Solo
was specifically chosen because of this property, to ensure accurate and precise energy
consumption readings for the planned empirical analysis.

The endurance of a battery during flight highly depends on the details of the mission ex-
ecuted by the UAV. Typical flight times of our testbed UAVs range from 10 to 20 minutes.
It would be possible to attach higher capacity batteries for longer flight times.That is es-
pecially true for the custom-built quadcopter, which we also equipped with a 3000mAh
and a 4000mAh battery for testing. These batteries increased the UAV endurance sig-
nificantly, however part of the additionally gained flight time is negated by the added
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Table 3.2 – 3DR Solo CCCV battery charging model characteristics.

CC Stage CV Stage

Full Duration 44min 25min
Capacity Range 0 to 85 % 85 to 100 %
Nominal/Peak Current 6A

weight and inflicted additional consumption. Bigger batteries increase flight time (up to
a certain point) while decreasing energy efficiency. The added weight also affects flex-
ibility due to inertia, and adds permanent stress on the airframe and powertrain of the
UAV. For the remainder of this thesis, no other batteries were thus used for flight tests
and further analysis steps.

3.3.1.2. UAV Flight Controller Firmware

Thefirmware installed on the flight controllers of both quadcopters is ArduPilot [Ard18a].
Technical details and a description of contributions during the work on this thesis are
given in Appendix A.1.5. ArduPilot is an open source development project and offers
support for all kinds of UAVs and numerous optional peripheral sensor and actor mod-
ules. The core of ArduPilot is a mature configurable flight control system, ensuring sta-
bilization, reacting on remote inputs, and perform flight in different flight modes.

Autonomous flight mode is of special interest for this thesis. This mode enables the
execution of maneuver-based missions without manual remote control and is hence
the mode used during our UAV-aided disaster response scenarios. In the context of the
ArduPilot firmware, missions are defined and provided as lists of commands that repre-
sent the concept of maneuvers as introduced before.

3.3.2. Ground Control Station Software

In addition to the firmware on the flight controller, the ground control station software
used at the mission control is an important component of the overall system discussed
in Section 3.2.TheMission Planner [Ard18b] PC software was used as part of our testbed
system, cf. Appendix A.1.4. The GCS software is used to communicate with the UAVs,
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configure their parameters, retrieve their telemetry data, or control aspects of their indi-
vidual flight. The software also offers a graphical frontend to monitor UAVs and to plan
command-based missions in a format defined by the ArduPilot project.

ArduPilot commands are characterized by a command type, target or operation coor-
dinates, and optional command type specific data points. An example of a simple com-
mand list is given in Source Code 3.1. Interesting parts of each command are highlighted.
The first column leads with an incremental command index and the forth column en-
codes the command type by its internal identifier. The 9th and 10th column represent
geographic latitude and longitude, the 11th the altitude dictated by the command. All
other columns are related to optional or deprecated command parameters, which are
irrelevant for this discussion.

1 QGC WPL 110
2 0 0 0 22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000000 0.000000 30.0 1
3 1 0 0 16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.683500 10.971500 75.0 1
4 2 0 0 16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.682500 10.971500 30.0 1
5 3 0 0 20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000000 0.000000 0.0 1

Source Code 3.1 – An example command list generated by Mission Planner.

For comparison, the same command list is shown as a screenshot of the planning view
of the Mission Planner software in Figure 3.4. Amongst the extensive list of existing
command types, only a few are of interest to our application. Those commands with
their respective identifiers are namely: navigate to waypoint (16), hover for a certain
duration (19), return to launch location (20), land at location (21), and take-off from
ground (22).

The previously introduced concept of maneuvers is closely linked to commands. Maneu-
vers as we defined them in Section 3.2.3 extend commands by the additional information
of starting coordinates, while reducing their command types to a minimum pair of dif-
ferent maneuvers, judged by their flight behavior and resulting energy consumption.
Table 3.3 shows a comparison between commands and maneuvers.

The combination of ArduPilot flight controller and Mission Planner GCS imposes a cer-
tain flight and mission execution behavior on our UAVs. Flight during the execution of
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Figure 3.4 – Mission Planner view for the commands list in Source Code 3.1.

autonomous missions is controlled by internally configured parameters. Commands be-
hind those missions do not include execution-specific data, like the flight speed for one
single maneuver. Furthermore, ArduPilot commands do not give any option or guaran-
tee with regard to the arrival time or deadline of one command. One exception is the
hovering maneuver, which is characterized by a fixed duration. The duration of a point-
to-point maneuver solely depends on the flight behavior resulting out of the UAV setup
and the flight controller configuration.

Table 3.3 – Comparison between commands as used by ArduPilot and our
concept of maneuvers.

Commands Maneuvers
Hover Point-to-Point

Types Over 131 1 1
Starting location — — X
Target location X X X
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3.3.3. Control Communication Protocol

Due to the fast growth of the UAV industry, it is important to consider compatibility
issues in UAV communication. The MAVLink [Mei+18] micro air vehicle link message
marshalling library has been established to overcome the existing differences. MAVLink
is a community-driven message library project for coordination of micro air vehicles.
It was first released in 2009 by Lorenz Meier, as part of his work at ETH Zürich, under
the LGPLv3 license. For further references and technical details including own contri-
butions, cf. Appendix A.1.6.

MAVLink defines a very lightweight, header-onlymessage set and structure and iswidely
incorporated in modern flight control firmwares, ground control stations, management
software and other ground to UAV communication links. MAVLink has been imple-
mented and extensively tested with established flight control systems such as PX4,
PIXHAWK, and AR.Drone. It provides unified communication definitions among differ-
ent types of robotic nodes, covering through all application disciplines including water,
land, and air. All robots supportingMAVLink can be controlled by the same instructions,
and collect and supply data in compatible formats. Many UAV vendors are also provid-
ing MAVLink capabilities, because of its versatility and simplicity [Mei+11; Coo+12;
Arc+15].

The ArduPilot flight control firmware and the Mission Planner GCS software communi-
cate using the MAVLink communication library. Most of the technical details and deci-
sions outlined for ArduPilot and Mission Planner above, like the concept of commands
and command types, can also be found in the MAVLink library.

3.3.3.1. Implementation of a MAVLink Maintenance Extension

MAVLink is specifically designed to support point-to-point communication between
ground control stations and UAVs. Such a centralized approach is not feasible in all
constellations.

In “Towards a Unified Decentralized Swarm Management and Maintenance Coordi-
nation Based on MAVLink” [Die+16] we proposed to use MAVLink on UAV-to-UAV
communication links and presented a message set to support maintain UAV operation
functionality, additionally support for groups and swarming behavior was introduced.
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This includes replacement of UAVs or communication with an intelligent charging sta-
tion (ICS) as introduced in Section 3.2.5 to improve the recharging process. Our addition
can significantly reduce the overhead for an operator of a GCS to organize and control
UAVs. The proposal forms the technical basis for the following chapters of this thesis.

The MAVLink extension proposal [Die+16] is based on the full definition worked out by
the student work by Kati Neudert [Neu14], which was assigned and carried out in the
context of this thesis.

The proposal includes detailed descriptions, formal message sequence charts, and a full
message set implementation for the following topics:

• UAV management in groups
• UAV management in formations
• Maintenance actions for replacement
• Maintenance actions for recharging
• Maintenance coordination with an ICS
• Geographical regions with properties and restrictions
• Extensions on navigation capabilities
• Swarm management

All MAVLink extension details can be taken from the respective proposal documents
and will not be repeated here.

In conclusion, the presented sample system provides typical components that could be
used in a UAV-aided disaster response. A general UAV movement and energy consump-
tion model will be derived by the help of the presented testbed UAVs in the following
chapter. The discussed details about disaster scenarios, the utilization options and con-
straints of UAVs, and the conceptional response model will be important in the later
development of a resource management system.
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4. A Prediction Model for UAV Movement
and Energy Consumption

An unmanned aerial vehicle, like most mobile robotic systems, has to rely on a lim-
ited electrical battery as its only energy source. Before we can discuss energy usage
and transfer the results to a higher UAV fleet management level, we need to look at the
movement and energy consumption of individual UAVs. This chapter provides details
on the electrical energy consumption of UAVs in general, and the testbed quadcopter
models introduced in Section 3.3.1 in particular. Based on the findings in an empirical
study, an energy consumption prediction model is derived. Another discussed aspect
is the role of uncertainty and the resulting need to include safety margins in the pre-
diction algorithm. Finally, the chapter ends with a parameterized model of the energy
consumption, representing the consumption of the 3DR Solo testbed quadcopter.

First experiments and analysis steps towards an energy consumption prediction model
were performed by students assisting during the work on this thesis.The bachelor thesis
by Niclas Büdenbender [Büd14] was oriented at a low-level energy consumption anal-
ysis based on a correlation between motor speed set values and power-draw readings.
The work introduced the research field of energy consumption, but no clear maneu-
ver relations were found as the theoretical model behind the UAV flight principles and
energy consumption is inconceivably complex. It was furthermore found that a theo-
retical model is unfitting for the mission and maneuver oriented energy consumption
prediction. As a concluding next step, the task of the students work by Peh, Löber, and
Brackenhoff [PLB16] was to perform an energy consumption analysis based on antici-
pated correlations between a flight maneuver and its accumulated power readings. The
results of their work were the starting point for the subsequently described analysis.

The characterization of the UAV as a de facto black box system should be based on real-
world observations, and on the general flight principles of multicopter UAVs. Unlike
theoretical models based on mechanical, electrotechnical or aerodynamic properties of
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one system, this analysis concentrates on providing a reliable empirical energy con-
sumption profiling methodology for a group of systems.

Thework presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.3 have been published in a condensed version at
the SysCon'17 [DKZ17b]. Special aspects of energy consumption estimation uncertainty
were the subject of our paper presented at the VALUETOOLS 2017 [Die+17], which is
the base for the in-detail discussion in Section 4.4.

The bachelor thesis by Tobias Krüger [Krü18] is another work originating from the
context of the following analysis. A simplified version of the UAV energy consump-
tion prediction model has been implemented in the ground control station software
Mission Planner (cf. Section 3.3.2), which was used for flight planning in all practical
experiments. The implementation was provided to the Mission Planner development
community and all technical details and a source code reference can be found in Ap-
pendix A.1.4.

4.1. Empirical Flight Data Analysis

A good understanding of a system is crucial in order to improve it or the systems around
it. For the sake of simulation-based optimization, an abstract model of the system, espe-
cially of the relevant parts of that system, needs to be available to generate realistic and
comparable results.These results are ultimately the deciding factors in the modification,
improvement, and optimization process.

An empirical analysis was carried out in order to develop both a generic state-based
UAV consumption model, and a parameterization for that model based on data from the
testbed UAVs.

4.1.1. Empirical Benchmark Measurements

In Section 3.2.4 we reduced the complex UAV to a simple model for maneuver-basedmis-
sion execution with focus on energy consumption. First test flights and manual flight
data observation and comparison suggests the expected model behavior, following anal-
ysis discussion will confirm it. Only the flight angle, as one variable factor, was found
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to be of significant impact on the energy consumption of one multicopter UAV over the
course of one maneuver, resulting in the aforementioned dependency FM(α).

The high customizability of UAVs was highlighted in earlier chapters. Relevant invari-
able factors that are only changeable between flights are the total weight and the speed
parameterization of the flight control. Modifications to the UAV setup, such as the mate-
rials and components used or the values of other control parameters, are not considered
here as they would usually require a new calibration of the model. All mentioned factors
are not in the scope of this work.

In order to evaluate the energy consumption of various flight phases, we planned mul-
tiple missions, each featuring different aspects and flight maneuvers.

4.1.1.1. Benchmark Flight Missions

After the first few test flights we identified three configurations as benchmarks for our
energy profiling.These configurations reflect the major components of the UAV’s move-
ments:

1. Energy needed to maintain the current altitude
2. Energy needed for horizontal movement
3. Energy needed for movements with vertical portions

Accordingly, the following three flight patterns were planned as benchmark flights for
later empirical flight data analysis.

Steady Hover Benchmark A simple mission is used to obtain a value for the energy
consumption in hover mode. To achieve this, the copter is flown to a given position
and instructed to stays there for about 10min, at the configured altitude. For this we
chose a flight area with almost no wind in order to avoid any influence of horizontal
repositioning.
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Horizontal Movement Benchmark We decided to use a squared flight pattern, as
sketched in Figure 4.1a, to obtain measurement values for horizontal position change
irrespective of any wind influences. In this pattern, the quadcopter is flown from way-
point to waypoint on a straight line without change in its altitude, until the square is
completed and the quadcopter returns to its initial position. This setup ensures that sys-
tematic impact of wind from any given direction could be averaged out as it affects each
flight phase from a different angle differently.

a: Benchmark #2 - Squared Flight b: Benchmark #3 - Climb / Descent

Figure 4.1 – Two out of three planned benchmark flight patterns to gather
measurements for horizontal and vertical movement.

Climb andDescent Benchmark Finally, the vertical position change is evaluated by
repeatedly is flying the UAV from one position to another with a different altitude at a
given climb angle, as shown in Figure 4.1b. After reaching the position, the quadcopter
flies to the next position with its original altitude in order to capture the same angle
but for descending movements. This flight pattern is repeated multiple times allowing
measurements at different climb angles.

4.1.1.2. Flight Parameterization

We planned a certain minimum flight duration by choosing appropriate coordinates for
each used flight pattern. This was to ensure that we gather enough individual measure-
ments for our statistical analysis of the different flight phases. We carried out multiple
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flights with each quadcopter for each setup based on this general concept. In total, we
performed six to twelve flights for each mission.

Since both systems use the same firmware, they show similar flight characteristics even
though the individual flight parameters are different. Whenever a UAV switches from
one maneuver to the next at a given waypoint, there is some transient behavior that
results in slight deviation in flight characteristics, such as acceleration and deceleration.
This has been taken into account in the statistical analysis described below.

It should also be noted, that we did not vary the internal flight parameters between
measurement flights. These parameters are numeric settings which influence the details
of flight control, such as the maximum speed during automatic horizontal flight or the
configuration of pre-processing algorithms for sensor data. Modification of such pa-
rameters would potentially change the UAV flight behavior and require a new analysis
iteration.

4.1.1.3. Data Acquisition

TheArduCopter firmware collects very detailed logging information throughout a flight.
Information regarding the flight control, mission execution, GPS readings, battery de-
pletion and more is sampled every 100ms. The generated log files can be retrieved from
the internal flight controller memory after flight, and are in A comma-separated values
file contains values in a table as a series of ASCII text lines organized so that each col-
umn value is separated by a comma from the next column’s value and each row starts a
new line. file format.

Wind was rated negligible in all captured benchmark flights by a preliminary measure-
ment with an anemometer. Additionally, the measurement flights were dispersed over
multiple days to account for weather differences. Individual UAV hardware was un-
changed during all flights. In order to account for potential state-of-health differences
between the individual testbed quadcoter batteries, multiple batteries of the same prod-
uct type were used, three in the custom-built and four in the 3DR Solo quadcopter.
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4.1.2. Statistical Sample Data Analysis

A detailed analysis of 20 selected individual captured flights was performed. This in-
cludes log files from both multicopter systems and all of the aforementioned flight pat-
terns.

Details regarding the developed analysis script can be found in Appendix A.1.1.

4.1.2.1. Log File Parsing

The analysis script implements an algorithm of steps to select, filter, and transform the
logged data to ultimately compute distinctive analysis results. To that end, the first step
is to load each log file into memory and parse for relevant data.

1 IMU, 120872091, 0.00199961, -0.005316967, 0.0007880511, -0.4594238,
0.4295748, -9.636625, 0, 0

2 CMD, 120887098, 9, 1, 16, 0, 0, 0, 0, 51.07728, 10.98858, 20
3 MODE, 120887127, Auto, 3
4 CURR, 120887164, 67, 1234, 214, 5354, 17.03422, 0
5 MAG, 120887200, -59, 166, 413, -89, -13, -16, 0, 0, 0, 1
6 BARO, 120890976, 2.217192, 100994.6, 24.44, -0.07670648
7 GPS, 120947045, 3, 472195600, 1887, 16, 0.70, 51.0772841,

10.9890496, 0.12, 161.66, 0.07, 0.00, 0.03, 1
8 IMU, 120952054, 0.0003370403, 0.002114687, 0.002921721, -0.5191283,

0.4812518, -9.787397, 0, 0
9 CURR, 120986942, 67, 1235, 219, 5349, 17.09505, 0

Source Code 4.1 – Excerpt from a Log File Showing Random Successive Lines

All log lines are per definition1 sorted chronologically. All lines are formatted in a A
comma-separated values file contains values in a table as a series of ASCII text lines
organized so that each column value is separated by a comma from the next column’s
value and each row starts a new line. (CSV) structure in which different types of log
entries are stored in conjunction with type-related data. An example of a typical log file
can be seen in Source Code 4.1.

1The dataflash log format is documented at http://ardupilot.org/copter/docs/
common-downloading-and-analyzing-data-logs-in-mission-planner.html (Retrieved
2018-03-01)
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Primary parsing is done based on the type data field, given as the first field in every log
line. For the purpose of further analysis the following data types are extracted from the
vast amount of all lines:

• MODE – Log entries regarding the state of high level system operations
• CMD – Log entries on updated mission maneuvers
• GPS – Log entries containing positional location data
• CURR – Log entries with periodic energy consumption and status data

Furthermore, early log entries with type MSG are processed to differentiate between the
different multicopter systems, based on a unique identifier.

All log entries consist of a timestamp and fine-grained discretized sampling data, for
different relevant aspects of the covered data types. Most log entry types and data fields
are skipped, others are transformed or added to aid in the following steps.

Log entries for the CURR data type are written at a supposed sampling time Ts of 100ms.
A quick analysis of one log data set confirms that the precision of the sampling is quite
high, following a normal distribution, with a slight shift in accuracy:

Ts ∼ N (105.7, 0.041)ms (4.1)

4.1.2.2. Maneuver Separation

The next step in computation is the selection of individual maneuvers and the separa-
tion of their steady states between transitions. Each maneuver is described by the start
and end timestamp, and the underlying type and ID of both, the previous and active
command needed to derive the maneuver path.

As shown in Figure 4.2, the transition between two distinct maneuvers is observable as a
clear short-duration change in the average power-draw. Selection of power consumption
samples from the flight log is therefore done based on the extracted timestamps, with a
guard band of a two-second subtraction on both ends of the transition.
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Figure 4.2 – Power measurements during maneuver transition.

4.1.2.3. Single Maneuver Analysis and Reduction

Measurements from within these selected maneuvers are statistically analyzed to com-
pute the power-draw of the system for the duration of onemaneuver.This is represented
by the stochastic mean value and standard deviation. Additionally, the overall consumed
energy is calculated.

For a point-to-point maneuver (Mm(sc⃗)), the climb or descent angle and distance trav-
eled along this path are computed from both the predefined maneuver command in-
structions and the raw GPS recordings, for later comparison. The important parameter
that is speed of flight is not part of the maneuver command, and has to be derived from
the start and end GPS coordinates and the time it takes to travel on a linear path be-
tween them. The calculated speeds are expected to be of acceptably high precision. The
reason for this is the low HDOP (horizontal dilution of precision) throughout all mea-
sured flights, as well as the negligible potential GPS position error in comparison to the
maneuver distances which is approximately at least 50m.

The special case of a hovering maneuver (Mh(tc)) is processed quite similarly, but dis-
tances, angles, or speed data are irrelevant. The maneuver is characterized by its dura-
tion, derived from predefined maneuver command instructions, given by log entries of
the CMD type.
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4.1.2.4. Concluding the Separation and Reduction Process

The described computations are carried out for all maneuvers of one flight and for all
selected flights. Each flight was tagged with information and data regarding the general
conditions, which include surrounding weather like temperature or wind, weight addi-
tions, and other hardware setup modifications. Later analyses based on these factors are
thus possible.

The last part of the statistical analysis concentrates on correlations between different
maneuvers based on single parameters. Energy consumption values from all flights and
maneuvers are, for example, compared based on their respective flight angle, duration
and/or distance. Conclusions regarding the more general energy consumption profile
can be derived from these considerations.

4.1.3. Evaluation of Initial Results

The measurements and examinations were done with the Solo quadcopter in general
and with the described custom-built copter for comparison. In sum, 124 individual ma-
neuvers were selected after separation and filtering.

In Figure 4.3 the raw power-draw readings of a randomly selected flight are shown, with
each distinct maneuver visually separated. A few obvious assertions can be made solely
based on the course of the diagram and confirmed with the consolidated data gained in
the previously discussed analysis.

1. Every flight maneuver is characterized by an apparent mean power.
2. Maneuver mean power depends on the maneuver parameters.
3. Power draw is fluctuating around the mean value following a certain distribution.

First analysis suggests a normal distribution of the individual reading samples.

Besides these, apparent higher-order influences spanning multiple samples of one ma-
neuver are observable in the diagram and will be discussed in detail in Section 4.4.2.1.

In Figure 4.4, the first couple of seconds of the power samples are magnified and pre-
sented. The readings represent the initialization and standby phase of the UAV, after
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Figure 4.3 – Power readings of one complete benchmark flight. Blue separators
characterize maneuver transitions, red separators indicate the
beginning and end of automatic flight mode.

power-on and prior to arming, which is when the UAV is cleared to fly and starts turn-
ing its propellers. The activities during the initialization phase depend on the UAV build,
and potential tasks in this phase include system checks and initial GPS localization.

Both parts of the phase are characterized by a nearly constant power-draw of approxi-
mately 16.4W and 16.0W, respectively. Compared with the 275W of power consump-
tion during flight, as illustrated in Figure 4.3, power consumption during the standby
phase is negligible.

We planned a set of benchmark flights and executed them to collect measurement data.
The described preliminary analysis gives us the needed understanding for a UAV model
creation. The model and its properties will be the subject of the analysis and discussion
in the next sections.
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Figure 4.4 – Power readings during an example standby period.

4.1.4. Proof for Normal Distribution of Power Samples

Power samples were assumed to be normally distributed, however for further analysis
the property must be proven. A quantile-quantile plot is a visual method to compare a
sorted data set against a theoretical data set based on their respective quantiles. If both
data sets have the same underlying distribution the resulting graph should show the
identity line, irrespective of a sample offset.

In Figure 4.5 close proximity of the imperfect hovering maneuver sample plot to the
identity line can be confirmed. The testbed UAV power reading sample data is therefore
proven to be normally distributed with P ∼ N (µ, σ2).

The same method was used to verify normal distribution for point-to-point maneuver
sample data. This was to be expected, as external influences affect the UAV and its flight
control irrespective of its movement.
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Figure 4.5 –Quantile-quantile plot of power samples from a hovering
benchmark flight compared to a normal distribution.

4.2. A State Machine for UAV Energy Consumption
Prediction

Our empirical study offers insight into the spatial movement and energy consumption
behavior of UAV systems in general, and the utilized testbed quadcopters in particu-
lar. In this section we are going to derive a finite state machine model, representing a
purpose-specific abstract view off generic UAV systems. As described in the introduc-
tion, emphasis during modeling primarily lies in the maneuver execution behavior, and
the stochastic energy consumption. Aerodynamic, mechanical, and electrical processes
and control cycles have been abstracted.

The initialization point of the UAV system is the moment in which it is powered up and
ready to interact and fly. The motors are not active in the Standby state.
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During flight, maneuver execution is characterized by a sequence of hovering (Mh(tc))
and point-to-point maneuvers (Mm(sc⃗)). Transitioning between these happens after ev-
ery maneuver execution.

Energy is consumed in each of the previously described states. After a certain number
of maneuvers, causing a certain degree of battery depletion, the UAV transitions into the
Charge state, which can be termed as a “negative consumption” state. Charging happens
at the location of a charging station and navigation by the help of preliminary point-
to-point maneuver is required. After a successful complete or partial charge, the UAV
returns into the Standby state, ready to be redeployed. The described state machine is
depicted in Figure 4.6.

Standby
Consumption Es(t)

power on

Hover
Consumption Eh(tc)

Point-to-Point
Consumption Em(s⃗c)
Average Speed v(αc)

Charge
Recharge Ec(t)

Figure 4.6 – The developed energy consumption oriented UAV state machine,
illustrating the inner-state relations and inter-state transitions.

Maneuver transitions are omitted as a separate state, because of their negligible impact
as found in Section 4.1.2.2. Transition triggering events are attributed to flight control
maneuver execution decisions.

Inside the diagram states, the individual model-relevant functions are included. They
represent energy use, recharging, and the spatial movement behavior represented by
the flight-angle-dependent movement speed.
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4.3. Parameter Inference

The important state-dependent functions derived from the empirical analysis as shown
in the state machine presented above are:

• Function 1 – Standby Energy Consumption: Es(t) ≈ Pst

• Function 2 – Point-to-Point Maneuver Average Speed: v(αc)

• Function 3 – Hovering Maneuver Energy Consumption: Eh(tc) ∼ N (µh, σ
2
h)

• Function 4 – Point-to-Point Maneuver E. Consumption: Em(sc⃗) ∼ N (µm, σ
2
m)

• Function 5 – Charging State Energy Recharge: Ec(t)

For the purposes of analysis and simulation of active UAV operations, the first and last
functions are of little significance. In Figure 4.4 we illustrate that the standby energy
consumption (Function 1) is rather insignificant in comparison to active maneuver exe-
cution. Recharging (Function 5), especially the recharging duration, will be an influential
part of simulation and has been discussed in Section 2.4.3.2.

The flight-angle-dependency of the average flight speed during one maneuver (Func-
tion 2), has a direct influence on the point-to-point maneuver duration and therefore
its energy consumption (Function 4). This systematic relation will be the subject of Sec-
tion 4.3.2.

Both energy consumption functions are assumed to be normally distributed. The as-
sumption is obvious, when considering the nature of the described figures, and has been
proven by the appropriate stochastic method in Section 4.1.4.

The energy consumption of a maneuver for a certain duration (Function 3) or for a
duration resulting from a certain distance traveled (Function 4), is defined as the integral
of power flow over the maneuver duration tc:

E(tc) = Et0→t1 =

∫ t1

t0

P (t) dt (4.2)

Basic mathematics dictates, that the distribution of a sum of normally distributed sam-
ples out of one stochastic variable is by itself normally distributed. It may therefore be
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concluded that the energy consumption of a maneuver is normally distributed under
our assumptions.

In the following sections, the nature, parameter dependence, and mean values of the
factors listed in Section 4.3 will be discussed. The variance of all three will be discussed
in the subsequent Section 4.4.

4.3.1. Hovering Maneuver Energy Consumption

The testbed Solo quadcopter was used to gather sample data for the power-flow dur-
ing the hovering benchmark flight, as described in Section 4.1.1.1. In Figure 4.7, next to
the original time series plot, the accumulated time series data of one hovering bench-
mark flight – over a duration of 8 minutes and 48 seconds – is depicted as a histogram
of sampled power readings. The histogram shows that the power consumption during
steady-state of one maneuver is approximately normally distributed, as proven in Sec-
tion 4.1.4.
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Figure 4.7 – Hovering benchmark flight power readings and the resulting sample
histogram.

Every point-to-point maneuver is executed under the same control and stabilization
principles and is prone to the same external influences. Energy consumption of point-
to-point maneuvers is hence also normally distributed.
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4.3.1.1. Evaluation of Sample Data Precision

Data gathered and derived from log entries, as described in Section 4.1.2.1 provides the
means to calculate energy consumed by one complete maneuver or a segment of it.
Multiple ways allow us to derive the overall consumption over a certain period of time.
In this intermediate section we are going to discuss and compare different methods and
evaluate their use for further analysis. The overall consumed energy of one maneuver
can be derived from the sampled data in any of the followingways, andwill be compared
with the benchmark flight energy EhB .

Difference taken from total current reading The current flow through the UAV
is internally summed up and provided as the consumed charge value CurrTot. The
value-by-value product of CurrTot and the battery voltage at the time, yield the total
consumed energy of the UAV. Total energy values can simply be subtracted to obtain the
relevant portion of the consumption for a certain duration. For the benchmark flight in
question, maneuver energy consumption results in:

EhB1(T ) = E(t0 + 528 s)− E(t0) = 47.72Wh− 10.26Wh = 37.46Wh (4.3)

The figure CurrTot is computed by a component directly connected to the battery, and
summed up internally. The internal workings of the component are unknown and can-
not be generalized, but amongst the other methods given below, this one is expected
to be of the highest possible accuracy. The disadvantage of the reading is its absolute
incremental nature and the provided low resolution. Differences for short time dura-
tions are therefore afflicted with discretization error. Additionally, this discretization
error renders the figure unsuitable calculate statistical data on the energy consumption
distribution.

Integral and sample sum from present power reading A typical course of sam-
pled power readings is shown in the left half of Figure 4.7. Thanks to the high sampling
rate confirmed in Equation 4.1, integration over samples is justified. Sampled power
readings integrated over time should result in a good estimate of the overall energy
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consumption. Potential differences to the aforementioned results could originate from
the missing knowledge about the continuous signal before sampling.

EhB2(T ) =

∫ t0+528 s

t0

P (t) dt =
∑
n

(xnTn) = 38.539Wh (4.4)

As the sampling rate has a high timely precision, it is furthermore acceptable to reduce
the integral product to a simple sum of samples, which can further be reduced to the
product of the sample mean and the overall duration. The method would be easier to
use in the next steps of analysis.

EhB3(T ) = Ts

∑
n

(xn) = Ts(µxnn) = Tµxn = 38.538Wh (4.5)

Conclusion The results show that there is no de facto difference between the inte-
gration and sample sum methods of calculating the energy consumption from sample
readings. More importantly, the results are almost identical to the first method of energy
calculation from the internally summarized data.The difference is only 2.88 % and there-
fore fairly negligible. In light of the aforementioned disadvantages of the first method,
further analysis will be carried out based on the sampled readings.

Another advantage when working with the sampled readings is the additional informa-
tion available in the signal patterns, which will be discussed in Section 4.4.

4.3.2. Flight Angle to Flight Speed Correlation

In Section 4.2 the relation v(αc) was already introduced as a relevant model part of the
point-to-point maneuver and is the subject of this section.

First test flights suggested a clear relation between the climb or descent angle (α) and
the average flight speed caused by the flight controller. The difference is easily observed
in the field. In scope of the ArduPilot, mission planning level it is not intended to influ-
ence the flight speed directly, but rather as a result of of the point-to-point maneuver.
The maneuver speed selection depends on the configured internal control parameters,
and the stabilization and control algorithms utilized by the flight controller. These are
invariant as previously shown in our initial analysis restrictions.
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Figure 4.8 – Individual samples and resulting box plot of average speed values
during different flight angles.

Combined flight data statistics were generated as described in Section 4.1.2.4. Informa-
tion about the speed of the UAV during individual maneuvers can now be summarized,
and brought into relation with the respective flight angles. Figure 4.8 shows average
speed values at different flight angles from all considered benchmark flight maneuvers.
Speed selection is clearly dependent on the flight angle, and deviation of values per an-
gle is relatively low. While the 3DR Solo is traveling with 8m/s at 0°, it is only traveling
with 1.2m/s in a −90° maneuver. A comparison between the two testbed quadcopters
also confirms that the different hardware and parameter configuration of both systems
has a clear speed selection impact, while having the same general tendency and preci-
sion. To confirm the parameterization dependency, a different flight controller setting
for the custom-built quadcopter with reduced agility properties was added to the com-
parison.

In light of the high precision of the values and under consideration of the focal point
of this analysis on energy consumption, it was decided to disregard the deviation of the
average flight speed per angle as a model factor. Further analysis and simulation will
assume a simplified average flight speed, dependent on a UAV specific function and the
maneuver flight angle.
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Themain argument for that decision lies in the algorithm in ArduPilot [Ard18a] behind
the flight navigation control. An analysis of the source code (see Appendix A.1.5) dis-
closed the nature of Auto Mode navigation and its impact on speed. Other than for land-
based vehicles, positional changes for aerial mobile robots are done indirectly by change
of the absolute target location. Navigation in automatic flight mode of ArduPilot is con-
trolled by global target values, namely GPS coordinates. The travel time is therefore
directly dependent on the individual maneuver details. Stochastic external influences,
like headwind, do not have the propagation effect known from land-based vehicles.

In conclusion we can state that within certain boundaries, traveling speed is a parameter
rather than an outcome of navigation control in our testbed UAVs.

4.3.3. Flight Angle to Energy Consumption Correlation

Climb or descent angle (α) was already named as one of the most important factors
to affect energy consumption in point-to-point maneuver. In addition to the resulting
flight speed, we also expecting a significant impact on the electrical power-draw, due to
the maneuver flight angle.

The impact on the energy consumption Em(sc⃗) during a point-to-point maneuver is
therefore twofold:

1. The flight angle has a direct impact on the energy consumption per time unit, due
to increased or decreased power demand.

2. The flight angle has an indirect impact on energy consumption of a maneuver, due
to the angle-dependence of the flight speed and the resulting maneuver duration,
as shown in Section 4.3.2.

The trajectory sc⃗ can be reduced to its influential components as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2.4. By applying the basic physical principles E = P · t and t = d/v, and in-
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troducing flight angle dependencies, the energy consumption during a point-to-point
maneuver can be represented thus:

Em(sc⃗) = Em(α, d)

= Pm(α) · t(d, α)

= Pm(α) · d/v(α)

(4.6)

The resulting point-to-point maneuver energy consumption depends on three compo-
nents. The fixed maneuver-defined distance d, the flight-angle-dependent flight speed
v(α) discussed in Section 4.3.2, and the flight-angle-dependent power-draw Pm(α). The
remainder of this section is dedicated to a better characterization of the latter-most fac-
tor.
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Figure 4.9 – Average power readings in relation to climb and descent angle,
showing a comparison between both testbed UAVs. The
custom-built copter values are normalized.

Figure 4.9 shows the mean power-draw from all the considered benchmark flight ma-
neuvers, arranged by their respective maneuver climb or descent angle. Values for both
testbed UAVs are differentiated for comparison. Trend lines in the diagram give the first
impression of an angle-power-dependency.

Values calculated for the custom-built quadcopter are roughly three-fourth of those of
the 3DR Solo. One of the most evident hardware differences in the comparison between
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the two testbed UAVs in Section 3.3.1 was the used battery pack of three-cell (3S) versus
four-cell (4S) battery size. The close proximity of the resulting data to the three-forth
ratio is a coincidence resulting from the diverse physical and hardware properties of
the UAVs.

By comparing flight-angle-dependent power-draw data, from both testbed quadcopters,
we can assert that the general dependence tendency and value deviation are very similar.
Aside from that, there are clear differences. The overall power-draw differs by a fraction
of approximately three-by-four between our custom-built and the 3DR Solo quadcopter.
Angle-to-power trend differences can be seen in the results for angles of decent. We
assume that the reasons for this are the differently configured control parameters, or
the construction and material differences like the overall weight.
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Figure 4.10 – Distribution of average power readings in relation to climb and
descent angle, shown only for the 3DR Solo testbed UAV.

The following analysis will concentrate on the more densely covered 3DR Solo quad-
copter. A specialized diagram version of Figure 4.9, only showing data for the 3DR Solo,
is depicted in Figure 4.10.

The mean power-draw values for one angle from all flights are in close proximity. De-
viation is approximately equal among all measured maneuvers. It is clearly visible that
more power is drawn at climbing angles than at angles of descent, which was to be ex-
pected. Steeper angles, however, do not show a proportional effect on the power-draw,
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contrary to our expectations. In fact, power-demand at ±90° is even lower than at close-
by sloped angles. We see the reason for this behavior in the previously discussed flight
speed being controlled by the flight controller and selected significantly slower than at
0°. While the quadcopter is traveling with 8m/s at 0°, it is only traveling with 1.2m/s at
a −90° maneuver.
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Figure 4.11 – Average power demand per meter covered at different climb and
descent angles.

To mask the influence of UAV speed on the overall power-draw and to emphasize the
maneuver progress of the UAV, Figure 4.11 illustrates a first approximate of the energy
needed to surpass one meter of the point-to-point maneuver trajectory. This is based on
the flight angle and the available power-draw samples, as derived in Equation 4.6.

The diagram shows an even stronger influence of the climb or descent angle on overall
energy consumption per distance than on pure power-draw, while ignoring the time
component included in previous diagram data. Beyond that, the diagram cannot be used
to give insight into the stochastic nature of energy consumption of a distinct point-
to-point maneuver. The results of this section are an understanding of mean power-
draw and mean energy consumption during a point-to-point maneuver. The stochastic
deviation of these values and the data needed to forecast probable energy consumption
of a maneuver are the subject of the following sections.
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4.4. Estimation Uncertainty

A precise estimate of gross energy consumption is indispensable for the simulation and
planning of these UAV maneuvers. However, a system under imperfect conditions is
always influenced by outside factors, and therefore suffers from stochastic uncertainty.
The effects of the resulting fluctuations in the overall power-draw during one maneuver,
of factors like wind, on movement and navigation adjustments, were already visible in
the earlier sections.

In safety-critical systems planning with a mean or median estimate is insufficient. The
UAV has a limited overall battery capacity, and will fail mid-air when the battery is
depleted before reaching a safe landing spot, for instance at a charging station.

If one maneuver is planned under consideration of a mean consumption estimate, the
UAV consumption will in reality vary close to this value. In Section 4.3 it was found
that the energy consumption follows a normal distribution. In 50 % of all cases, the UAV
will consume less energy than the mean value suggests. In the other half of all cases
the consumption will exceed the assumed amount. A UAV maneuver scheduled close to
the battery depletion level will, therefore, result in a premature battery depletion and
system failure, in as far as 50 % of all cases.

4.4.1. Consideration of Safety Margins

Hardware failure due to energy depletion is not acceptable and a serious safety hazard.
However, the sample space of a normally distributed stochastic variable is theoretically
unbounded, and can take values far from its mean, no matter how improbable. Safety
margins need to be included in the estimation of energy consumption to ensure the
possibility of successful mission completion. Educated safety margin selection based on
the mission characteristics and a stochastic model of the multicopter energy consump-
tion, is important to find a good trade-off between multicopter utilization efficiency and
failure probability.

In statistics the term “quantile” denotes values of the range of a random variable, di-
viding its distribution into equal parts of probability [For+10]. Based on the principle
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of quantile division, the quantile function is a tool in probability statistics for quantile
determination.

For a given continuous random variableZ , and a probability p ∈ [0, 1], the quantile func-
tion Q yields the value zp, at which the cumulative probability for the range (−∞, zp]

is less than or equal to the targeted probability p:

Q(p) = zp under p := P (Z 6 zp) = F (zp) =

∫ zp

−∞
f(z) dz (4.7)

The quantile functionQ(p) is the inverse to the distribution function F (zp). Also worth
mentioning are the survival and inverse survival functions. While the distribution func-
tion and the quantile function address the probability that a random variable takes a
value less than or equal to zp, the survival function S(zp) and inverse survival function
Z(p) yield results for the probability of a value greater than zp:

S(z) = P (Z > zp) = 1− F (zp) and Z(p) = Q(1− p) (4.8)

This inverted view on probability is interesting for our analysis of energy consumption,
because the probability of consumption overshoot and the resulting system failure is of
high importance.

The quantile function and the inverse survival function are especially interesting for
the next steps in the energy consumption estimation. They provide the means to cal-
culate energy consumption values under safety margin inclusion, according to certain
probability requirements.

Introduction of a safety margin in the energy consumption estimation process increases
the probability that a UAV will sustain maneuver execution. An increase in quantile se-
lection has a direct inverse impact on system failure probability. However, the assump-
tion of higher energy consumption per maneuver has a negative impact on the overall
schedulability. Heightened maneuver estimates lower the expected overall range or du-
ration of the UAV mission and therewith its (potential) efficiency.
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4.4.2. Duration-Dependent Variance Inference

In order to support efficient use of resources available to one UAV, and to assist with the
timely execution of maintenance processes under an overall low risk of system failure,
consumption estimates based on safety margins have to be used. In Section 4.4.1, we
discussed the concept of quantiles, the quantile functionQ and inverse survival function
Z . They allow for systematic energy consumption estimation under a postulated failure
probability requirement. Both Q and Z depend on the characteristics of the probability
density function f , and therefore on the mean and variance of the energy consumption
distribution.

The mean value of power-draw during maneuver execution (P̄ ) was discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.3 and the calculation of the overall energy consumption of
one maneuver was found to be directly proportional, E = P̄ · t. Variance of the energy
consumption distribution is yet unknown.

4.4.2.1. Characteristics of Signal Variance

Like for the mean, the goal is to infer the variance property of the energy consumption
normal distribution from the power sample readings. By understanding the systematic
relation between power-draw and energy consumption, the energy consumption for di-
verse maneuvers may be predicted, based on analysis results from a gross amount of
power samples and the maneuver parameterization in question. Figure 4.12 shows a
sample power readings plot for comparison. The three main challenges in energy con-
sumption variance inference are:

1. Energy variance depends on maneuver duration (analog to the mean estimate)
2. Relative energy variance decreases with increased maneuver duration
3. Power time series samples are not statistically independent

(explained and discussed below)

The first challenge becomes clear, when we think about the directly proportional rela-
tion between energy consumption and power-draw. In addition, the second challenge is
easily understood by the following example.
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Figure 4.12 – Power readings during one example maneuver.

Imagine a sampling experiment over a fixed duration, covering k samples. The mean
value ofmeasured power readings is calculated for a single experiment trial, and summed
up to result in a characteristic energy amount. Due to the stochastic nature of the base
data, subsequent trials will result in slightly different trial consumptions. After the exe-
cution of sufficient trials, the pool of trial consumptions will create a normal distribution
for Ek ∼ N by itself.

Imagine extending the experiment duration from k to k + 1 samples. Due to the nature
of the normal distribution of individual samples, each draw from the sample space will
likely be in close proximity to the sample mean value. Adding the sample k + 1 to the
resulting energy amount of all trials will therefore support the tendency to reduce the
relative deviation of the overall energy consumption distribution Ek+1, so that:

σEk

k
>

σEk+1

k + 1
(4.9)

Ott et al. [OL10, p. 185] discussed the described characteristic as the “standard deviation
of the sampling distribution of the sample mean”, characterized by

σx =
σ√
k
. (4.10)

However, this is not applicable to the problem at hand. Due to the effects of higher
order sample dependency of the time series as mentioned in the third challenge, a simple
variance inference depending on the sample count is not sufficient. The method is able
to describe the tendency of the expected result and a trend for the standard deviation of
the energy consumption, as postulated in the second challenge.
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4.4.2.2. Time Series Model Selection

The claim in the third challenge in Section 4.4.2.1 is essential for the next step in our
analysis. The deviation of power-draw measurements originates not only from stochas-
tic error and noise, but also and more importantly from external factors like wind.These
systematic influences have short-term effects on the measurement series beyond one
single sample, and need to be considered for a realistic energy consumption prediction
as they have considerable effect on its deviation.

In stochastics, especially in time series analysis theory, an autoregressive integrated
moving average model (ARIMA) is used to analyze and understand time series data,
and to predict future development. The ARIMA model is a parameterized combination
of an autoregressive model (AR), a process of subtracting non-stationary differences
(integrated/I), and of a moving-average model (MA). A parameterization of the general
model is depicted in the form of ARIMA(p, d, q), indicating a regressivemodel of order p,
the execution of d integration steps, and a moving-average model of order q. Brockwell
and Davis [BD91] have discussed the ARIMA model and its components, coefficient
estimation and use, in-detail.
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Figure 4.13 – Decomposition of additive time series data into its trend and
random components, shown for one example hovering maneuver.
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Single maneuver power readings are stationary and non-seasonal, meaning that they
only consist of a trend component and an irregular random component. The separation
into those two parts is visualized in Figure 4.13, based on power-draw readings from
one example hovering maneuver. Therefore, no integration steps (I) are needed in the
applied ARIMA model.

In order to determine a matching configuration of the remaining autoregressive (AR)
and moving-average (MA) model parts, we carried out an analysis using the autocorre-
lation and the partial autocorrelation functions. The resulting autocorrelations per sam-
ple shift (lags) are shown in Figure 4.14. In the correlogram, we see that a large amount
of lags exceed the significance bound. In the partial correlogram only the autocorre-
lation for the first few lags reaches outside the bounds. The correlogram indicates the
moving-average model order, while the partial correlogram indicates the autoregres-
sive model order. Smaller orders are generally preferred. According to these findings,
the recommendations by Brockwell and Davis [BD91] is to discard the moving-average
component from our model.
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Figure 4.14 – Correlogram and partial correlogram of the stationary example
time series.

In conclusion, the power-draw time series can be represented by an ARIMA(p, 0, 0)
model, or simply by an autoregressive model of order p. In the above example, the partial
autocorrelations for lags 1 to 10 and 14 exceed the significance bounds, hence a AR(14)
or even AR(10) model may be used to describe the example time series. In general the
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use of a larger order model is mathematically and computationally less efficient, but will
not worsen the prediction abilities of the model.

4.4.2.3. Variance Inference based on Autocorrelation Lags

Decomposition of the power-draw time series data, and determination of a fittingARIMA
model in the previous section provide the means to predict power-draw behavior of
the observed UAV system. An autoregressive model for power-draw also enables the
inference of connected characteristics, like variance of the energy consumption distri-
bution.

Let x1, . . . , xn be the individual equidistant samples of one distinct stationary time series
realization out of a common population of time series data, normally distributed with
X ∼ N (µ, σ2). The integral product under the signal is represented by

S =
n∑

i=1

xi with E[S] =
n∑

i=1

E[xi] = nµ (4.11)

as was proven in Section 4.3.1.1.

The variance of any random variable is mathematically equal to the covariance of the
variable with itself:

Var[S] = Cov[S, S] (4.12)

We can benefit from this alternative representation for our problem and bring the vari-
ance in relation with findings from the previously discussed autoregressive model. The
autocorrelation function (ACF) introduced and applied in the previous Section 4.4.2.2
yields autocorrelation lags, which are:

γ(h) = Cov[xi+h, xi] (4.13)
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Equation 4.12 can be transformed to take the autocorrelation knowledge of the time
series into account:

Var[S] = Cov
[

n∑
i=1

xi,

n∑
j=1

xj

]

=
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

Cov [xi, xj]︸ ︷︷ ︸
γ(i−j)

(4.14)

Extraction of the sums of constant factor is allowed as a consequence of the definition of
covariance. Analogous to Equation 4.13, the latter covariance factor is equal to γ(i−j).

It is important to understand the ranges of indices i and j, and their relation to the lag
index h. Thematrix in Equation 4.15 illustrates the ranges as 1 to n of both variables, and
gives their relative distance |i− j| restricted by the matrix ranges. The relative distance
|i− j| can be derived from the matrix, and is equal to |h| ∈ [0, n− 1].

0 1 2

1

2

2

1

2 1 0





j →

i
↓

|i− j|

= |h|

(4.15)

Further rearrangement of Equation 4.14 under the consideration of the matrix structure
and the autocorrelation lags, results in the formula for variance of integral product S
under a signal of n samples:

Var[S] = n γ(0)︸︷︷︸
Var[X]

+2
n−1∑
h=1

(n− h) γ(h) (4.16)

The former term represents the n elements of zero lag, and the latter comprises the two
triangular remaining halves of the matrix multiplied by their actual lag value γ(h).
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The parameter n originally represented the sample count of the analyzed time series.
For consumption prediction n has to be selected according to the prediction time frame
and the original time series interval, so that

n =
T

∆t
(4.17)

yields the respective count of samples for prediction. Such scaling is needed as the au-
tocorrelation lags are coupled with the original sampling interval.

Equation 4.16 allows us to calculate the variance of the integral product over a stationary,
non-independent, and equidistant time series.The result is a normal distribution with

S ∼ N (nµ,Var[S]). (4.18)

Finally, the theoretical result of S, given as “power times sampling step”, has to be trans-
formed to the actual energy unit for E, given as “power times time”:

E = ∆t · S

E ∼ N (T · µP ,∆t2 · Var[S])
(4.19)

4.4.2.4. Maneuver Grouping for Variance Inference

We are now equipped with the means to generate a forecasting function for the vari-
ance of one distinct time series. During the benchmark flights discussed in Section 4.1.2,
dozens of individual time series data sets were collected. The underlying maneuvers
have distinct differences in their flight parameters, as summarized in the reduced UAV
state machine diagram in Figure 4.6. Grouping identically parameterized maneuver time
series data sets during the autocorrelation analysis will increase the validity of the anal-
ysis, while reducing the negative impact of single errors.
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Let X1, . . . , Xm be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) realizations of a nor-
mally distributed random variable X , with mean µ and variance σ2. Every realization
represents an equidistant and stationary time series with

E[Xs] = µ ∀s. (4.20)

One possible realization was grounds for the discussion in Section 4.4.2.3 and lead to
Equation 4.16. To utilize data from multiple data sets X1, . . . , Xm, we enhance the au-
tocorrelation lag generation by determining the average of individual results. The auto-
correlation lags computed for a group ofm i.i.d. time series data sets are therefore given
by

γG(h) =
1

m

m∑
k=1

Cov
[
xk
i+h, x

k
i

]
, (4.21)

where xk
1, . . . , x

k
n are the individual samples of the realization Xk.

The generated lags are expected to be of higher quality, as they are less affected by
random interference expected from single maneuver time series data.

4.5. Multi-Maneuver Prediction

The energy consumption for one maneuver depends on the specifics of the individual
UAV, as well as on maneuver characteristics like the climb or descent angle.Themost in-
fluential factor is the maneuver duration, with a directly proportional effect on the mean
consumption, and a strong monotonic relation with the variance of the consumption.

LetMi, i = 1, . . . , p be independent but consecutive maneuvers of a mission assigned to
a UAV. For each maneuverMi with duration Ti and mean power-draw µPi

, the expected
energy consumption Ei is normally distributed with

Ei ∼ N
(
TiµPi︸ ︷︷ ︸

µi

,∆t2 Var[Si]︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ2
i

)
, (4.22)
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as shown in Equation 4.19, and can be simplified as the energy consumption mean µi

and variance σ2
i .

The sum of independent normally distributed random variables is, according to Forbes et
al. [For+10, p. 144], also normally distributed with the combined mean and variance:

E ∼ N

(
p∑

i=1

µi,

p∑
i=1

σ2
i

)
(4.23)

The resulting distribution ofE characterizes the combined consumption over the course
of the given pmaneuvers.The distribution is also grounds for characteristics like a quan-
tile value for combined consumption under certain safety margin requirements.

4.6. A Prediction Model for the 3DR SoloQuadcopter

Over the course of this chapter, we highlighted the challenges of defining an energy con-
sumption model for UAV systems, the base for energy consumption prediction. To that
end, an extensive empirical study was carried out to collect and analyze data from both
testbed UAVs. As a result, a state machine representing the essential states of the UAV,
with a focus on mission-based energy consumption, was presented. In combination, the
resulting state-based mathematical model and the generated UAV specific values define
the foundation of mission-specific energy consumption prediction in future simulations
as well as real-world applications.

In this section we present a concrete model parameterization for the 3DR Solo quad-
copter testbed UAV.The model follows the discussed parameterization process and real-
world behavior simplifications.

The state machine diagram in Figure 4.15 shows an improved version of the general
state machine depicted in Figure 4.6 on page 61, including the systematic findings from
throughout this chapter.

For actual measurement and analysis value representation we decided to work with
lookup tables (LUT), combined with linear interpolation, for the prediction of results
for discrete input values, e.g., certain climb or descent angles. The decision is grounded
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Standby
Consumption Es(t)
I proportional to t,
I negligible

power on

Hover
Consumption Eh(tc)
I proportional to t,
I non-trivial variance

Point-to-Point
Consumption Em(s⃗c)
I proportional to ∥s⃗c∥,
I non-trivial variance

Average Speed v(αc)
I direct relation

Charge
Recharge Ec(t)
I monotonically increasing with t,
I smooth saturation function

Figure 4.15 – Our energy consumption oriented UAV state machine, illustrating
inter-state transitions, inner-state relations, and relation
characteristics.

in the minimization of practical effort to parameterize it, and in the close proximity of
the sampling range, leading to precise interpolations. For a generic input value x and a
function f , the interpolated LUT-aided result will be y, depicted as:

f : x
LUT7−−→ y = f LUT(x) (4.24)

Themapping function depends on the lookup table and linear interpolation as follows:

y = f LUT(x) = LUT (x0) +
LUT (x1)− LUT (x0)

x1 − x0

(x− x0) with
x0, x1 ∈ LUT

x0 6 x 6 x1

(4.25)

Besides parameterization details, concrete values for energy consumption over realistic
maneuvers are shown as examples. The battery capacity of the 3DR Solo quadcopter
battery of 76.96Wh may be used as a basis for comparison.
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Standby State – Energy Consumption

The energy consumption of the 3DR Solo quadcopter during standby, with non-turning
motors, was analyzed in Section 4.1.3. The power draw Ps was found to be almost con-
stant and the consumption to be systematically insignificant, so that it may be simplified
to:

Es(t) = Ps · t = 16.0W · t (4.26)

Example: How much energy does the testbed 3DR Solo quadcopter consume during a
30 minutes standby period?

Es(30min) = 16.0W · 30min = 8.0Wh (4.27)

Point-to-Point State – Average Speed

The average flight speed per maneuver was found to be in direct relation to the climb or
descent angle αc. Based on averaged values for multiple maneuvers of specific angles,
we presented characteristic average speeds of the 3DR Solo in Figure 4.8.

In Appendix A.2.1 a LUT for angle-speed dependence is given, so that the speed selection
by the 3DR Solo flight controller may be estimated by v = vLUT(αc).

Example: How fast does the testbed 3DR Solo quadcopter move on a point-to-point ma-
neuver trajectory with a 45° climb angle?

vLUT(45°) = LUT (34.8°) + LUT (57.9°)− LUT (34.8°)
57.9°− 34.8° (45°− 34.8°) = 3.106m/s (4.28)
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Hovering and Point-to-Point States – Energy Consumption

The energy consumption mean in maneuvers was found to be proportional to both the
duration and the distance:

Eh(tc) = Ph · tc = 262.7W · tc
Em(sc⃗) = P LUT

m (αc) · dc/vLUT(αc)
(4.29)

The mean power draw during a hovering maneuver was discussed in Section 4.3.1 and
measurements suggest a mean value of 262.7W for our testbed 3DR Solo quadcopter.

The mean power draw of a point-to-point maneuver (P LUT
m (αc)) depends on the climb

or descent angle and is given for our testbed 3DR Solo quadcopter by the LUT in Ap-
pendix A.2.2.

The discussion of deviation in Section 4.4 found the energy consumption variance to de-
pend on the maneuver duration and implicitly on autocorrelation lag values.The needed
lag values for our 3DR Solo quadcopter were computed following Equation 4.21, result-
ing in a lookup table of averaged lag values per benchmark climb or descent angle. The
resulting LUTs for hovering and point-to-point maneuvers are presented in full in Ap-
pendix A.2.3.

Variance inference for actual energy consumption prediction is henceforth done utiliz-
ing Equation 4.16, with the produced lag values and the maneuver duration as input
data.

Example: How much energy does the testbed 3DR Solo quadcopter consume on average
during a five minutes hovering maneuver?

Eh(5min) = 262.7W · 5min = 21.89Wh (4.30)
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Example 2: How much energy does the testbed 3DR Solo quadcopter consume on average,
during a point-to-point maneuver with 45° climb angle and a 500 meter distance?

Em(s⃗ ) = Em(α, d) = Em(45°, 500m)

= P LUT
m (45°) · 500m / vLUT(45°)

= 300.7W · 500m / 3.106m/s

= 13.45Wh

(4.31)

Example 3: How much energy consumption has to be planned with for the previous ex-
ample, when a safety margin for the lower 95 % of all cases should be guaranteed?

Computation of variance is done using Equation 4.16 and under utilization of the LUT
for autocorrelation lag values:

Var[Em(45°, 500m)] = 3.3252 (4.32)

The resulting normal distribution for energy consumption follows Equation 4.19 and is
the base for quantile computation according to Section 4.4.1:

Em(45°, 500m) ∼ N (13.45, 3.3252)Wh

z0.95 = 18.92Wh
(4.33)

Charge State – Recharge

Recharging of the 3DR Solo battery was not specifically addressed in this chapter on
energy consumption. Still, charging and the charge state are part of the state machine
and part of the UAV life cycle.

In Section 2.4.3.2 and Section 3.2.5 we discussed and analyzed the charging behavior
of batteries in general and practical experiments by a student are presented in Sec-
tion 3.3.1.1, including a parameterization for the 3DR Solo battery CCCV charging pro-
cess.
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Example: The battery of the testbed 3DR Solo quadcopter remains with 25 % of battery
state-of-charge. How long will it take to charge up to 75 % and 100 %?

The first case of 75 % target capacity can be calculated following the linear charging
characteristic of the CC stage, as given by the simplified CCCV charging model for the
3DR Solo battery in Table 3.2:

Tc(25 %, 75 %) = (75 %C − 25 %C) / I

= 2600mAh / 6A = 26min
(4.34)

In the second case, both the CC and CV stage of the simplified charging model have to
be considered. The time calculation can be divided into the two portions and summed
up to reach the final result. The full CV stage duration is taken from Table 3.2.

Tc(25 %, 100 %) = TCC
c (25 %, 85 %) + TCV

c (85 %, 100 %)

= 32min+ 25min = 57min
(4.35)

In the examples, the declining current and therefore less effective charging process dur-
ing the CV stage is clearly visible. The latter 15 % in the second example take the same
amount of time as the 50 % capacity difference charged in the first example.
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5. Resource Management and Maintenance
Requirements

UAVs are powered by a battery with a capacity for flights lasting for 15 minutes and
more, depending on the hardware utilized. The concept of a mission was defined in
Section 3.2.2 and a mission in the context of disaster response scenarios is generally
expected to last longer periods of hours or days. A resource management system has to
plan and coordinate maintenance processes to solve this conflict. It is inevitable for a
comprehensive and timely utilization of UAVs in disaster response.

Over the course of this chapter, we will discuss different resource management aspects,
derive resulting maintenance tasks, and work out the most influential parameters to
achieve yet to be defined optimization goals.

Throughout the chapter, requirements will be derived and specified. Requirements are
assigned with unique identifiers, following the scheme “[REQ-category-index]”. Every
requirement is assigned to a category classifying it as one of three categories. A func-
tional requirement ‘F’ describes a functionality or system service, a non-functional re-
quirements ‘N’ specifies the operation and quality goals of the system. A domain re-
quirement ‘D’ characterizes bounds or restrictions of the application domain upon the
system operation. The index is a three-digit number increased per requirement.

Identifiers will be reused in later sections to refer to the individual requirements.

5.1. Separation of Mission Planning and Resource
Management

Scenarios as described in Section 3.1 dictate the extent of potential UAV utilization. The
amount and nature of missions, emerging from the characteristics of a scenario, are not
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easily derived and have been subject to related research. The specifics of how a scenario
is divided into individual missions, that will in sum facilitate all scenario goals, and the
planning of those missions are out of the scope of this work.

In Figure 3.1 on page 35 a preliminary view on the layered conceptional response model
without resource management layer was given. The scope of this work is the resource
management layer as a subordinated layer to the scenario response planning level. Re-
source management has to have lower planning priority as opposed to the scenario
breakdown to ensure effective scenario response utilization. Even without knowing the
details of exact scenarios, the following requirements are straightforward for our re-
source management layer to be interfaced with the upper level.

These base requirements address the importance of a resource management layer for
the enablement of UAV-aided disaster response:

[REQ-F-101] Utilization of UAVs in disaster scenarios shall be accompanied by pro-
cesses of resourcemanagement to achieve near-optimal performancewith
restricted means.

[REQ-F-102] Resource management shall not be part of the scenario breakdown and
mission planning process to achieve separation of concerns.

[REQ-F-103] Resourcemanagement shall facilitate the uninterrupted execution ofmis-
sions as part of the overall scenario to not compromise scenario response.

[REQ-F-104] Resource management shall not alter nor delay mission execution.

[REQ-F-105] The resource management layer shall not break the layer-to-layer com-
munication interface compatibility to the scenario response planning layer.

[REQ-F-106] Resource management shall relieve the higher layer from all mission du-
ration limitations induced by single UAV limitations.

[REQ-F-107] Resource management shall be able to react to changed, terminated or
added future missions and mission maneuvers.

It is quite obvious, that a fusion of mission planning and resource management aspects
would have measurable impact on the performance of the UAV-aided scenario response
system.There are two reasons to exclude this option in the decision space of this work.
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First, the aim of this thesis is to support UAV utilization in disaster scenarios. In these
scenarios, missions are task-driven and defined based on expert knowledge. The consid-
eration of necessary maintenance tasks incurred by resource management has to be out
of the scope of this scenario-oriented planning process, to allow unrestricted and unhin-
dered disaster response actions. Separation of mandatory resource management plan-
ning and effective scenario-oriented mission planning is an important requirement.

The second reason for a clear separation of the two planning processes lies in the com-
plexity of the unification of those. Scenario-wide mission planning under consideration
of the resource management processes for individual UAVs in a global and up-front
manner poses vastly different challenges and would define a new research question for
a subsequent thesis.

To be able to focus on the central research question the following constraints were
drawn. They address the utilization domain of disaster scenarios and the disaster area,
as well as the utilized UAVs, to simplify our analysis of strategies:

[REQ-D-301] The disaster area is assumed to portray steady weather conditions with-
out significant wind.

[REQ-D-302] Resource management shall not attend to scenario-specific needs (like
peripheral hardware devices).

[REQ-D-303] The overall utilization shall be based on one single UAV model with ho-
mogeneous configuration of entities.

[REQ-D-304] Resource management shall not induce restrictions or require prelimi-
nary modifications with regard to the utilized UAVs.

5.2. Restrictions on Mission Characteristics

Resource management shall enable and support the utilization of UAVs in disaster sce-
narios, which after mission breakdownmeans the uninterrupted execution of individual
missions. Missions therefore have to fulfill certain requirements to be manageable. The
following requirements are defined for missions and expected as a result of mission
breakdown by the mission control:
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[REQ-D-305] Missions are assumed to be long-lasting or continuous in duration to
necessitate resource management.

[REQ-D-306] Single maneuvers are atomic and non-interruptible by resource manage-
ment.

[REQ-D-307] Single maneuvers are considerably shorter than the flight time of a single
UAV to allow maintenance processes in-between maneuvers.

These domain requirements originate from the environment analysis of the response
model in Section 3.2.

5.3. Resources and Mandatory Management Processes

The task of resource management is characterized by processes that enable and ensure
consistent resource availability for mission execution. Limited resources in geographi-
cally separate locations have to be appointed, deployed and applied to aid in that effort.
Those processes pose certain challenges regarding the required knowledge, their timely
scheduling, and the overcoming of shortages and restrictions. The following sections
address different resources, related management aspects, and resulting challenges of
those.

5.3.1. Resource Overview

Resources of UAV-aided disaster scenario response actions are namely of three cate-
gories:

• UAVs – The amount of physical UAVs utilized during the scenario
• UAV energy –The electrical energy available to a single UAVs on ground or in the
field, at a certain point in time

• Ground storage energy – The amount of electrical energy available at charging
stations for operation and recharging processes.

The last item on the list is either restricted by an exhaustible energy storage or unlim-
ited due to a connection to the global power grid. The gross amount of electrical energy
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needed for a scenario depends on the scenario complexity andwill increase with the sce-
nario duration. The ground energy resource availability is deemed to be less important
for further discussion of resource management processes, and will only be considered
as a base requirement and during the evaluation of gross energy demand. This does,
however, not ignore the location of individual charging stations, which can improve
management processes if well selected.

The energy stored by a single UAV is limited by the battery capacity. During UAV utiliza-
tion, energy consumed can be assigned to one of two portions: energy consumed during
mission execution and energy consumed to perform maintenance flights. Maintenance
flights, even though required in order to sustain mission fulfillment, do not contribute
to the progress and success of a mission. Additionally, maintenance flight duration has
a direct negative impact on the potential duration of mission execution, due to the fact
that both are sourced out of the limited overall operation time. Minimization of the
maintenance energy portion is therefore expected to increase overall efficiency of UAV
utilization, and thus decrease the amount of UAVs needed to support the uninterrupted
advancement of the scenario.

The total amount of physical UAVs is seen as the most important resource metric. The
provision of hardware for and during a disaster response scenario is potentially critical.
Acquisition of additional UAV entities is also critical from an economical stand point.
Minimization of energy used for maintenance flights, and thus extension of mission
execution, is expected to aid in the minimization of needed physical UAVs to support all
missions in a scenario.

5.3.2. Management Aspects

The task of resource management is to provide resources and to react to changing re-
source demands of the application scenario. The main goal is to enable and support the
uninterrupted execution of all missions defined by a scenario. Timeliness is an important
aspect of resource management. Missions should not be delayed or rendered impossible
due to resource limitations.

In Section 4.3 the stochastic nature of UAV movement and energy consumption was
analyzed and described in an abstract model. This probabilistic model can be used to
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predict future developments and therefore help make resource management decisions.
Stochastics dictate that a certain outcome is never guaranteed for processes under the
influence of uncertainty. Another task of resource management is therefore to balance
the trade-off between resource wastage and safety. This includes, for instance, maneu-
ver scheduling delays or the loss of UAVs to hardware failure inflicted by battery deple-
tion.

These aspects result in the following requirements:

[REQ-F-108] Resource management shall work with a realistic prediction model to
forecast the spatial movement of individual UAVs.

[REQ-F-109] Resource management shall work with a realistic prediction model to
forecast the energy consumption of individual UAVs.

[REQ-F-110] Resource management shall plan maintenance processes to enable and
support UAV utilization in the application scenario.

[REQ-F-111] Resource management shall consider stochastic uncertainty during fore-
casting of UAV movement and consumption behavior.

[REQ-F-112] Resourcemanagement shall consider stochastic uncertainty duringmain-
tenance process planning.

[REQ-F-113] Resource management shall be able to handle the event of unexpected
UAV failure.

The possibility of spontaneous hardware or software failures was previously discussed
as a serious threat to successful disaster response. The mitigation of such failures lies in
the responsibility of the UAV product development team and can be analyzed and mod-
eled using methods from the research field of failure analysis. This requires a preceding
examination of the failure modes and probabilities of UAVs in general, and of our testbed
UAVs in particular. Without a realistic failure model, an inclusion in following analysis
and evaluation steps is meaningless and will not contribute to our research question. In
addition, we expect the probability of spontaneous failure to be considerably lower than
the probability for battery-depletion-related failure at the end of a flight resulting out of
bad resource management planning. Because of the these reasons, we will not consider
spontaneous failure in later steps and the concluding evaluation. Requirement [REQ-F-
113] still holds true as a requirement towards a resource management system.
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5.3.3. Challenges of Resource Management

In order to fulfill the requirements towards an effective resource management system
and strategy, the following challenges have to be overcome:

Knowledge of the field state The location and state of all UAVs in the field is not
global knowledge. In real-world, a communication interface is needed to propagate
data and to interact with communication partners. Data regarding the state of indi-
vidual UAVs, like spatial movement or the energy storage, has to be communicated
to a central resource management entity. Transmission of data related to resource
management has to be scheduled and processed. A good picture of the situation in
the field is grounds for efficient resource management.

Predictability of future needs With a good knowledge of the mission, location, and
state of UAVs, and an abstract prediction model, future progression can be predicted.
This is the basis for prediction of future needs and planning of accordingmaintenance
processes by the resource management layer. A precise prediction model is available
as the result of the analysis presented from Sections 4.2 to 4.5.

Viability under restrictions Resources are limited by nature. The remaining energy
of a UAV is the most pressing limitation, which has to be managed. However, there
is also a limitation of UAVs themselves, as mentioned before. The total amount of
available entities applicable in the field is likely to be restricted by economic factors
or logistics. UAVs are either executing a mission, out of service and recharging, or
in transition between those states. While the number of concurrent UAVs in mission
depends on the scenario and is expected to be constant over long time spans, the
other two states are solely related to resource management and can be subject to
optimization. A good management strategy should be able to appropriately schedule
UAV utilization and maintenance, to reduce the maximum amount of concurrently
utilized UAVs in an application scenario.

To cover all resource management aspects under the given challenges, maintenance
processes have to be scheduled and executed.
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5.4. Maintenance Processes

The key issue of resource management is the limited energy capacity of individual
UAVs. Restoration of the energy stored in a battery is typically done by recharging, a
lengthy process involving additional external hardware. Recharging typically happens
at a charging station, as introduced in Section 3.2.5. As recharging is not feasible during
mission utilization, physical replacement is needed to sustain mission execution.

Battery recharging is actually the most important factor of the UAV utilization, which
is obvious by comparing average flight times of approximately 20 minutes against the
average recharge cycle of approximately 60 minutes.This downtime of a UAV could only
be avoided by a mechanical replacement of its battery, an option that is not taken into
account in our model. The decision is also related to Requirement [REQ-D-304].

Additional UAV entities are therefore needed to enable replacement and to compensate
for temporal downtimes of charging UAV. Depleted UAVs have to be recharged to restore
operational readiness and to support continuous execution of missions with a limited
amount of overall UAVs.

Ultimately, these management-imposed actions require spatial movement of UAVs, lead-
ing to further resource demands along with the demand of the mission. Maintenance
of resources comprises the following processes to enable the resource management
goals:

Replacement The process of replacing one UAV by another to sustain mission execu-
tion (cf. Section 6.2.3).

Charging The process of recharging a depleted or partly depleted battery of a UAV,
taking place at a charging station (cf. Section 6.2.2).

Provisioning The process of selecting a UAV as the replacing or fulfilling UAV for
mission execution, and the coordination of its timely arrival by planning according
flight maneuvers (cf. Section 6.2.1).

Returning The process of returning a replaced UAV after mission execution to a charg-
ing station for recharging (cf. Section 6.2.1).
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Resource management requirements to support these maintenance processes can be
summarized under the following three topics.

5.4.1. Utilization Observation

The considered system of systems is a combination of centralized and decentralized con-
trol aspects. While every UAV stabilizes itself and navigates autonomously, the coordi-
nation of inter-UAV tasks and the assignment of missions is centralized with the ground
control station as the deciding component. A regular transmission of UAV state data is
needed to support observation of the system of systems state by the GCS. The following
requirements are defined with regard to the inter-node communication between UAVs,
CSs, and GCSs:

[REQ-D-308] Resource management has to be able to handle communication link lim-
itations between nodes (capabilities, reach, throughput, loss).

[REQ-F-114] Energy resources in UAVs and charging stations shall be monitored and
recorded for later statistical analysis.

[REQ-F-115] Energy consumption of UAVs during utilization shall be categorized as
either mission or maintenance consumption.

[REQ-F-116] A UAV shall transmit a consolidated representation of its current state to
the GCS, including progress in its mission and its state-of-charge.

[REQ-F-117] A UAV shall transmit its consolidated state data after every maneuver is
executed.

[REQ-F-118] A UAV may transmit its consolidated state data in a regular cycle.

[REQ-F-119] Theground control station shall receive, interpret, and store consolidated
state data by all UAVs.

[REQ-N-201] The regular transmission of consolidated state data (Requirement [REQ-
F-118]) may happen at rates between 0.5 and 30 s to improve GCS side
interpolation and visualization for response personnel.

Observation in a simulated environment is almost unrestricted, the real-world system is
faced by limitations that are harder to overcome.The listed requirements are reasonable
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for simulation purposes but more importantly realistic in the context of a communica-
tion system in real-world applications.

5.4.2. Continuity

It has been established that the replacement of a UAV near its battery depletion is needed
for continued mission execution. Replacement should not interrupt consecutive atomic
maneuvers but rather happen at the time ofmaneuver-to-maneuver transition.The plan-
ning and coordination of maintenance processes ensuring continued operation of the
overall mission is the duty of the ground control station.

Continuity defines the uninterrupted and unterminated support of all scenario missions
and hence the enabling of the UAV-aided scenario operation.

[REQ-F-120] The GCS shall plan the time and location of UAV-by-UAV replacement.

[REQ-F-121] UAV replacement shall happen at the transition between atomic maneu-
vers.

[REQ-F-122] A UAV shall be able to send its mission and mission-related data to an-
other UAV that is close by.

[REQ-F-123] A UAV shall be able to receive mission and mission-related data from
another UAV that is close by.

[REQ-N-202] Mission breakdown shall not be restricted to achieve continuity.

5.4.3. Recirculation

Depleted UAVs need to be recharged, to be eligible for recurring use in the scenario.This
step permits a long-lasting scenario response with a limited number of UAVs.

Recirculation defines the process of re-enabling a depleted or partly depleted UAV for
scenario utilization through recharging at a charging station, including necessary nav-
igation.

As recharging is only possible at charging stations located at designated areas, themove-
ment to and from these has to be coordinated as part of resource management. Full
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depletion and unexpected losses of UAVs before reaching the charging station can be
avoided by applying the introduced model for energy consumption prediction. How-
ever, depletion-related failure is still possible due to the stochastic nature of energy
consumption.

[REQ-D-309] Recharging of UAVs is not feasible during flight.

[REQ-D-310] Allocation of a replacement UAV at the point of replacement is not pos-
sible without a prior provision process.

[REQ-D-311] Provision of a replacement UAV is not feasible without spending of time
and energy, because of Requirement [REQ-D-312].

[REQ-D-312] A mission does never directly intersect with the location of a charging
station and its charging and waiting spots.

[REQ-F-124] A replaced UAV shall fly to and land at a charging station for recharging
of its battery.

[REQ-F-125] A charging station is assumed to offer a limited number of waiting and
charging spots for all UAVs in the mission.

[REQ-F-126] Assignment of charging spots to waiting UAVs shall happen according to
the first-in-first-out principle.

[REQ-F-127] The charging process increases the stored charge in the UAV battery and
may be interrupted before reaching the maximum 100%.

[REQ-F-128] A fully or partly recharged UAV is eligible for assignment by the GCS to
execute a mission or to replace a UAV.

[REQ-N-203] The planning of UAV replacement shall happen such that premature de-
pletion and UAV loss during the subsequent flight to a charging station
has a probability of no more than 2%.

[REQ-N-204] The planning of UAV replacement shall happen such that premature de-
pletion and UAV loss during mission execution is improbable, with a the-
oretical probability of no more than 0.5 % of all performed maneuvers.

Requirements with regard to the UAV loss probability are set based on commonly used
low-risk percentages. The achievable percentage and meaningful thresholds will be dis-
cussed in the evaluation chapter in Section 8.4.
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5.5. Improvement of Efficiency

Based on evaluation results, different strategies and strategy settings can be compared,
and conclusions about superior solutions under defined conditions can be drawn. In the
case of our distributed system of UAVs, resource demandminimization (see Section 5.3.1)
under the general condition of an uninterrupted execution of all UAV missions is the
optimization goal.

The following requirements are defined for the goal of resource management strategy
evaluation:

[REQ-D-313] Optimization potential is generally restricted by the base requirements
of the disaster scenario.

[REQ-F-129] The implementation of replacement and recharging specifics shall be ex-
changeable.

[REQ-F-130] The time and location of a UAV replacement shall be selectable based on
different strategies to minimize the energy consumption and duration of
maintenace processes.

[REQ-F-131] The selection of a replacing UAV shall be based on different strategies
to minimize provisioning spendings and maximize mission utilization of
UAVs.

[REQ-F-132] Parameters of replacement and recharging strategies shall be adjustable.

In this chapter, we derived and discussed requirements towards a resource management
system for UAV-aided disaster scenario response.The requirements form the base for our
system presented in the following chapter. Identifiers as given per requirement will be
used to reference requirements linked to individual design aspects.
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6. Resource Management Concept and
Design

In the previous section, we presented the requirements for resource management in
UAV-supported disaster scenarios.Those requirements encompass the basic goal ofman-
agement and maintenance processes, contain the boundaries of the underlying system,
and establish deliberately made restrictions. Based on these goals and restraints, and
the system environment as introduced in Chapter 3, we will introduce and discuss our
design for resource management in this chapter.

6.1. Insertion of a Resource Management Layer in the
Conceptional Model

A block diagram showing a hierarchical model of UAV-aided disaster response coordina-
tion was introduced in Figure 3.1 on page 35. The diagram illustrates the involved layers
of scenario definition, mission breakdown, and UAV assignment during utilization from
a conceptional viewpoint.

In order to fulfill Requirements [REQ-F-101] to [REQ-F-103], demanding a transparent
and non-interrupting resource management system for UAV utilization, we introduce a
new refined conceptional response model, illustrated in Figure 6.1.

The improved hierarchy inserts a new layer for resourcemanagement.The layer poses as
a separation between scenario-derived missions and physical mission-executing UAVs.
The higher layer for mission breakdown is no longer restricted by resource constraints
and missions are henceforth also unrestricted in their duration. The lower layer of UAV
assignment and energy management now falls into the jurisdiction of the newly in-
troduced management layer. The layer offers particular possibilities to cope with the
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virt. UAV 1* virt. UAV 2* vUAV 3 vUAV 4 vUAV 5

L5-1 L5-2 L5-3 L5-4 L5-5

L6-2 L6-3 L6-4

Personnel: Disaster Response Scenario

Mission Control: Mission Breakdown (unrestricted)

virt. UAV 1* virt. UAV 2*

Mission 3..n*

virt. UAV 3..n*

Resource Management: UAV Pool

(Intelligent) Charging Station

Figure 6.1 – Conceptional model of the layered UAV scenario response
coordination (cf. Figure 3.1), improved version extended by a
resource management layer.

increased flexibility of the higher layer, while enabling the fulfillment of a wide set of
the previously defined requirements.

The new resource management layer encapsulates all related tasks, like replacement
planning or recharging coordination. To that end, the resource management layer also
possesses a deeper knowledge of hardware/UAV specifics, like the energy consumption
model discussed in Chapter 4, or the energy storage model discussed in Section 3.3.1.

6.1.1. Virtual UAVs to Preserve Compatibility

In comparison to the classical conceptional model, the improved model replaces spe-
cific mission-assigned UAVs by a pool of managed UAVs, which execute missions in a
cooperative manner. In order to comply with Requirement [REQ-F-105] to not break
compatibility with the higher layers of the classical model, we introduce the concept
of virtual UAVs as part of the improved model. Virtual UAVs are conceptionally seen
as similar to physical UAVs, with the special characteristic of not being limited by an
exhaustible battery.
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Virtual UAVs effectively fulfill Requirement [REQ-F-106] tomask the limited operational
duration of exhaustible UAVs by mimicking a non-exhaustible UAV executing a mis-
sion.

Resource management is subsequently responsible to assign a real UAV to undertake
the operations of the virtual UAV. Furthermore, the resource management system is
responsible to perform all needed maintenance processes to preserve the illusion of an
uninterrupted execution of the complete mission.

6.1.2. Inclusion of an Intelligent Charging Station

The improved conceptional model now also considers the charging station for auto-
mated UAV recharging, as discussed in Section 3.2.5. It is an important part of the re-
source management system to support recurrent UAV utilization, and is a crucial part
of the UAV life cycle.

In the classical conceptional model, the absence of an automated resource manage-
ment system meant that human personnel had to overlook and potentially manage the
recharging of UAVs, in-place or at a dedicated charging station. The resource manage-
ment system in our improved model is responsible for automatic recharge planning and
execution, including the communication of a physical landing and charging location and
the charging oversight.

The inclusion becomes especially interesting because of the option of multiple spatially
distributed charging stations. Only with a resource management system in place can
recharging processes be planned and executed by considering all factors, like the flight
distance to different charging stations along themission path, or temporal capacity over-
load at one charging station. The latter is not further considered in this thesis.

An intelligent charging station (ICS), as we described it in Section 3.2.5, is capable of
easing the management effort, by providing a part of these services, relieving the re-
source management system from detailed aspects in the vicinity of the ICS. All UAVs on
site will be managed locally and aggregated status data and actions are provided to the
central resource management system.
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Outsourcing these centralized management tasks as decentralized tasks per ICS offers
advantages, both technically and systematically. Local management on the basis of local
knowledge avoids unneeded global communication chatter, reduces the complexity of
the global resource management system and enables technical and functional advances
of the ICS technology. The interface definition between global resource management at
the mission control unit and ICS entities increases the flexibility and modularity of the
overall system.

From a logical viewpoint, the utilization of ICSs does not offer new functionality for
resource management on the global scale and will not have to be separately considered
in the remainder of this chapter.

6.2. A Replacement-and-Recharging-based
Management Concept

Resource management in UAV utilization has to deal with one major challenge: Conti-
nuity of long-lasting missions under utilization of short-duration applicability of UAVs.
Continuity was introduced and described in Section 5.4.2.

We decided to implement UAV replacement and recharging as the continuity strategy.
Thiswas defined by Requirement [REQ-D-304] to not be limited to compatible or accord-
ingly modified UAV models, and by Requirement [REQ-N-202] to not limit the charac-
teristics of missions to be executed.

Because of the potential option of spontaneous hardware or software failure (Require-
ment [REQ-F-113]), the potential alteration of missions (Requirement [REQ-F-107]), and
the influence of stochastic uncertainty on most utilization aspects (Requirement [REQ-
F-111]), a global and complete pre-planning resource management is not feasible.

The replacement-and-recharging-based management concept comprises two parts of
the overall UAV life cycle and the life cycle synchronization between multiple UAVs.
All three are subject to specific configuration and offer resulting optimization potential,
and are discussed in the following sections.
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6.2.1. Single-UAV Utilization Phases

The life cycle of a single UAV operation consists of two parts. The first half is the utiliza-
tion phase shown in the simplified state diagram in Figure 6.2. Preceding and subsequent
states, which close the life cycle, are explained in the following section.

Utilization is characterized by flight and energy consumption in the field, including
flights inflicted by energymanagement. It comprises the provisioning phase, themission
execution phase, and the concluding return phase.

Mission Execution
Duration:

Tm = Tf − Tp − Tr
Provision

Duration: Tp(dp)
Return

Duration: Tr(dr)

Figure 6.2 – The UAV utilization phases of the overall life cycle.

The first and last utilization phases are not beneficial to the scenario or mission, but
rather are the necessary support for our replacement-based continuity concept. Their
duration Tp/Tr, and therefore energy consumption, depends on the distance between
the origin of the UAV and the location of mission start, respectively on the distance
between the location of mission end and the recharging location.The mission execution
phase is mainly defined by the details of the scenario-derived mission.

Mission execution duration Tm, meaning the time a single UAV can operate as part of a
mission, is however limited by the potential overall flight time Tf and directly lessened
by the provision and return times.

Optimization potential based on a minimization of Tp and Tr are discussed later on in
Section 6.4.2.

6.2.2. Single-UAV Recirculation Phases

The second half of the life cycle, highlighted in Figure 6.3 illustrates the recirculation ef-
forts. It is characterized by time spent off the operation field in the vicinity of a charging
station.
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Mission Execution
Duration:

Tm = Tf − Tp − Tr
Provision

Duration: Tp(dp)
Return

Duration: Tr(dr)

Idle pre-charge

Duration: Tw1 > 0Charge
Duration: Tc(Q1, Q2)

Idle post-charge

Duration: Tw2 > 0

100 %

preemptive
termination

Figure 6.3 – The UAV recirculation phase of the overall life cycle.

Recirculation is divided in the determining charging phase, and preceding and subse-
quent idling phases. Duration of both idling phases may be zero. The one after recharg-
ing depends on the UAV demand, e.g., resulting out of planned replacement processes.
The one prior to recharging depends on the availability of free charging spots at the
charging station, which were assumed to be limited in Requirement [REQ-F-125].

Time spent in the charging phase (Tc) directly depends on the initial (Q1) and final (Q2)
state-of-charge of the UAV battery. The charging process of a battery was discussed in
Section 2.4.3.2. The initial state-of-charge is the result of consumption during a preced-
ing utilization phase of unknown duration. The final charge will eventually reach the
targeted 100 % of the battery capacity if the charging phase is not preemptively termi-
nated by a replacement assignment.

The recirculation phase does not offer obvious optimization potential with regard to
energy management. Both idling phases are indirect effects of other factors and an ac-
celeration of the charging process is assumed to be unfeasible within the bounds of the
particular hardware. We expect indirect optimization potential with regard to the over-
all mission-wide UAV demand by exploitation of the non-linear nature of the charging
process and preemptive termination and assignment decisions. The approach will be
discussed in Section 6.5.2.

6.2.3. Multi-UAV Mission Continuity Cycle

The mission execution phase is the only phase accountable for productive use of the
UAV and its energy resource in the context of the scenario goal. All other phases are
solely required by resource management in terms of maintenance processes.
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A simplified view on the previously described life cycle of UAVs is shown in Figure 6.4.
The diagram differentiates between the maintenance use of single UAVs in the bottom
half and the productive use represented by “Mission Execution” as part of both the bot-
tom and upper half. In the upper half the diagram illustrates how our concept of re-
placement and the exchange of mission data can assure the continuous execution of a
long-lasting mission by successive use of short-duration UAVs.

Mission Execution

P R

I
C

I

Mission Execution

P R

I
C

I

Mission Execution

P R

I
C

I

previous UAV current UAV next UAV

Replacement & Exchange Replacement & Exchange

Mission Time

Figure 6.4 – The multi-UAV mission continuity cycle resulting out of the
individual life cycles of a UAV as depicted in Figure 6.3. Individual
life cycles are shown below the dashed line, continuous execution of
one mission by multiple UAVs is shown in the upper part.

The steps performed during the “Replacement & Recharging” transition of a mission be-
tween one executing UAV and another fulfill the previously defined Requirements [REQ-
F-122] and [REQ-F-123]. These steps are:

1. Wait for both participating UAVs to arrive at the replacement location
2. Exchange mission details and potential additional data
3. Continue in the respective life cycle phases:

• Replaced UAV: Transition into return phase and fly to charging station
• Replacing UAV: Transition into mission execution phase and advance the
mission

The sequence is straightforward and easily implemented and tested. The replacement
and recharging procedure is assumed to be of insignificant duration, judging by the
average duration of typical maneuvers. The critical aspect of the replacement process
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is the selection of a good replacement time and location, as well as the selection of a
good replacing UAV. Good selections are characterized by an efficient use of resources,
both with the view on the single replacement as well as on global resource demand.
Heuristics for such decisions will be discussed in Section 6.4 and Section 6.5.

6.3. Discussion of a Theoretically Optimal Solution

Before we go into the details and challenges of replacement and recirculation planning
and their optimization potential, we want to discuss theoretical lower bounds of re-
source demands.

The following discussion will look at optimal conditions, which are impossible in a real-
world application. The resulting solution will merely point out lower resource demand
bounds and hence act as means for comparison and evaluation of realistic imperfect
solutions and improvement ideas. Results will also reduce the search space for heuristic
configurations.

With the UAV life cycle in mind, the time delay of almost every maintenance phase can
be reduced or eliminated by certain assumptions or arrangements.The following phases
are subject to modifications in the optimal solution:

Provision and Return Both phases depend on the distance between mission and the
responsible charging station. The distance between those depends on the mission
planning and charging station positioning. In the optimal case, the scenario is planned
in such a way that the distance between charging station and the nearest waypoint of
a mission are relatively close. Also, this waypoint would be the best exchange loca-
tion under the selected replacement strategy.This can be achieved by resource-aware
mission planning and optimal charging station placement. Therefore, it is justified to
expect both durations to be reasonably small, compared to the overall utilization
time:

Tp � T and Tr � T (6.1)

Pre-charge Idling Waiting before being able to charge is the consequence of a lim-
ited amount of provided charging spots at the charging station and the thus inflicted
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stand-by time. In an optimal solution a sufficient amount of charging spots is pro-
vided at all times, resulting in no pre-charge waiting times.

Tw1 = 0 (6.2)

Post-charge Idling After a UAV was fully charged, it is eligible for provision and mis-
sion execution. Waiting time till a UAV is requested for provision is anticipated in
a real-world application. In an optimal solution, all resources are used efficiently,
meaning that missions are scheduled such that all non-charging UAVs are immedi-
ately used in a subsequent mission, thus eliminating post-charge waiting times.

Tw2 = 0 (6.3)

The remaining two phases can either not be specifically optimized, or their optimization
would not be meaningful:

Charge The process of recharging at a charging station cannot be eliminated as it is an
essential requirement for utilization. It is furthermore not possible to accelerate the
charging process beyond the limitations of at least one of the chemical, physical and
electrical properties of the UAV battery. Under expectation of perfect utilization, the
charge phase always recharges the UAV battery from 0 to 100 % state-of-charge. The
charge time Tc is therefore assumed constant.

Mission Execution Any kind of restriction or reduction of the production phase is
meaningless. On the other hand, the previously discussed minimization of the provi-
sion and return phase increase the potential duration of the mission execution phase.
In an optimal solution, flight time is almost completely spent in mission and nearly
the whole life cycle time is spent in either mission execution or in charging phases:

Tm . Tf and Tm + Tc . T (6.4)

The remaining relevant phases of the UAV life cycle in the optimal solution are presented
in Figure 6.5. Our discussion of an optimal solution does not address uncertainties due
to deviation.
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Figure 6.5 – The multi-UAV mission continuity cycle from Figure 6.4 reduced to
the relevant phases in the optimal solution. The bottom half shows
life cycles of individual UAVs, the upper half shows the continuous
mission execution by these UAVs.

Recharging takes considerably longer than the mission execution phase, enabled by one
full charge of the UAV battery. In an optimal solution, UAV utilization time is not wasted
in idle phases, rather are they always immediately recirculated for mission execution.
With the assumed perfect scheduling, every mission is therefore supported by a natural
number of UAVs, one in the mission execution phase, all others in their charging phase
or the provision/return phases.

The resource demand in an optimal solution under the discussed assumptions is eas-
ily calculated. The number of needed UAVs depends on the charging time for a full
recharging of the battery to 100 % and on the mission execution time resulting out of
the charge.

Example: How many of the testbed 3DR Solo quadcopters are needed to support a con-
tinuous hover mission in 100 meters distance and 45° elevated from the closest charging
station?

Themission execution time per single UAV results from the energy available for mission
execution:

Em = E − Ep − Er = 76.96Wh− 2 · 2.69Wh = 71.58Wh (6.5)
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Thebattery capacityE is taken fromTable 3.1,Ep andEr are computed using the testbed
UAV energy consumption prediction model given in Section 4.6. Using the same model,
the provision/return, mission execution, and the charging durations are equal to:

Tp = Tr = 100m / v(45°) = 0.54min

Tm = Em /Ph = 71.58Wh / 262.7W = 16.35min

Tc = 69min

(6.6)

The ratio of overall life cycle duration to effective mission execution utilization is there-
fore:

(Tp + Tm + Tr + Tc) /Tm = 5.3 (6.7)

In consequence, at least six 3DR Solo UAVs are needed to support the uninterrupted
execution of the example mission.The example only consists of a single mission close to
the supporting charging station and the calculation was done assuming no uncertainty.
A real-world scenario will require more UAVs to support basic scenario continuity.

Beyond basic continuity coverage, optimization steps can improve utilization perfor-
mance and reduce resource demand. The influence of uncertainty and the anticipated
change of mission details at later points of the scenario response exclude the option of
a full pre-planning. Resource management planning represents an online optimization
problem. Different heuristics can be applied to address this problem and to achieve an
optimized resource demand.

6.4. Strategies for Replacement Scheduling

Replacement of one UAV by another presupposes their mutual presence at an agreed
upon location and time.

As traveling to a certain location costs time, the replacement location needs to be ar-
ranged beforehand and communicated between both participating UAVs. While the re-
placing UAV is provisioned from a passive phase at a charging station and can freely
be instructed, the other UAV is actively executing a mission. Requirement [REQ-D-306]
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demands that all mission maneuvers are atomic and cannot be interrupted. Accordingly,
the replacement of a UAV must happen in-between the pre-defined maneuvers (cf. Re-
quirement [REQ-F-121]). Possible replacement locations are therefore the counted num-
ber of future maneuver transitions up to the limits of the UAV battery endurance or the
mission. As mentioned before, this upper bound has to be additionally shortened due
to the fact that the return phase amounts for a distance-related time and energy con-
sumption that needs to be warranted. The formula for overall energy consumption can
therefore be denoted as

E(k) =
k∑

i=1

EM(i) + ER(k) (6.8)

with E(k) < EB where k = 0, . . . , n is the amount of future maneuvers and n the
maximum number of maneuvers. EM stands for the energy needed for maneuvers, ER

for the energy to return after maneuver k, and EB represents the state-of-charge of the
UAV battery.

The replacement time as well as the preliminary provisioning time for the replacing
UAV can be calculated by the flight speed portion of the energy consumption prediction
model ascertained in Chapter 4.

Energy consumption deviation has to be considered during the consumption prediction,
in order to guarantee maneuver execution without exceeding the depletion level of the
battery. To that end, we introduced and defined the concept of safety margins in Sec-
tion 4.4.1 and extended the concept for multiple maneuvers in Section 4.5. The choice
of appropriate safety margin quantiles, applied during energy consumption prediction,
was stipulated in Requirements [REQ-N-203] and [REQ-N-204].

The selection of one of the potential maneuver transitions as the replacement location
has quantitative implications with regard to the resource management and thereby in-
fluences the overall utilization efficiency and resource demand. In the following sections
we present three selection heuristics with their advantages and disadvantages. A quan-
titative analysis and comparison of all three will be carried out in Chapter 8.

An example mission consisting of multiple maneuvers is shown in Figure 6.6. The ex-
ample flight and maneuver-related energy consumption values originate in a fictional
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Figure 6.6 – Top view of an example mission consisting of multiple
point-to-point maneuvers and a charging station. Depicted energy
consumption values per maneuver are exemplary.

scenario and are of exemplary nature. Altitude levels for the individual waypoints are
left out for the sake of simplicity. One charging station is available in the field.The exam-
ple solely consists of point-to-point maneuvers for presentation as hovering maneuvers
would not change the selection criteria.

It should be noted, that we draw conclusions regarding the utilization based on the en-
ergy consumption. Other measures – like maneuver distance, maneuver travel time, or
even higher-level maneuver prioritization – could alternatively be applied. We decided
to work with energy consumption as the evaluation criterion in our resource manage-
ment directed analysis.

From a global perspective, heuristicsmay only choose different trade-offs between safety
and efficient use of energy. The obvious extreme solutions of such heuristics are the ex-
change at the latest possible point, to maximize efficiency, and the exchange after a
single maneuver, which would quite obviously be too inefficient but maximize safety.
The following heuristics explore some possible alternatives that have been developed
over the course of this thesis.

6.4.1. Latest Opportunity Heuristic

With the goal of maximum UAV battery utilization, this strategy will plan the replace-
ment at the latest possible maneuver transition, similar to a naïve greedy strategy.
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Starting at the current point in time of mission execution, the remaining battery charge
is compared against the consumption for k = 0, . . . , n next maneuvers plus the con-
sumption for the flight to the nearest charging station during the return phase. The
amount of maneuvers is incremented, until the accumulated mission consumption ex-
ceeds the battery capacity. The path with the highest number of maneuvers, which does
not exceed the battery capacity, is selected as the solution. The replacement is planned
accordingly.

The heuristic can be defined as follows:

fLO = max
k

k∑
i=1

EM(i) (6.9)

In Figure 6.7 the example mission is given with indefinite maneuvers. All maneuvers are
assigned with an exemplary consumption, which in reality would be predicted based on
maneuver details and our energy consumption prediction model. For the sake of clarity
no special computation of safety margins is included, as such would over-complicate
the example but not influence the heuristic tendency.
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Figure 6.7 – The latest opportunity heuristic shown on an example mission.

In the figure, multiple potential replacement and return paths are depicted. Table 6.1
shows the mission and return consumption, and the summed up overall consumption
for all these paths, indexed by letters. The remaining battery charge after the individual
paths is computed in the last column.

The predicted consumption for path ‘E’ exceeds the remaining battery charge and the
path is therefore not a feasible solution. Predictions for all other paths are inside the
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Table 6.1 – The latest opportunity heuristic shown on an example mission.
Numeric results for Figure 6.7. Every return path is assigned a letter
for reference.

Path Consumption [mAh] Remaining [mAh]
Mission Return Σ Demand from 5200mAh

A 2000 + 440 + 260 300 3000 2200
B · · · + 600 400 3700 1500
C · · · + 500 440 4240 960
D · · · + 480 850 5130 70 ▹

E · · · + 480 760 5520 -320

bound of the remaining battery charge. Path ‘D’ is the solution with the least remaining
charge and is therefore the best candidate under the latest opportunity heuristic.

6.4.2. Shortest Return Heuristic

In the discussion of a theoretically optimal solution in Section 6.3 we pointed out that the
maintenance flight performed during the return phase leads to unwanted consumption.
Time and energy spent in the return phase is lost for the mission execution phase. In the
likely case that the nearest candidate for replacement is a UAV stationed at the very same
charging station, a long return distance is even more undesirable, as its consumption is
reflected in the provision phase of the replacing UAV.

The shortest return heuristic copes with the issue by selecting the return path with the
least consumption:

fSR = min
k

ER(k) (6.10)

The path choice ranges between all feasible paths as discussed in the first heuristic.
Figure 6.8 illustrates the same example as before. However, due to the new selection
heuristic, path ‘A’ is now the accepted solution.

In comparison to the latest opportunity heuristic, energy and UAV utilization time is not
unnecessarily spent on long-distance return and provision phases.
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However, the shortest return heuristic suffers from the theoretical problem of local min-
ima as only one of multiple factors is considered. The maneuver transition with the
shortest return distance is chosen for replacement, irrespective of other factors. This be-
havior can result in undesired short mission execution phases and an overall increased
number of short-distance return and provision phases. Consequently, the heuristic will
result in a non-minimalmaintenance utilization of UAVs over the course of a long-lasting
mission.
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Figure 6.8 – The established example mission shown with the respective
solutions for the shortest return heuristic.

6.4.3. Bi-Objective Heuristic

Where the latest opportunity heuristic suffers from unhandled wastefulness, the short-
est return heuristic suffers from excessive maintenance utilization of UAVs. Each heuris-
tics supports one extreme, however a more efficient medium solutionmight exist for one
of the intermediate maneuver transitions. We are looking for a trade-off solution that
features a high ratio between the energy spent in mission execution to the energy spent
in the returning maintenance flight.

The optimization problem can be solved using a bi-objective optimization approach. We
chose the method of the weighted sum [Mie98, p. 78] to find a trade-off solution. To
do so, we scalarized the bi-objective optimization problem, meaning we transformed
Equations 6.9 and 6.10 into a single scalar-valued function. Be aware that fLO is a maxi-
mization problem, while fSR is a minimization problem. To optimize both in a common
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Figure 6.9 – Influence of weight w on the resulting optimal path selection. The
course of fBO is shown for eleven w values. The maximum per
value is marked by a dot.

direction, fSR is negated and thereby transformed into a maximization problem. We
define the following weighted equation for our optimization problem:

f(k) = w
k∑

i=1

EM(i)− (1-w)ER(k) (6.11)

The weighting method applies coefficients to the individual functions, to control the
trade-off decision. For simplicity a combined weight w ∈ [0, 1] is used in the denoted
equation.The resulting optimization problem for the bi-objective heuristic is given as:

fBO(w) = max
k

(
w

k∑
i=1

EM(i)− (1-w)ER(k)

)
(6.12)

It is worth highlighting that both previous heuristics are included in the bi-objective
approach:

fBO(w) =

−fSR w = 0

fLO w = 1
(6.13)
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The trade-off weight w can be chosen within its range to control the influence of the
two parts. In Figure 6.9 the course of the function fBO for values of w is shown for the
established example from Figure 6.6. The maximum values per weight are highlighted.
Optimal paths for w = 0 and w = 1 are, as expected, identical to the previously found
extrema.The results forw = 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 are interesting, as the function reaches its
maximum at an intermediate maneuver transition. Path ‘C’ is therefore a good trade-off
flight path in the examined example.
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Figure 6.10 – The established example mission shown with the trade-off
solutions for the bi-objective heuristic (path ‘C’).

The strategy is able to find intermediate maneuver transitions with a good trade-off
between a long utilization in mission execution and a short return distance. Selection
of the right value for weight w is not trivial and will be subject of later evaluation. By
choosing the right trade-off, we expect a longer utilization of a single UAV, and therefore
an increase in resource management system efficiency and reliability.

6.5. Strategies for Replacing UAV Selection

The previous section concentrated on the scheduling of the replacement and exchange
location. The main focus of the discussion was the UAV currently executing a mission,
and its return to a suited charging station, under consideration of energy efficiency.

The replacing UAV was only shortly mentioned. We assumed that an idling and fully
charged UAV is always available at the relevant charging station and would be the ap-
propriate candidate for replacement.This is in reality not always the case and the section
overcomes this simplified assumption.
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UAVs are limited in amount and distributed in the field. When not in utilization, a UAV is
located at a charging station, either in the charging phase or the precedent or subsequent
idling phase of its life cycle. Temporal spikes or disadvantageous synchronization in
UAV demand enable the possibility of local shortages in applicable UAVs. The resource
management system cannot expect an idling and fully charged UAV to be available at a
charging station at all times. It is the responsibility of the mission control to provide an
appropriate replacing UAV, and to coordinate its timely navigation to the replacement
location. The mission control can benefit from its local memory of regularly updated
global node states, as defined in Requirement [REQ-F-119].

Figure 6.11 serves as an example constellation based on the establishedmission example.
Path ‘C’ was chosen as the return path for the replaced UAV. Charging stations ‘CS 1’
and ‘CS 2’ are potential providers for a replacing UAV. The highest-charged UAV per
charging station is denoted with its current state-of-charge in percent, as it would not
make sense to use another one. A resource aware and energy efficient decision has to
consider the state of UAVs at the charging stations, and the distance and resulting energy
consumption of the provisioning paths ‘M’ and ‘N’, respectively.

In this section, we will present two strategies for the GCS to find and appoint an appro-
priate UAV as the replacing partner in the replacement and exchange process.

6.5.1. Shortest Provision Approach

The strategy offers a simplistic two-step solution to the outlined problem above. Its ad-
vantage is its simplicity, as it solely decides based on the current state of UAVs.

The present charge of a UAV is considered as the key deciding factor for long utiliza-
tion. Therefore, fully charged UAVs in the idling phase of their life cycle are generally
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preferred. Charging UAV are seen as less suited for utilization and are only considered
in the second step. A solution is found as follows:

• First a search for the closest idling fully charged UAV is performed.
– If a candidate was found, it is selected as replacing UAV.
– If multiple candidates were found, a random selection decides about the re-

placing UAV and ensures uniform utilization among UAVs.
• If no idling candidate was found, the second step of the strategy searches for the
highest-charged UAV and selects it for replacement.
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Figure 6.11 – The replacing node decision problem illustrated on the established
example. The Shortest Provision Approach with the resulting
applicable charge.

The approach is always able to find a candidate. However, in a system under load, the
idling UAV produced by the first step might be far away and the second step will seldom
be employed.

In the example constellation from Figure 6.11 the shown fully charged UAV at ‘CS 2’ is
easily identified as the appropriate replacing UAV.

The strategy does neither consider nearby high-charged UAVs nor the energy consumed
during the provisioning flight nor events that may occur between the times of selection
and provision.
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6.5.2. Applicable Charge Approach

In the previous strategy, the main aspect for replacing UAV selection is the battery state-
of-charge of potential UAVs at the moment of selection. However, under the reviewed
issues and with the goal of efficiency improvement, the optimization goal is refined in
this strategy. In order to enable maximum mission execution and therefore a high life
cycle efficiency, the optimization problem can be defined in a simple manner, as

fAC(tp, l) = max
m

(
EB,m(tp)− EP,m(l)

)
(6.14)

where tp is the predicted provision time, l = (a, b, c) represents the replacement loca-
tion, and m = 1, . . . , q is an index for all charging and idling UAVs in the field. The
energy consumption for the provisioning flight EP for UAVm depends on the distance
to the replacement location, the battery state-of-charge EB of UAV m depends on the
remaining time before provisioning in case of a still charging UAV.

The strategy maximizes the battery charge applicable in mission utilization after pro-
vision by searching through all q UAVs irrespective of their current location, and by
use of the developed movement and energy consumption prediction model from Chap-
ter 4. The model is used to estimate the time of provision and the state-of-charge at that
moment. The state-of-charge at the times of planning and provisioning have no direct
relation with the selection, as only the remaining charge at the replacement location
is considered. The charging process may get preemptively terminated, as explained in
Section 6.2.2.
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Figure 6.12 – The replacing node decision problem solved by the Applicable
Charge Approach.
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Applied to the example constellation, in Figure 6.12 we rate both UAVs following Equa-
tion 6.14 and select the UAVwith the maximum value. We can assume the traveling time
and energy consumption on the shorter path to be notably smaller then from ‘CS 2’. The
currently charging UAV at ‘CS 1’ is the better replacing UAV candidate as it is able to
provide a higher charge when taking over the mission at the replacement location.

A later evaluation of both replacing UAV selection strategies will be interesting to learn
about the UAV count and energy efficiency differences on a global system scale. In the
same way, an evaluation of the presented replacement scheduling strategies will have
considerable effects on overall disaster response performance and reliability. Chapter 8
will conduct and discuss a detailed evaluation.
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7. A Discrete Event Simulation Framework
for UAV Fleet Management Strategy
Evaluation

In Chapter 5 we discussed the requirements for UAV fleet resource management. We
then analyzed different design aspects and discussed various strategies for parts of the
management and maintenance design in Chapter 6. Such strategies should schedule
UAVs in a way that optimizes non-functional system parameters such as utilization,
energy use, and mission reliability.

Development and evaluation of strategies has to be done based on models and sim-
ulations before their real-world validation. A modeling and simulation-based systems
engineering approach [GDT14] saves considerable investments in both time and mon-
etary costs, while providing a high flexibility, and transparency into processes and per-
formance values. Additionally, a real-world experiment, consisting of dozens of UAVs
would not have been possible during this dissertation project, because of both financial
and spatial limitations.

Existing UAV simulation frameworks, such as ROS/Gazebo, Microsoft AirSim or Drone
Flight Simulator, primarily focus on the physical behavior, movement, and control of
single UAVs. In this chapter we present a simulation framework for mobile robotic sys-
tems developed during the work on this thesis. It pays special attention to resource
management and energy maintenance strategies, including realistic UAV system behav-
ior, UAV replacement and recharging processes. The framework offers the flexibility to
simulate general and specialized “nodes”, and a specialized UAV node to imitate the be-
havior of our testbed UAV is fully implemented and provided in the current framework
state.
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Thegoal of the simulation framework is to evaluate and optimizemanagement processes
and maintenance scheduling strategies according to Chapter 6.

An earlier version of the simulation frameworkwas presented in [DKZ17a].This chapter
describes individual aspects of the simulation framework in more detail and includes
functionality that have been added since then.

Development of the framework started in May 2016, and constant additions and im-
provements resulted in the state of the simulation framework used today. The source
code is publicly available and was declared open source under the Academic Public Li-
cense. References and further details are documented in Appendix A.1.2.

Besides development effort by the thesis author, contributions were made by students
in student works. Ludwig Breitsprecher [Bre18] implemented the intelligent charging
station (cf. Section 6.1.2) as part of his Bachelor thesis. The research project by Michael
Sommer [Som18] concentrated on the implementation of the shortest return heuristic
(cf. Section 6.4.2), various improvements, and general bug fixing under the supervision
of the author of this thesis.

7.1. Software Design, Architecture, and Functionality

In this section we will address the conceptional software design and software require-
ments.These are not to be confusedwith the resourcemanagement system requirements
previously presented in Chapter 5.

The major goal for the development of the simulation framework was the need for an
environment to simulate and evaluate different coordination and management strate-
gies in UAV fleet utilizing scenarios, like disaster response scenarios. However, the scope
for the simulation framework is broader. During early software design discussions, we
agreed on a set of architectural design decisions to enable the support for other forms of
communication nodes. Besides UAVs, the simulation framework should support utiliza-
tion of other forms of mobile robots or even non-robot communication network nodes,
like driven vehicles or equipped search-and-rescue dogs.The special design challenge of
the requirement was the support of potentially vastly different movement and resource
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conditions, under the same core principles of an interactive and resource-constrained
node entity in the simulation space.

The simulation is designed to take more specific communication aspects into account.
Besides the basic existence of a communication link, aspects like the exact radio tech-
nology, communication protocols or realistic signal propagation under environmental
influences, should be applicable.

Before we can concentrate on the implementation, simulation, and evaluation of strate-
gies for resource management, the basics of mission assignment and UAV utilization
with realistic flight behavior have to be addressed in the simulation framework.

7.1.1. System Base Components

The basis of the simulation framework is characterized by distributed communication
nodes and the concept of mission assignment and execution. The following components
and processes ought to support the basic execution of missions in a scenario, after mis-
sion breakdown. The architectural design follows the classical conceptional UAV re-
sponse model previously presented in Section 3.2.

Mission Control The mission control shall be implemented as a central entity with
control over all nodes and missions. As the mission breakdown is out of the scope of
this thesis, pre-defined missions shall be supplied to the mission control for further as-
signment. A mission control entity is responsible for the overall mission goal fulfillment
and therefore has to have knowledge of the current state of all nodes.

Nodes, UAVs andMulticopters The support for communication nodes shall be flex-
ible in both movement and behavior to potentially represent all types of mobile robots.
Actual implementation for our analysis has to concentrate on a specific UAVmodel with
the functionalities and restrictions discussed throughout the earlier chapters. A concrete
parameterizedmodel for a UAV should be based on our 3DR Solo testbed quadcopter and
shall present the movement behavior derived in Chapter 4. A mission assigned by the
mission control has to be operated autonomously by the executing node, under its char-
acteristics and limitations. Missions assigned to the individual nodes have to be repeated
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indefinitely if not otherwise specified. The software architecture has to account for the
variety of tasks, while still offering a powerful common interface for coordination and
management.

Communication Control and data communication between UAVs and the mission
control unit is a basic requirement for the simulation framework. For a first iteration,
sufficing under the research goal of this thesis, simple communication links with per-
fect reception and unlimited range can be applied but more complex signal propagation
models and communication protocols should be applicable at a later point.

7.1.2. Resource Management Components

With the base system for simulation and mission execution in place, the following com-
ponents add functionality for realistic energy consumption simulation and prediction,
for replacement and recharging processes, and for different replacement and recharging
strategies. The design follows the enhanced conceptional UAV response model devel-
oped in Section 6.1.

Mobile Energy Storage In general, a limited energy source is not required for a com-
mon node, like a stationary ground unit. For UAVs the electric battery was presented as
the only energy storage in the scope of this work, and has to be implemented accord-
ingly. In simulation, processes of battery use have to be represented and linked to the
node behavior. Additionally, the same functionality shall also offer functionality for fu-
ture energy prediction. To that end, a precise energy consumption and consumption
prediction model as discussed in Chapter 4 is needed as a component.

Charging Station To complement the previous design decision, a charging station
shall also be part of the implementation concept. A charging station can be abstracted
as a non-interactive element with a fixed position. UAVs are only allowed to start a
recharging process in the vicinity of a charging station. Besides the implementation
of a normal charging station, the concept of an intelligent charging station shall be
supported. In either cases the process of battery recharging a UAVhas to be implemented
following a realistic model.
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Replacement and Recharging The process of replacement and recharging planning
and execution was discussed in detail in Chapter 6. The simulation framework has to
support all steps along the presented UAV life cycle. This includes, but is not limited to
the negotiation of the replacement location and time, the timely arrival of both UAVs, the
exchange of mission data, and the return and recirculation of the replaced UAV. Special
attention has to be spent on the replacement and recharging strategies and potential
fault and failure cases. From an implementational point of view, this is the most complex
aspect of the simulation framework.

7.1.3. Strategy Evaluation

The introduced simulation framework has to support different replacement strategies,
according to Section 6.4 and Section 6.5. The outcome of simulation runs will be nu-
merical performance results, characterizing the costs, efficiency and reliability of the
simulation setup.

These results can be compared for different combinations and parameter values to de-
fine maintenance strategy recommendations to check which heuristic performs best.
However, as each simulation run will be a stochastic experiment depending on uncer-
tainties captured in the model, many evaluations with different random sequences will
have to be carried out and the samples need to be treated with statistical rigor. Further
computations and comparison are thus best done in independent numerical tools like R.
The simulation framework should therefore be able to exchange data, i.e., write status
data into a parsable log file format or read varying parameter settings.

7.1.4. Visualization of Spatial Movement

Presentation of the behavior and model debugging require a graphical visualization of
themission and themaintenance processes. A visualizationwill also be beneficial during
the development and validation of new features of the simulation framework itself. It
should be possible to accelerate the visualization of the node movement w.r.t. real time
to comprehend and verify long-term behavior rapidly.
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7.1.5. Non-Functional Software Design Goals

The demanded wide support for exchangeable components and processes poses as a
special challenge in software design. To cope with these challenges, the development
of the simulation framework concentrated on the following aspects of good software
architecture design:

Modularity Amodular interchangeable hierarchy of components for different aspects
of the simulation is needed. This can, for example, be justified on the example of
vastly different types of nodes or the claim to support multiple exchange and replace-
ment strategies. Modularity in mind helps to design scalable systems and allows for
later additions, like the aforementioned sophisticated communication implementa-
tion.

Flexibility The created simulation framework should be usable for current and future
research questions. In order to support and ease the implementation and execution
of diverse scenarios under varying evaluation criteria, flexibility of the simulation
framework is a crucial design goal.

Scalability While first testing and debugging executions of the simulation framework
did consist of only a few nodes, later simulation runs in productive use have to in-
clude dozens of nodes, executing different missions, increasing the load of needed
communication and management effort. The software design has to implement scal-
ability to support low and high simulation setup complexities.

7.1.6. Reuse of Crucial Aspects in Real-World Application

The goal of the simulation framework, as in modeling and simulation-based engineer-
ing in general, is to simulate systems and processes that cannot be easily tested in the
real-world. The intellectual core of the simulation framework are the components for
energy consumption prediction and the coordination of replacement. With a view on
modularity, another design goal during the development of the simulation was the op-
portunity to extract these components at a later point for real-world integration and
application in a demonstrator. To that end, we pursued a development in C++ to be in
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line with the testbed UAV firmware ArduPilot and the ground control station software
Mission Planner, as described in Section 3.3.1.2.

First steps towards a full real-world demonstrator setup are evident in the student works
by Harig [Har15], Will [Wil16], and Krüger [Krü18].

7.2. Realization as a Discrete Event Simulation

For our purpose of resource management strategy implementation and evaluation, the
communication and coordination between UAVs can be reduced to simple timed inter-
actions. The movement and behavior of UAVs is highly dependent on time-continuous
processes, which could just as well be represented by complex sets of differential equa-
tions at a detailed physics level. However, for the purpose of resource management for
missions with atomic maneuvers, only the resulting state of the UAV after an executed
maneuver is of interest. The continuous processes can thus be reduced to timed events
with summarized impacts and new UAV state results. The previously introduced models
and processes for movement and energy consumption behavior justify a pure stochastic
discrete event system representation [Zim08]. A simulation framework implementation
following the discrete event simulation paradigm simplifies the program structure and
greatly speeds up the computations.

Instead of programming a framework from scratch, we searched for an existing envi-
ronment that could be extended and adapted for our needs. The simulation environ-
ment OMNeT++ [VH+18; Var99], a discrete event simulation library and framework,
was found to fit our needs. It is highly extensible and provides a wide variety of com-
ponents. OMNeT++ is especially oriented at network simulations and provides compo-
nents and libraries for a wide variety of communication network aspects.

The support of ad-hoc networks, the easy representation of network node movement,
and the overall high customizability of simulation model aspects made OMNeT++ an
excellent base for the presented simulation framework. User-defined structures and al-
gorithms are developed in standard C++ 11 classes and functions, and OMNeT++ sim-
ulation functionality is simply added as an included programming library. The gained
flexibility enabled the unbounded development of mixed-domain system like ours.
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The OMNET++ 5.0 add-on components OpenSceneGraph and osgEarth are utilized by
our simulation to offer a three-dimensional presentation of our scenario field and nodes
in a setting with real-world map data and projected three-dimensional building models.
Even though these features are not essential for the generation of evaluation results,
they helped in the development and testing phase, and support better visualization for
UAV system operators.

At the time of this writing, the utilized software versions were OMNeT++ 5.4.1, Open-
SceneGraph 3.5.3 and osgEarth 2.7.0.

7.3. Implementation Details and Technical Decisions

The developed simulation framework follows the architectural and functional design
decisions discussed in the first half of this chapter. In the second half we want to go into
the technical details of implementation, focusing on structural software design decisions
and the near real-world behavior representation.

7.3.1. Structural Framework Components

Development of a software with the described complexity demands a good and ex-
tendible design. The additional aim to provide a modular framework for diverse sim-
ulations and evaluations underlines this need. The following pages will introduce the
structural components provided by the framework, with a special focus on UAV fleet
resource management.

7.3.1.1. Mission Control

This component represents the entity tomanage the UAVs and other nodes in centralized
scenarios. It is capable to perform maintenance related tasks and reorganize nodes and
redistribute missions.
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Missions to be executed by nodes as part of the overall scenario are loaded from files of
the waypoints file type.These files contain lines of maneuver commands with comma-
separated command parameters. The specific structure of the files is generated by Mis-
sion Planner inside its Flight Planning pane. An example of such a file was shown in
Section 3.3.2. Mission Planner provides all features to easily define and edit missions
for UAVs and also transfer these to the real-world UAV. By using the same file format,
not only the mission definition process can be simplified, the same mission can also
be executed both in the real-world and the simulation environment without translation
efforts.

7.3.1.2. Node Hierarchy

The simulation framework supports different kinds of nodes, from stationary devices
to airborne vehicles. Nodes as shown in Figure 7.1 create a hierarchy for a wide range
of robotic systems. The abstract class GenericNode defines the common base for all
nodes, consisting of properties like the geographic coordinates or a current operational
state representation. Further base classes StationaryNode and MobileNode are de-
rived from the GenericNode with additional properties. The ChargingStation is
implemented as a direct specialization of the GenericNode because of its special prop-
erties in energy maintenance processes.

ChargingNode

RoverNode

StationaryNode

UAVNode

GenericNode

MobileNode

Figure 7.1 – Class diagram of the provided node hierarchy structure.

The shown hierarchy represents the currently implemented set of node types. Fur-
ther specialized classes can be derived by the framework user. All methods needed for
the intended simulation framework execution are either provided by GenericNode or
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StationaryNode/MobileNode, or are abstract methods to be implemented by full
classes.

Inheriting from the MobileNode, the UAVNode is a specialized example and is the main
node to be used in further analyses. The UAVNode will henceforth represent our ab-
stract UAV model from Section 3.2.4. The UAV node has concrete implementations for
the behavioral functions and contains and utilizes the energy consumption profile and
prediction model as described in more detail below.

7.3.1.3. Commands

TheMission Planner software communicates with compatible UAVs using the MAVLink
communication library, cf. Section 3.3.3. Table 7.1 lists all MAVLink commands consid-
ered and supported by the simulation framework as part of a waypoints file.

Judging by the movement behavior of the UAV, every command execution is comparable
with either a hoveringmaneuver or a point-to-point maneuver according to our abstract
definition of a maneuver in Section 3.2.3.

Table 7.1 – Overview of the supported MAVLink commands.

MAVLink Command Description

WAYPOINT Position change to specific coordinates
LOITER_TIME Hold position for a certain duration
LOITER_UNLIM Hold position indefinite
LAND Land at the current coordinates
RETURN_TO_LAUNCH Move to and land at the launch coordinates
TAKEOFF Ascend to a certain height at the current position

Additionally, in accordance with our publication [Die+16], the CHARGE command was
implemented.The command was especially defined for maintenance considerations and
instructs the UAV to stay in position (e.g., connected to a charging station) as long as the
battery is recharging. The command terminates when the full charge state or a defined
intermediate percentage has been reached.
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TakeoffCEE

ChargeCEE

Figure 7.2 – The implemented structure for command execution engines.

7.3.1.4. Command Execution Engine

The behavior of a node is highly dependent on the current operation state of the node.
The state of the node is linked to the command that the node is currently executing.
These states are represented for each UAV by the supportedMAVLink commands shown
in Table 7.1. Each command has a specific impact on the node in terms of functionality,
restrictions and behavior.

To cope with this tight dependency, the behavioral software design “state pattern” was
implemented. Figure 7.2 shows the design and relations of the implemented structure
following the commands definition from above.

The UAV node implements all methods needed to simulate the behavior of the UAV.
Command-specific details of thesemethods are however outsourced to various command-
specific subclasses of the abstract CommandExecEngine class. A UAV owns exactly one
command execution engine object as a member and passes down all state/command-
specific computations. The command execution engine object is exchanged upon com-
mand completion.

It should be noted that the class CommandExecEngine is associated with the Gener-

icNode, but all shown full implementations are associated with the specialized UAVN-

ode class. This ensures that all derived nodes can utilize the concept of commands and
command execution engines, while, at the same time, specific nodes will be associated
with matching execution engines, able to interact with the associated specialized node
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class. To allow direct access from command execution engines to all members of the
respective node class, the command execution engines are defined as C++ friend classes
of the corresponding node class.

The concept allows for a wide range of different node and command types, the behavior
and functionality of a node is not restricted by the simulation framework and can be
reused and extended by the user.

7.3.2. Communication and Interaction

So far the structure of a typical simulation setup is defined by a mission control entity
and by multiple UAVs or charging nodes in the simulation field. The simulation frame-
work implements and provides simple communication and coordinationmeans between
them. The behavior of nodes relies on the existence of a mission, represented as a list of
commands to be executed. The mission control will then distribute missions among the
existing nodes for execution. Nodes without a mission will stay in an idle state.

Nodes assigned to missions will start executing the assigned commands autonomously
and will report status data back to the mission control regularly, e.g., upon maneuver
completion. As mentioned in the last section, the command to be executed decides about
the execution engine used by the node. The node will be able to update its data (e.g., its
position) independently of the active execution engine, and report status information
(e.g., the estimated time until maneuver completion).

The communication between mission control and field nodes is implemented using the
communication features provided by OMNeT++.

7.3.3. UAV Energy Consumption Simulation and Prediction

Theability to simulate realistic UAV energy consumption is one of the base requirements
of the simulation framework. Furthermore it is required to be able to support look-
ahead predictions of energy consumption for future maneuvers, to support resource
management processes, as described below.This double tracked use of an energy profile
is a unique property of the presented simulation framework. The implemented energy
profile follows the mathematical model developed in Chapter 4. It should be noted that
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the two use cases must be kept separated to avoid using identical values for estimation
and execution. Otherwise the stochastic nature of the system would be biased.

The limited energy capacity and the energy consumption of nodes are implemented in
multiple parts of the presented structure. Figure 7.3 depicts a simplified view of the
involved classes and methods. Energy consumption is a common functionality for all
nodes and hence part of all command execution engines. A limited energy source, in
the form of a battery, is on the other hand only relevant to a part of nodes not con-
nected to a constant power supply. The battery class is thus modeled as a member of
MobileNode.

-capacityC:Cfloat
-remainingC:Cfloat

+discharge(float)

Battery

GenericNode

VupdateState()

MobileNode

VupdateState()
+getCurrent()C:Cfloat

UAVNode

+predictConsumption()C:Cfloat
+getCurrent()C:Cfloat

CommandExecEngine

Figure 7.3 – Simplified class diagram of the energy consumption profile and
prediction implementation.

Theparameterized energy consumption profile for the 3DR Solo quadcopter presented in
Section 4.6 is provided through the specialized UAV node class. Addition or substitution
by another energy profile is easily supported by the framework. Attention went into the
definition of the profile in source code, as a separated file, using the same parameters
and lookup tables as discussed in Chapter 4.

The functionality to simulate and predict energy consumption is visually represented
by the proxy function getCurrent() in Figure 7.3. The respective part of the simu-
lation framework provides many more sophisticated functions, e.g., to draw a random
consumption from the underlying normal distribution or to retrieve a deterministic con-
sumption under safety margin considerations.
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7.3.4. Maintenance and Replacement Processes

The specification of maintenance processes can vary between different scenarios, from
centralized solutions involving a single mission control to self-organized multi UAV sys-
tems with cooperative maintenance and node replacement decisions.The current imple-
mentation state of the simulation framework components provides the flexibility and
extendibility to build simulations of different kinds of scenarios.

A key feature for maintenance processes is the aggregation of combined knowledge
about the status of multiple UAVs in the field. As discussed in the previous paragraphs,
information like the remaining battery capacity and the energy consumption for future
maneuvers (and hence the gross remaining time of operation) is know by the individual
UAVs. This data can be transmitted to other UAVs or a mission control to aid in the
maintenance process decision making. Methods and data members to store, retrieve
and transmit this data are implemented by the simulation framework in all nodes.

The mission control simulation component provides an internal representation of all
managed UAVs in the form of a lookup table. The table consists of a snapshot view of
all UAVs, containing the current state, the currently executed mission and future main-
tenance needs.

7.3.5. Failure Handling

Unexpected failure of single UAVs, as specified by Requirement [REQ-F-113], is not
part of the implemented framework logic. However, failures resulting out of an over-
discharged battery needs to be handled. As discussed in Section 4.4.2.4, the consumption
of a maneuver or of a set of maneuvers can exceed the applied safety margin and hence
lead to early depletion of the battery.

Resulting failures of a UAV in air would reduce the overall amount of available UAVs
and hence render an endless simulation with the aim of stationary evaluation results
impossible.

To decouple the two analysis aspects failure probability and stationary evaluation, a
middle path was chosen. The simulation will identify and record events of early deple-
tion. Additionally it will allow over-discharge of the battery during maintenance flights,
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to support uninterrupted scenario execution. Depletion of a UAV during mission exe-
cution is handled and recorded separately. The over-discharged UAV will not disappear
from the scenario and will start charging from zero capacity when reaching a charging
station. We do not expect any significant side effects from this design decision, as every
depleted UAV will anyhow have to go through a long-lasting recharging process.

Later evaluation has to consider measures from both aspects to assess the effectiveness
and applicability of a strategy during real-world application.

7.4. Mass Simulation and Performance Data
Processing

The simulation framework provides the means to collect performance data, and store
it in files at the end of a simulation run. Those files can then be further processed to
analyze the general system performance and to evaluate and compare different system
configurations.

Tables 7.2 and 7.3 list the aspects that are recorded for UAVs and charging stations. Stored
values are aggregated sums over the whole simulation time, separated per UAV/CS and
simulation run. The latter is crucial for mass simulations.

Our discrete event simulation base OMNeT++ provides a powerful system for mass sim-
ulation automation. As described in the OMNeT++ documentation on “Parameter Stud-
ies” [VH+18, Section 10.4], simulation parameter settings can be given as lists or ranges,
resulting in mass simulation of all combinations. Additionally, the repeat parameter
causes every combination of parameter settings to be simulated multiple times, under
different random number seeds. These seeds ensure that random aspects of the simula-
tion, like parts of our energy consumption model, behave differently across simulation
repetitions. By comparison and consolidation of performance data from different sim-
ulation runs, we are able to analyze the effects of parameter changes, while averaging
out stochastic influences.

The selection of simulation run parameter ranges and step sizes can happen manually
and in reaction to observed behavior and optimization goals. Automated more effective
and efficient methods to select and adapt parameter settings under given optimization
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Table 7.2 – UAV node performance data collected during simulation.

Type Aspects Description

Time Mission
Time in seconds spent in the given life
cycle phases.

Maintenance flight
Charge
Idle

Energy Mission
Energy in milliampere-hours consumed
and charged in life cycle phases.Maintenance flight

Charge

Overdraw Mission Energy in milliampere-hours consumed
beyond the battery capacity.Maintenance flight

Count Missions Amount of missions executions
Mission m. Maneuvers executed in mission execution
Maintenance m. Maneuvers executed in provision & return
Charge phases Summed up charging processes
Idle phases Summed up idling phases of UAVs
Overdrawn life cycles Life cycles that ended in battery overdraw

Fail Indicator for known failure state of a UAV

criterions and restrictions are available in the form of simulation-based optimization
heuristics.The topic and potential heuristics were discussed and analyzed in a preceding
work by the author [BDZ15].

We developed an analysis script in the statistical computing language R, to process the
mentioned recorded performance data files. The script executes multiple steps of pre-
processing, then calculates and plots various evaluation results. The use cases of the
script will be covered in the following chapter on resource management system evalu-

Table 7.3 – CS node performance data collected during simulation.

Type Aspects Description

Energy Usage Energy [mAh] transferred into UAVs
Count UAVs Total amount of UAVs serviced
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ation. The project is publicly available under an open source license, more details and a
repository URL can be found in Appendix A.1.3. The repository also includes exemplary
performance data files.

7.5. SoftwareQuality and Functional Verification

The current software architecture is driven by modularity and scalability. Most design
steps were discussed with colleagues or among developers, to create a flexible base for
later framework use.The samemethodwas used during the definition of the software be-
havior. Implementation was then done by one developer and the method of peer-review
involving another developer was used to ensure that common mistakes or missed cases
were uncovered. General development incorporated the new features and containers of
C++11 to benefit from their added safety and error prevention. The frequent use of C++
exceptions and evaluate assertions is another concept established in the development
process to catch illogical, unwanted, or illegal behavior.

Memory-related issues are among the most frequent C++ programming errors.They are
generally hard to detect and track down. Good software design and modern C++ con-
cepts, like the RAII programming technique or C++11 smart pointers, help to reduce
that risk. The simulation framework was frequently tested with the memory checking
tool (Memcheck) provided by Valgrind1, the instrumentation framework for building
dynamic analysis tools. The tool uses dynamic recompilation to insert additional in-
structions in the behavior of the checked program, allowing for memory usage analy-
sis. Memcheck tracks validity and addressability of accessed memory along the program
execution and detects the use of uninitialized memory and memory leakage. Results of
the analysis of framework simulation runs were the starting point of program code im-
provements.

The developed framework offers a set of structural elements and functions to build a
scenario simulation setup from.This involves the aforementionedmovement and energy
consumption prediction model, or the different replacement scheduling and replacing
UAV selection strategies. Evaluation of the behavior of these aspects was an important
task along the whole development process. A systematic functional verification was

1Valgrind (v3.13.0) official webpage: http://www.valgrind.org
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furthermore the task of the student work byMichael Sommer [Som18].We are confident
that the framework, especially tested scenario simulation setups, behaves in accordance
with the discussed real-world derived models and the strategy definitions, defined in
the previous chapters.
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8. An Application Scenario for Resource
Management Evaluation

The existence of a resource management system in a UAV fleet utilization, like the UAV-
aided disaster response, is indispensable to enable an uninterrupted continuous cover-
age of all instructed tasks. A corresponding concept was presented in Chapter 6, how-
ever, the verification and optimization of the system and its individual aspects is not
feasible in a real-world application. Therefore, a model-based simulation using the sim-
ulation framework presented in Chapter 7 will serve as a proxy for the thorough system
evaluation.

This chapter introduces an example application scenario, presenting a realistic disaster
situation and a meaningful UAV response setup. The scenario will be used to verify the
resource management system, and to evaluate and optimize various aspects. A discus-
sion of the results will underline the applicability of the resource management system
and the underlying optimization potential. While given numeric results are specific to
the presented application scenario, general findings, identified trends, and recommen-
dations are valid for other scenarios with similar arrangements.

8.1. Scenario Description

Our fictional disaster scenario resembles an imaginable situation. A forest fire devel-
oped in the woods around Kickelhahn hill south-west to the small city Ilmenau, located
in Thuringia, Germany. In the north-west, the forest ends at the village Manebach, the
Hotel Gabelbach is located in the south-eastern part of the forest. Danger to human life
has to be assumed in the case of a disaster, as the Kickelhahn hill permits many out-
side activities and is popular among families and hikers. Figure 8.1 shows an annotated
cartographic map of the region.
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Manebach Ilmenau

Hotel Gabelbach

Kickelhahn

Figure 8.1 – Cartographic map of the application scenario region, showing the
surrounding inhabited areas, major fortified roads, and all hiking
trails. Source: OpenStreetMap. Map center: N50°39.943′ E10°52.855′

After the fire with unknown origin started spreading, disaster response personnel was
alarmed and arrived at the scene. Fire fighters are in position to contain and extinguish
the spreading fire. Special attention goes to the protection of human life and of the
endangered real-estate. Required response actions involve:

• Identification and repeated observation of the affected area
• Search for trapped humans
• Search for pockets of embers
• Construction of a communication infrastructure

These and more actions need to be executed independent of existing roads and the
spreading fire. Results are the basis for further response actions and dispatch of per-
sonnel.

The described scenario fits well with the definition of a disaster scenario as described in
Section 3.1 and the listed response actionsmotivate the utilization of UAVs, as previously
discussed in Section 3.1.2.

The response coordinator decided to utilize multicopter UAVs to aid in the disaster re-
sponse. The mission breakdown resulted in a number of missions to provide the means
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Figure 8.2 – Cartographic map of the application scenario region, showing
planned point-to-point missions (‘P’, green/yellow), hovering
missions (‘H’, red), and charging stations (‘CS’, purple).

for the listed response actions. Missions 1 to 5 cover different areas of the disaster region,
namely the Hotel Gabelbach, the main Kickelhahn hiking trails, the forest parts close
to Ilmenau and Manebach, and the southern part of the forest. Additionally, missions
6 to 9 were planned to provide a backbone for a heterogeneous decentralized multi-
hop ad hoc network, as motivated in Section 3.1.1. Steady hovering nodes are therefor
planned on top of the four highest elevations in the affected region: the Kickelhahn, the
Hohe Schlaufe, the Gabelbachskopf, and the Dachskopf.

In Figure 8.2 the missions are presented in the scenario region. All missions consist of
either hovering or point-to-point maneuvers and are to be executed indefinitely, until
the coordinator terminates the disaster response actions. All maneuvers are planned at
approximately 100 meters above ground to stay close to the field but in safe distance to
the fire, resulting in climbing and descending flights along the forest’s elevation profile.
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Parts of the routes are planned along the major dirt roads and hiking trails, as trapped
humans and rescue personnel are more likely to stay on these.

Three charging stations are positioned around the disaster area, in locations that are easy
to reach for the response personnel and that offer the necessary open space. Number
and locations were chosen, so that every mission is close to at least one charging station.
Charging station 1 is located at the tennis court Ritzebühl in Ilmenau, charging station 2
operates from the sports field in Manebach, the third charging station is installed in the
parking lot of Hotel Gabelbach. They are shown as ‘CS’ points in Figure 8.2.

The discussed details resemble a potential real-world application. Some decisions were
also made for the sake of representative evaluation results. To that end, missions vary
in length and altitude difference, and are near and far to close-by charging stations.

The goal of this chapter is to evaluate the presented resource management system in
general, and the effects of different involved strategies in particular. The application
scenario offers one specific example problem and is deemed a fitting candidate for fur-
ther analysis and evaluation.

8.2. Scenario Setup Configuration for General
Evaluation

The fictional disaster scenario was described from a non-technical disaster response
viewpoint.The utilization of UAVs introduces additional technical aspects and questions
that need to be discussed and decided prior to the utilization.These were already broadly
discussed in Chapter 5 during the requirements analysis. While specific decisions will
be subject to the following sections on strategy evaluation, in this section we want to
shortly discuss and determine invariant aspects and parameters for all evaluation steps
and for our model-based simulation environment.

• All utilized UAVs are assumed to be of the same build and to show the same
movement behavior and energy consumption properties (cf. Requirement [REQ-
D-303]).

• All UAVs follow the movement behavior and energy consumption profile as dis-
cussed and derived in Section 4.6.
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• At the beginning of every simulation run, available fully charged UAVs are placed
equally distributed at the charging stations.

• All charging stations have sufficient charging and waiting spots for all UAVs in
the simulation available (cf. Requirement [REQ-F-125]).

• Hovering maneuvers have to have a certain time resolution to conform with the
strategy to plan UAV replacement at maneuver transition points. We decided to
configure every hover maneuver with a 20 seconds duration.

• Prediction of future maneuver energy consumption is estimated under consider-
ation of a safety margin, as discussed in Section 4.4. If not otherwise stated, a 95 %
quantile will be applied for all estimates.

• Communication link or communication network limitations, as defined by Re-
quirement [REQ-D-308], are assumed to have no considerable effect on the simu-
lation results. This is justifiable by the expectation of a heterogeneous decentral-
izedmultihop ad hoc network, providing constant communicationmeans [Beg+13].

• The simulation does not simulate particular weather conditions, which notably
means that no strong winds or extreme temperatures are considered. Potential
implications by the forest fire on our UAVs in the field are assumed to be negligible,
justifiable by the minimum flight altitude of 100 meters above ground.

8.3. General Results and Evaluation of Base
Requirements

Afirst simulation experimentwas executed, to analyze general system behavior, system-
atic dependencies, resource utilization trends, and system fitness under the previously
defined base requirements.The experiment was carried out with the configuration listed
in Table 8.1.

The simulation time was chosen as three days, to represent a long scenario duration
and to ensure the development of stationary results for consolidated performance data.
Enough simulation run repetitions were chosen to level out unique state trajectories in
single simulation runs.
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Table 8.1 – Mass simulation configuration for general evaluation.

Setting Rationale

Overall UAV count 100 (uncritical)
Overall CS count 3 (challenging)
Overall missions 9 (diverse)
Simulation time 72 hours (realistic, stationary results)
Repetitions 24 (cf. Section 7.4)
Replacement Strategy “Latest Opportunity” (cf. Section 6.4.1)
Replacing Node Selection “Shortest Provision” (cf. Section 6.5.1)

The simulation framework produces performance data for all UAVs and all charging
stations in all simulation runs. The extent of performance data produced was described
in Section 7.4. The section also introduced our R script to post-process and analyze the
data, resulting in values and diagrams presented throughout this chapter.

Before evaluating general results and the base requirements, we need to have a look at
the independence of individual nodes and identify potential systematic correlation with
aspects of the scenario.

8.3.1. Preliminary Analysis of Systematic Independence

We expect no systematic differences between different simulation runs, but suspect
weak systematic relation between individual UAVs, CSs and other aspects of the sce-
nario. Common causes for potential dependencies are discussed below.

Simulation run independence Different simulation runs start with the same initial
conditions. The underlying UAVmovement and energy consumption profile, and the
resource management strategies are furthermore identical across simulation runs.
However, every simulation run performs differently, due to the imposed simulation
run randomness. Therefore, the simulation runs should result in varying decisions
and performance results, but are comparable for a statistical evaluation.

UAV utilization equality The random influence on UAV behavior affects performance
data, but also decisionswith regard to resourcemanagement. In simulation, the selec-
tion of a replacement UAV for a mission is done by random among suited candidates.
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Figure 8.3 – Evaluation of the influence of the initial UAV location on the later
simulation behavior. Every dot represents one UAV in simulation.

That should result in a uniform utilization of all UAVs available to the scenario. After
a sufficient simulation time, the utilization of UAVs is hence expected to converge at
a common quota.

Independence from initial UAV location A potential influencing factor is the initial
location of individual UAVs. In the scenario, UAVs are preplanned to be equally dis-
tributed among the charging stations, irrespective of the simulation run randomness.
This could lead to segmentation and the indicated weak systematic correlation be-
tween performance values and the UAV ID or initial UAV position, respectively, espe-
cially after only a short simulation time. Figure 8.3 shows the overall time in mission
of all UAVs from all simulation runs, matched with their respective initial charging
station. The diagram suggests that the initial location does not seem to have signifi-
cant influence on the UAV utilization throughout the simulation. We will thus ignore
the initial location in further analysis steps.

Separation due to CS popularity We expect different popularities of charging sta-
tions due to the extent of individual missions and their distance to nearby CSs. Re-
source management strategies, discussed in Chapter 6, generally aim to reduce the
flight distance from and to missions, leading to a tendency of missions being served
by a specific charging station. The scenario was designed to not intensify such ef-
fects, by preplanning missions to be near and far from charging stations and equally
distributed between them. Nevertheless, Figure 8.4 shows a clear difference in over-
all served amount of UAVs by the available charging stations. The previously men-
tioned suspected segmentation does, however, not show as an issue, when Figure 8.3
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Figure 8.4 – Amount of served UAVs by the three charging stations. Every dot
represents one simulation run.

is considered in combination with Figure 8.4. An explanations could be the transition
between charging station realms in cases of temporary shortages, a constellation an-
ticipated by the experiment. charging stations are seen as part of the scenario and
their popularity for service provision is insignificant for further analysis and our
focus on UAV utilization and resource management strategies.

We found all mentioned dependencies to be insignificant for further resource manage-
ment focused evaluation. We will henceforth consider performance data from different
UAVs from different simulation runs to be independent, comparable and fit to be con-
solidated for statistic evaluation.

8.3.2. Discussion of General Performance Data

The first experiment was performed with a moderate configuration without pushing for
extremes or critical boundaries. Consolidated statistics shall set a base line for further
evaluation steps. Figure 8.5 and Table 8.2 show noteworthy statistics about the experi-
ment performance data.

We want to highlight the percentage of overall time spent in productive mission ex-
ecution. With only 8.8 % it represents just a small portion of the UAV life cycle. The
charging phase claims over one half of the whole life time, as was already expected due
to the slow recharging process. It is also interesting to notice the half-half ratio between
mission execution and maintenance flights, both in time and energy consumption. As
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Figure 8.5 – Distribution of time ratio spent in the UAV life cycle phases.

discussed before, parts of the life cycle spent in maintenance flights and idle phases are
subject to potential optimization.

The high average number of life cycle iterations is also worth noting. In combination,
the aggregated life cycle data once again emphasizes the necessity and opportunity of a
resource management system to automatically, reliably, and safely support continuous
disaster scenario utilization of UAVs.

8.3.3. Analysis of Continuity and Recirculation Fulfillment

Base requirements towards a general resource management systemwere defined in Sec-
tion 5.4.The systemmust be able to observe the scenario andmust provide the necessary
means and apply the necessary actions to fulfill continuity and recirculation. Verification
of base requirement fulfillment by the simulation framework in the presented scenario
is a precondition for further fine-grained evaluation steps.

Continuity is responsible for an unterminated or uninterrupted mission execution by
the method of successive UAV utilization, exchange, and replacement. Recirculation on
the other hand has to ensure the enabling of reutilization of UAVs by recharging at a
charging station.

In order to verify the fulfillment of these requirements, three properties have to be
shown in the simulation results:

• No termination of a mission
• No deterministic interruption of a mission
• No in-mission failure of UAVs (cf. Requirement [REQ-N-204])
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Table 8.2 – General performance data analysis results. If not otherwise stated,
they account for all UAVs over the full 72 hours as mean over all
repetitions.

Mean value Remarks

Life Cycles per UAV 50.46 σ = 9.66
Replacements per hour 64.52 (across 9 missions)
Energy consumption per UAV

• per life cycle [mAh] 4459.7 σ = 47.5
• in mission execution [%] 53.4
• in maintenance flights [%] 46.8
• per day [mAh] 69 392.1

Energy demand per day [kWh] 101.47 (approx. 10x normal household)

All simulation runs and the generated performance data were analyzed accordingly. Ter-
mination, which is the unplanned break-off of continuous mission execution, is checked
by dedicated program logic during and at the end of a simulation run. None of the sim-
ulation runs of the first experiment ended in terminated missions.

Interruption of a mission, in the limits of the previously discussed assumptions, abstrac-
tions and restrictions, is possible in the form of a delayed replacement and exchange
process. Delay can have one of two reasons: Exchange communication duration and re-
placing UAV arrival time. Generally, we can assume the size of mission data to be rather
compact and thus quickly communicated. Additional measures could be the communi-
cation of data over short distance, without interruption of the UAVmovement.The latter
reason of delay in UAV arrival time is linked to the absolute navigation speed control
behavior discussed in Section 4.3.2. In real-world application, the potential short delays
resulting from either of the described reasons, could easily be mitigated by according
countermeasures. Due to the expected magnitude of potential influence in comparison
to more central aspects, the aspect of interrupted mission execution will not be further
considered during this evaluation.

Failure of the UAV system could happen due to one of two reasons: Spontaneous hard-
ware/software failure or systematic failure due to a depleted battery. The former was
excluded from the scope of this thesis in Section 5.3.2.
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Failure of a UAV due to premature battery depletion is possible because of uncertain
outside factors and resulting varying energy consumption by the UAV. The topic was
discussed in-depth in Chapter 4. In Requirements [REQ-N-203] and [REQ-N-204]we for-
mally specified probability thresholds for those events. Table 8.3 lists all events of prema-
ture battery depletions during the first experiment and compares them with the overall
amount of mission executions performed by all UAVs across all simulation runs.

Table 8.3 – Events of premature battery depletion during the first experiment.

Life cycles Failure and loss due to battery depletion, during
maintenance flight mission execution

Count 112 045 475 0
Ratio [%] 0.42 0

The case of depletion during mission execution was found to be improbable. The prob-
ability of depletion during maintenance flights is far lower than the formally defined
threshold of 5 %.

In conclusion we can say, that the simulation framework and the chosen application
scenario fulfill the base requirements. In the next sections, the potential of different
resource management strategies on performance data computed above will be evalu-
ated.

8.4. Impact of Safety MarginQuantile Selection

An important part of the energy consumption profile discussion in Chapter 4 was the
consideration of uncertainty and the inclusion of safety margins in profile-based pre-
dictions. The prediction of a process behavior outcome based on a pessimistic value off
its statistical mean decreases the chance of underestimation and therefore increases the
safety of the system with regard to failure propagation resulting out of overestimation.
In Section 4.4.1 we highlighted the importance of a good quantile value selection as the
deciding factor for safety margins in predictions and their effect on the system opera-
tion. We expected a higher probability for insufficient predictions for smaller quantiles
and a lower energy efficiency for bigger quantiles.
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Experiments with the same simulation configuration as in the previous section (cf. Ta-
ble 8.1) were carried out for five quantile settings. Table 8.4 shows comparable results
to evaluate the quantile selection.

Table 8.4 – Premature battery depletion and mean life cycle consumption for
different safety margin quantile settings.

Premature Failures during Mean consumption
terminations maintenance flight [%] per life cycle [mAh]

p = 0.50 24 — —
p = 0.75 13 1.88 4843.9
p = 0.95 0 0.42 4453.9
p = 0.975 0 0.39 4352.2
p = 0.99 0 0.37 4240.3

The quantile setting p = 0.50 is an extreme example, as it represents the mean value of
a normal distribution, resulting in mean values for predictions of energy consumption.
This setting renders the idea of a quantile-based safety margin ineffective. The resulting
simulation behavior was as expected not favorable. All 24 simulation run repetitions
terminated prematurely, due to over-optimistic predictions, leading to errors in the re-
placement process, eventually violating the mission termination base requirement. Sim-
ilar but alleviated simulation behavior was recorded for the quantile setting p = 0.75

with over half of the simulation run repetitions failing. Values in the latter two columns
only account for successful simulation runs.

The performance metrics for UAV failure during maintenance flights and the mean en-
ergy consumption in single life cycles are interesting in comparison. The failure rate
drops with a quantile increase, however so does the life cycle consumption. Our expec-
tation of increased safety and reliability with the trade-off of decreased energy efficiency
is thereby confirmed.

It is also worth mentioning, that the failure rates of all quantile settings stay below
the 2 % defined as threshold in Requirement [REQ-N-203]. With a better understanding
of general performance of the scenario given in Table 8.2, we have to reevaluate this
threshold. An average of 64.52 replacements per hour results in the same amount of
maintenance flights returning to a charging station. Over the course of 24 hours, and
under the highest failure probability of 1.88 %, we have to expect 29 failing UAVs. This
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number is not acceptable. Future work should look into different strategies to minimize
the probability of battery depletion during maintenance flights, while decreasing the
generally applied quantile setting. A trade-off between the minimization of the number
of failing UAVs and the maximization of energy efficiency forms yet another optimiza-
tion problem.

Further evaluation steps will be performed with the safe setting p = 0.95, which can
also be recommended as a general setting for safe but efficient applications.

8.5. Evaluation of Replacement Optimization

In Section 6.4 and Section 6.5, strategies for the details of replacement scheduling and
execution were discussed and defined. Their simulation and evaluation with attention
to performance and energy efficiency improvement is the goal of this section.

8.5.1. Replacement Scheduling Strategies

We introduced three replacement scheduling strategies: the latest opportunity heuristic,
the shortest return heuristic, and the bi-objective heuristic.

The major difference between the three strategies is the handling of multiple charging
stations and the relative distances to them over the course of a mission. In order to
evaluate the impact of replacement planning, two changes were done to the experiment
configuration:

1. Missions ‘H6’ to ‘H9’ are left out. These missions consist of hovering maneuver
and remain steady at a single location. They are therefore not affected by differ-
ences between the strategies.

2. So far, the coverage with CSs was sparse. For most missions, the distance to the
nearest charging station for all maneuver transitions had only one minimum. In
order to add local minima and to thereby support the potential improvement by
the second and third heuristic, we planned additional charging stations in prox-
imity to the application field.
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Figure 8.6 – Modified scenario response constellation for the evaluation of
replacement scheduling (cf. Figure 8.2). Additional CS for
replacement scheduling strategy evaluation are highlighted.

Figure 8.6 illustrates the modified response constellation of missions and charging sta-
tions in the application field.

Performance data was generated with the simulation configuration in Table 8.1 but with
all three replacement strategies. Figure 8.7 shows the ratio of time spent in the UAV life
cycle phases, as mean of all UAVs over all simulation runs, differentiated by the three
strategies.

The shortest return heuristic, in comparison to the latest opportunity heuristic, resulted
in a significantly worse ratio between mission execution and maintenance flights, while
unwanted time in idling phases increased. As we already expected, the shortest return
heuristic (cf. Section 6.4.2) has the tendency to favor an extreme behavior of unneces-
sarily short mission phases, resulting in worse overall system performance. This is also
visible in the total amount of simulation run life cycles of 2312 under the shortest return
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Figure 8.7 – Distribution of time spent in the UAV life cycle phases, compared
for the three replacement strategies: Latest Opportunity, Shortest
Return, and Bi-Objective (with w = 0.5). Be aware that individual
numbers are rounded to one decimal place.

heuristic in comparison to 1801 under the latest opportunity heuristic – an increase of
28.4 percent.

Results under the bi-objective heuristic surprise by an almost identical time ratio distri-
bution in comparison to the latest opportunity heuristic. With 1821 life cycles per UAV,
the bi-objective heuristic also matches the latest opportunity heuristic by 1.1 percent
difference.

The resemblance of values of the two different heuristics is unexpected but explainable.
We know that the bi-objective heuristic covers the other heuristics with the extreme
weight values w = 0.0 and w = 1.0. We anticipated a trade-off behavior at w = 0.5,
however that does not seem to be the case. A subsequent experiment with multiple
intermediate weight values should give a better understanding of the influence of the
two involved objectives. Additionally we should be able to identify a near-optimal trade-
off value.

Figure 8.8 shows aggregated results for simulation performance values averaged over
12 simulation runs per weight value. Energy efficiency represents the percentage of
energy invested in mission execution in relation to the overall invested energy. Both
diagrams show that there is in fact almost no difference caused by w values between 0.5
to 1.0. We see the reason for that in the proportions of the scalarized Equation 6.12 from
page 115:
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Figure 8.8 – Influence of bi-objective weight w on the average life cycles per
simulation run and the energy efficiency.

fBO(w) = max
k

(
w

k∑
i=1

EM(i)− (1-w)ER(k)

)
(6.12 revisited)

The first part of the equation is a sum and hence multiple times bigger than the second
part. This imbalance results in a shifted impact of w on the function value.

Furthermore interesting is the other side of the total range, w = 0, representing the
shortest return heuristic. The energy efficiency for the heuristic marks the minimum of
the whole range and therefore confirms the previously drawn assumption of being the
least favorable solution.

Weight values between 0.3 to 0.4 seem to represent an interesting trade-off range, with
the highest energy efficiency, yet low life cycle count. An incremental search for the
optimal weight value would be possible, but not meaningful. We can expect different
optimal values for different system configurations and application scenarios. However,
as the general dimensions of maneuvers andmission constellations should be similar, we
believe that a common trade-off value of w = 0.35 is a good setting for the bi-objective
heuristic, making it the recommended of the three replacement scheduling strategies
presented.

Ultimately, the difference between the trade-off solution and the latest opportunity
heuristic is marginal. We anticipated a clear improvement of energy efficiency, and
thus a reduced energy and UAV demand. The gained energy efficiency improvement
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only amounts to 1.57 %. We identify the main reason for this outcome in the large spa-
tial distance between missions and charging stations. Even with the additional charging
stations added, the time spent on maintenance flights, illustrated in Figure 8.7, is around
50 percent of the time in mission execution. Missions are generally long-spanning and
charging stations are only positioned at the borders of the application field, resulting
in long provision and return flight distances. Mission and charging station specifics are
however not in the decision space of the resource management system and can hence
not be further improved.

In any case, the bi-objective heuristic has shown clear potential advantages over the
others and could result in higher efficiency improvements in other constellations. We
recommend the bi-objective heuristic as the general replacement scheduling strategy.

8.5.2. Replacing UAV Selection Strategies

Replacing UAV selection is another aspect of resource management, as discussed in Sec-
tion 6.5. Two strategies were presented, one trivial and one leveraging the possibilities
of our movement and energy consumption prediction profile. A good replacing UAV
selection strategy should be able to provide more applicable energy for the actual mis-
sion execution after provisioning. This should increase the possible length of mission
execution for a single UAV, and therefore the overall energy efficiency.
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Figure 8.9 – Distribution of time spent in the UAV life cycle phases, compared
for the two replacing UAV selection strategies Shortest Provision
and Applicable Charge.

Yet another experiment was executed following the configuration in Table 8.1, for both
replacing UAV selection strategies and with 16 repetitions per strategy. Time ratio dis-
tribution of both strategies is shown in Figure 8.9.
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The first difference that meets the eye is the ratio of time spent in mission execution.
While the drop in maintenance flight time ratio is enjoyable, the alleged superior strat-
egy seems to cause a slightly shorter time spent in missions. What is counterintuitive
at first can be explained by an interesting discovery, when consulting further analysis
results denoted in Table 8.5.

Table 8.5 – Selected mean performance results in comparison for both replacing
UAV selection strategies: Shortest Provision and Applicable Charge.

Energy consumption Life cycles Replacements Energy efficiency
per life cycle [mAh] per UAV per hour [%]

SP 4461.1 50.4 64.5 53.3
AC 4605.5 37.3 47.8 66.2

The system performance seems to have generally improved under the applicable charge
selection strategy. The average energy consumed in life cycles increased, while the av-
erage number of life cycles per UAV has dropped. The strategy seems to have caused
an improvement of energy efficiency, which reduced the need for UAV replacements,
resulting in an overall lower ratio of time spent in mission execution.

The shorter duration spent by a UAV in charging phases and the longer time of idling
confirms the statement.

The location and charging state of UAVs selectable as replacing UAV turn out to be im-
portant factors for the overall efficiency and gross resource utilization of the application
scenario.

8.6. Optimization Potential of Varied UAV Amounts

So far, all evaluation steps were performed with a simulation configuration of 100 avail-
able UAVs. In this section, we want to analyze the impact of decreased UAV availability.
The financial costs of hardware acquisition, as well as the challenges of transportation
to and preparation at the scenario site, motivate the interest in a minimal amount of
necessary UAVs to still permit a UAV-aided application scenario response within the
defined requirements.
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Additionally, we are interested in the overall energy consumption of the whole system
of UAVs. The metric is important, as global energy supply could be limited or has to be
allocated ahead of time and general magnitude and minimal values might be of interest
for the scenario applicability.

The experiment was carried out under a new simulation configuration, taking into ac-
count the findings from previous sections. The experiment uses the identified superior
strategies. As both are aimed at energy efficiency improvement and UAV count reduc-
tion, we do not expect noteworthy results under the simpler strategies. Table 8.6 shows
changes to the experiment configuration in comparison to Table 8.1.

Table 8.6 – Mass simulation configuration for the final evaluation with varied
UAV count, cf. Table 8.1.

Setting

Overall UAV count 20 to 400
Overall CS count 3
Repetitions 24
Replacement Strategy “Bi-Objective Heuristic” with (w = 0.35)
Replacing Node Selection “Applicable Charge Approach”

The overall amount of UAVs available was varied between 20 to 100 UAVs with a step
size of 5, interesting ranges were simulated for in-between values. Further settings to
analyze a potential saturation of the resource management system were chosen in the
range from 100 to 400 with a step size of 50.

8.6.1. Minimal Amount of UAVs for Continuous Fulfillment

Simulations with 20 to 55 UAVs failed across all simulation run repetitions. In these
simulations, the system was not able to continuously provide replacing UAVs past a cer-
tain amount of time. UAVs were charged slower than they were needed and the system
eventually “dried out”. Even when being able to support response actions for limited
durations, we deem these configurations not fitting for an effective support of disaster
response with likely non-foreseeable durations.
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Figure 8.10 compares the UAV amount setting with the time, at which simulation runs
terminated due to no selectable UAVs for replacement, or because the cutoff duration of
72 hours was reached.
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Figure 8.10 – Duration of failure-free scenario response fulfillment for different
settings of available UAVs, capped at 72 h in the left diagram. The
gray highlighted range of interesting corner cases is magnified in
the right-hand diagram, capped at 336 h.

In our application scenario, with the described configuration, 57 UAVs turns out to be
the minimum amount for continuous scenario support. The number was obtained in a
separate experiment for 55 to 57 UAVs, with a excessively heightened cutoff duration of
336 hours (14 days) and with 48 simulation repetitions. Results for these simulations are
shown in the right-hand diagram of Figure 8.10.

While all simulation runs terminated prematurely for experiment settings of 55 UAVs
and below, only one out of 48 simulation runs failed for the setting of 56 UAVs. Further
simulation repetitions would yield more failing cases. The results indicate that 55 UAVs
is a critical edge case for our application scenario and chosen configuration, while ex-
periments with 56 UAVs succeed with a high probability. Therefore, 57 UAVs represents
the minimum amount of UAVs for continuous fulfillment of response tasks in the given
application scenario configuration.
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8.6.2. Minimal Overall Energy Demand for Continuous
Fulfillment

The gross energy demand of the UAV fleet generally depends on the complexity of the
application scenario at hand, and on the efficiency of UAV utilization.

Please take note that the given number represents energy charged into the batteries of
UAVs. It does not consider the dissipation loss of the charger, or the energy consump-
tion by other parts of the disaster response equipment, like the ground control station
system.

In Table 8.2, initial experiment results yielded a daily energy demand of 101.47 kWh.
Better replacement scheduling and replacing UAV selection strategies, as well as a varied
total UAV amount, should have significant impact on the overall energy demand.

The new experiment configuration utilizes the better strategies identified in the previ-
ous sections. Figure 8.11 illustrates the daily energy demand of the various simulated
UAV amounts, aggregated for individual repetitions. Values seem to differ between rep-
etitions, but the actual variance relative to the mean is low.

Simulation results for 100 UAVs disclose an average daily energy demand of 82.55 kWh.
That is an improvement of 18.6 % over the initial experiment result, based on the imple-
mented more efficient replacement strategies.
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Figure 8.11 – Daily energy demand by all UAVs in the application scenario, given
per absolute number of UAVs. Every dot represents a repetition.
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For an increased amount of available UAVs, no significant difference compared to results
with the initial 100 UAVs is visible. The depicted trend line suggests a local maximum
in the range of approximately 75 to 100 UAVs, while the individual points do not indi-
cate such a trend and their variance is considerably higher than the offset of the local
maximum. We conclude that the daily energy demand is approximately equal among
all experiments between 75 to 400 UAVs and explain deviation by the high potential
differences between experiments due to the probabilistic elements of the simulation.

Approximately identical energy demand of simulationswithmore than a certain number
of UAVs can be explained by the saturation of the scenario. When a sufficient amount
of UAVs enables the fulfillment of all scenario missions without shortages, e.g., during
replacing UAV selection, the addition of more idling UAVs does not contribute to the
performance of the system of systems. Additional UAVs are effectively never used.

Identification of the smallest number of UAVs to still offer UAV saturation in the sce-
nario, while generating the least energy demand compared to lower UAV amounts, is an
interesting characteristic value for the utilization in an application scenario. Its mean-
ing and special importance will be the subject of the following section. Judging by the
illustrate trend line of averaged values, we identify 72 UAVs as the amount with the
lowest energy demand between the monotonic increase to the left and the saturation to
the right. 72 UAVs is therefore the minimal amount of UAVs for energy demand satura-
tion.

8.6.3. Combined Resource Utilization Optimization

An interesting range for further discussion is the range of UAV amounts between the
minimal amount for saturation and the minimal amount for continuous fulfillment. Fig-
ure 8.11 illustrates the anticipated development. A lower amount of UAVs increases the
off chance of local shortages of fully-charged and nearby replacing UAVs. Replacement
has to be performed by a less than optimal candidate, thus reducing the energy efficiency
of individual UAVs and increasing the overall energy demand. This effect intensifies till
the point of the minimal UAV amount, with the highest energy demand of the whole
experiment.
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The two extremes, and the range of intermediate solutions, create a Pareto optimal set.
This set can be obtained by defining an optimization problemwith prevailing constraints
and by applying multi-objective optimization methods. Since a good trade-off between
the two extremes is preferable, the weighted sum approach mentioned in Section 6.4.3
can also be applied here. With one fixed choice of weights, one of the Pareto optimal
points will be computed. The trade-off is influenced by choosing suitable weights, re-
sulting in different obtained points from the optimal set.

Potential prevailing constraints are for example short-term transportation limitations
for UAVs beyond a certain amount, or a limited storage for electrical energy in case of
no steady power grid connection.

One obvious optimization criterion is of financial nature. UAVs are expensive in initial
purchase and require periodic maintenance and repair. Besides that, every device has a
life time expectancy, resulting in costs per utilization. Transportation of certain amounts
of UAVs to the application field could be linked to further costs. On the other side of the
equation, total electrical energy costs and potential costs of energy storage allocation
have to be considered. Following an according analysis, an optimization function can be
derived and a solution from the Pareto optimal set selected. The discussion of financial
costs is not in the scope of this thesis.

For the application goal of UAV-aided disaster response, the unbound effective utiliza-
tion of a sufficient amount of UAVs is the primary focus. As long as none of the men-
tioned or related scenario constraints are present, our recommendation for the utilized
amount of UAVs in the scenario is the minimal amount for energy demand saturation.
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9. Conclusions and Perspectives

The work on this thesis results in three preliminary artifacts. During the environment
analysis, we were able to understand and formalize the domain of UAV utilization in
disaster response scenarios. We found UAVs to be applicable in existing and novel use
cases of disaster scenarios, in order to advance disaster response and to prevent loss
of human life and damage to nature. The result of this analysis is a conceptional UAV
response model.

The second artifact is the developed simulation and prediction model on the flight be-
havior and energy consumption of UAVs. The model is general and transferable to all
UAV types, but moreover measured and parameterized to reflect the behavior and con-
sumption of our specific testbed UAV. Besides the capability of the model to mimic the
real-world object, it furthermore offers the functionality to predict future development.
The creation of an accurate and precise representation of the real-world UAV is an im-
portant task in light of the following step.

The third preliminary artifact is our presented discrete event simulation framework. It
unites the conceptional scenario response model and the flight behavior and energy
consumption model of UAVs in a flexible UAV fleet simulation environment for strategy
evaluation in a resource management system. It therefore poses as the base for further
research into the field.

Our preliminary work on realistic models and the simulation framework is motivated
by the development approach of modeling and simulation-based systems engineering.
Changes in details of complex intertwined systems have wide-reaching effects on other
parts of the whole, making the evaluation of design changes on a theoretical level almost
impossible. An accurate, flexible, and modular real-world representation in a simulated
environment offers the necessary means for development and testing of new technolo-
gies and methods in the context of a complex system of systems.
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The second half of the presented thesis addresses the central research question.With the
simulation framework at hand, we are now able to easily implement and simulate as-
pects of a UAV resource management system, and evaluate the feasibility and efficiency
of the system and therein applied strategies for replacement coordination.

Alongside a thorough discussion of the resource management system requirements, we
present an extended conceptional UAV responsemodel and discuss methods for our con-
tinuity and recirculation approach. The approach builds on the idea of a non-disruptive
replacement process, which consists ofmultiple steps at disparate points in time. Various
aspects of the replacement process have therefor been covered by developed strategies
to improve these and the resulting energy efficiency of the system.

All of these aspects depend on the existence of a reliable UAV flight behavior and energy
consumption prediction model. It is important to understand the distinction between
the aforementioned simulation model and the prediction model. The former is part of
our effort to create a representation of the real-world, following the M&SBSE approach,
while the latter is part of the development solution for the resourcemanagement system.
The prediction model and all relevant parts of the resource management system are
modular components included in the simulation framework. They are designed to be
detachable and included in a real-world system with little effort. This option is not only
cost- and time-efficient, it also ensures the utilization of a well verified and evaluated
system in a real-world application.

Three aspects are discussed and different solutions are evaluated through simulation on
the example of a mock application scenario: the safety margin quantile selection, the
replacement scheduling strategy, and the replacing UAV selection strategy.

First evaluation results show that our concept of a research management system is fully
capable of providing a continuous service for all missions and therefore fulfills the base
requirements of no interruption or termination of the disaster scenario response.

The importance of safety margin inclusion in the prediction of future UAV behavior
was analyzed first. Experiments with simulation configurations, in which mean values
without added safety margins are used during prediction, ended in terminated missions
and therefore in violated disaster response fulfillment. Experiments with a safetymargin
setting did not portray such behavior. An added safety margin effectively eliminates
the risk of mid-mission failure due to depletion. The experiment results also show that
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higher quantile values make failure cases significantly less likely.The failure probability
is traded for utilization efficiency and a compromise needs to be found.

Even the lowest simulated quantile setting results in relatively low failure rates. A failure
rate of around 1 percent was found to be too high, as it results in a significant amount of
failing UAVs in the mass-application of a disaster scenario. Future work should concen-
trate on safety margin planning in dependence on the remaining capacity, on a planned
reserve, or a combination of both, to eliminate the chance of failure resulting out of
battery depletion.

For the planning process of replacement scheduling, two simple strategies and a supe-
rior strategy are presented. The bi-objective heuristic shows the highest potential for
optimization and the discussed weight setting for the heuristic should be acceptable for
all potential application scenarios.

This heuristic should, in theory, improve the replacement location selection over the
default strategy, resulting in shorter maintenance flights and better energy efficiency.
However, simulation behavior seems less affected by the strategy and only an improve-
ment of 1.57 percent can be observed in the experiment results. The reason for this
outcome is seen in the far distance between charging stations and missions designated
to UAVs, following the restriction of the operation field of the disaster scenarios. The
proportion between maintenance flights and mission execution flights is therefore only
marginally improved by a good replacement location planning. Nonetheless, other ap-
plication scenarios could provide better located charging stations and yield a higher
strategy improvement. Worsening of energy efficiency by the strategy is not possible.
We deem the bi-objective heuristic as a meaningful addition to an improved resource
management system.

The third analyzed aspect of the replacement process is the replacing UAV selection
strategy. A simple approach, which decides based on the provisioning distance, is com-
pared with the more sophisticated applicable charge approach, taking multiple factors
into account. A comparison is meaningful, because the second strategy relies heavily on
the highlighted flight behavior and energy consumption prediction model.The potential
of such a model as part of the resource management solution becomes clear, when look-
ing at the evaluation results. In the example of our application scenario, the strategy is
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able to improve the energy efficiency of the overall system by 12.9 percent, while ex-
tending the single-UAV utilization time, thus reducing the total amount of maintenance
processes.

The mentioned strategies for replacement process improvement are part of the bigger
goal to improve the overall disaster response resource efficiency. The term of efficiency
is evaluated in two directions. First, by the minimum total number of provided UAVs in
the scenario, and secondly by a minimum total energy demand of all UAVs. Experiments
resulted in two unequal numbers. The range between these numbers spans a Pareto
optimal set for a multi-objective optimization problem. One of the potential optima is
motivated for a finance-oriented optimization problem, however an in-depth discussion
following the incentive is out of the focus of this thesis.

In conclusion, we present a working resource management system fulfilling all initially
defined requirements towards a UAV-aided disaster response. The discussed improve-
ments are able to increase the UAV energy efficiency, decrease the needed amount of
provided UAVs, and reduce the overall energy demand by almost 20 percent.

As initially claimed does the resource management system work as a transparent layer
between physical UAVs and logical mission execution entities, commanded by a simu-
lated mission control. All simulation environment implementations specific to the re-
source management solution could be detached from the framework and included in
the firmware of a real UAV and mission control system. The extensive verification and
evaluation of the implemented components for resource management will stay valid in
the process, reducing risk and cost.

The provided simulation framework offers a wide range of configurable components and
is easy to extend. Future work could benefit from the existing M&SBSE environment
to test and evaluate novel UAV fleet management research ideas, like further strategy
improvements, so far disregarded restrictions, or decentralized control andmanagement
realizations.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Open Source Contributions

The creation of this thesis was accompanied by the development of various software
components. All efforts were provided or contributed to the open source software com-
munity. Below the noteworthy software projects are listedwith short descriptions, URLs,
contribution details, and source/comment lines of code (SLOC/CLOC).

A.1.1. ArduPilot Logfile Maneuver Analysis Script

URL: https://github.com/ThomDietrich/

ardupilot-energy-analysis

Contribution: Novel development

License: GNU General Public License Version 3 (GPLv3)

SLOC (CLOC): 898 (324)

ArduPilot/ArduCopter dataflash logfile analysis script developed in the statistical com-
puting and graphics programming language R. The script was developed specifically for
the benefit of this thesis and is oriented at spatial movement and energy consumption
analysis. Refer to Section 4.1.2 for a detailed description of the intended use case and
the performed analysis steps.
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A.1.2. Multi-UAV Resource Management DES Framework

URL: https://github.com/ThomDietrich/

multiUAV-simulation

Contribution: Novel development

License: Academic Public License (OMNeT++)

SLOC (CLOC): 9411 (1817)

Discrete event simulation framework, developed inOMNeT++/C++, aimed at UAVmove-
ment, energymanagement, and signal propagation.The simulation framework is a novel
development and offers potential in related research fields. Refer to Chapter 7 for a de-
tailed description of the structure, functionality and extendibility of the framework.

Contributions to the simulation framework source code were made under our supervi-
sion and guidance in the following student works:

• Bachelor thesis by Ludwig Breitsprecher [Bre18]
– Implementation of the intelligent charging station concept
– Analysis and interpolation of a realistic CCCV charging processes
– Addition of preemptive charging termination
– Creation of a graphical representation of a charging station

• Research project by Michael Sommer [Som18]
– Planning of scenarios for tests and productive simulation
– Implementation of the shortest return heuristic
– Improvement of visual representation of UAVs and flight paths
– General testing, improvement, and bug fixing
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A.1.3. Multi-UAV DES Framework Analysis Script

URL: https://github.com/ThomDietrich/

multiUAV-simulation-analysis

Contribution: Novel development

License: GNU General Public License Version 3 (GPLv3)

SLOC (CLOC): 394 (120)

Analysis script for performance data produced by the multi-UAV resource management
simulation framework (cf. Appendix A.1.2) developed in the statistical computing and
graphics programming language R. The script generates values and diagrams and is the
basis for results in Chapter 8. The repository also contains all raw data used for the
analysis results presented in the evaluation chapter.

Please refer to Section 7.4 for a detailed list of performance metrics recorded in simula-
tion and analyzed by the script.

A.1.4. Mission Planner GCS Software

URL: https://github.com/ArduPilot/MissionPlanner

Official Webpage: http://ardupilot.org/planner

Contribution: Addition of features

License: GNU General Public License Version 3 (GPLv3)

Mission Planner Ground Control Station [Ard18b]. Compare Section 3.3.2 for details.

• Pull request #1473:
https://github.com/ArduPilot/MissionPlanner/pull/1473

– Add air distance to the Flight Plan view
• Pull request #1652:
https://github.com/ArduPilot/MissionPlanner/pull/1652

– Result of the associated bachelor thesis by Tobias Krüger [Krü18]
– A summary of the work is given in the introduction of Chapter 4
– Add the energy consumption profile feature as a core component
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– Add an energy consumption profile configuration panel view
– Add energy consumption estimates to the Flight Plan view
– Add a guided (re-)calibration of the energy consumption profile

A.1.5. ArduPilot Flight Controller Firmware

URL: https://github.com/ArduPilot/ardupilot

Official Webpage: http://ardupilot.org/ardupilot

Contribution: Addition of features

License: GNU General Public License Version 3 (GPLv3)

Flight controller firmware for copters, planes, rovers, submarines, antenna trackers, and
other simple or sophisticated remote controlled mobile robotics. [Ard18a]

• Implementation of a marker-based precise UAV landing method
• Result of the associated bachelor thesis by Matthias Mark [Mar16]
• Basis for automated landing at a charging station, in accordance with Require-
ment [REQ-F-124]

A.1.6. MAVLink Communication Library

URL: https://github.com/mavlink/mavlink

Official Webpage: https://mavlink.io/en

Contribution: Addition of swarm and maintenance functionality

License: GNU Lesser General Public License Version 3 (LGPLv3)

Micro air vehicle link (MAVLink) message marshalling library for UAVs.

• Extension:https://github.com/ThomDietrich/mavlink/tree/multimav
– Compare Section 3.3.3.1 for details
– Based on the associated work by Kati Neudert [Neu14]
– Published at International Conference onAutonomous Robot Systems andCom-

petitions 2016 (ICARSC’16) [Die+16]
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A.2. 3DR Solo Prediction Model Data

In this section we present data for the parameterized energy consumption prediction
model for our testbed 3DR Solo quadcopter. Compare Section 4.6 for related details
and application instructions. Values were generated using the R script presented in Ap-
pendix A.1.1 from 12 selected benchmark flights with 79 individual maneuvers.

A.2.1. Average Speed Lookup Table

Thespeed of anArduPilot based quadcopter is selected by the flight controller depending
on the maneuver climb or descent angle. In Table A.1 values for speed selection by our
3DR SoloQuadcopter are given for distinct angles.

A.2.2. Point-to-Point Maneuver Power Draw

The average power draw during a point-to-point maneuver mainly depends on the climb
or descent angle of the maneuver. Table A.1 contains values for average power draw at
distinct angles, measured during our empirical analysis.

A.2.3. Maneuver Variance Partial Autocorrelation Lag Values

Numbers in the following tables are intermediate characteristic values for our 3DR Solo
quadcopter. They were generated in the autocorrelation analysis and are applied during
energy consumption prediction. As described in Section 4.4.2.2, values were cut off at the
latest lag of an autocorrelation above a value defined by a confidence interval, chosen as
0.95. Lags beyond that point were nulled and are grayed out in the following tables.

The values are specifically needed for variance inference in order to simulate realistic
model behavior, and to predict consumptions with added safety margins.
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Table A.1 – Empirical analysis results for speed selection and power draw by our
3DR Solo during distinct climb and descent angles.

Angle [°] Maneuver Flight Speed [m/s] Mean Power Draw [W]
Mean (µ) Std. Deviation (σ)

−90.0 1.84 0.031 248.7
−75.6 1.84 0.023 263.7
−57.9 2.01 0.055 251.7
−34.8 2.45 0.041 253.5
−15.6 3.58 0.127 235.1

0.0 8.05 0.409 241.1
15.6 6.02 0.099 274.7
34.8 3.34 0.055 295.6
57.9 2.81 0.171 307.2
75.6 2.72 0.006 313.7
90.0 2.72 0.030 307.0

Table A.2 – Hover flight by our 3DR Solo quadcopter: partial autocorrelations of
the power draw time series, given by lag index.

Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Hover 0.682 −0.058 0.233 0.076 0.096 −0.028 −0.060 0.036 0.067 0.057
10+ 0.017 0.014 −0.009 0.085 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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Table A.3 – Climb and descent flight by our 3DR Solo quadcopter: partial
autocorrelations of the power draw time series, given by lag index.

Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

−90.0° 0.603 −0.099 0.327 0.043 0.116 0.029 0.031 0.031 0.035 −0.001
10+ 0.006 0.022 −0.009 0.025 0.021 0.034 0.016 0.038 0.019 0.000
20+ 0.049 0.001 −0.040 0.038 0.015 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

−75.6° 0.544 −0.194 0.425 0.020 0.083 0.034 0.051 0.013 0.058 0.032
10+ −0.048 0.030 −0.005 −0.047 −0.015 0.031 −0.062 −0.016 0.009 0.023
20+ 0.076 0.088 0.023 −0.053 0.058 0.026 −0.047 −0.026 0.020 0.000

−57.9° 0.546 −0.136 0.283 0.049 0.047 −0.026 −0.015 0.008 0.025 −0.045
10+ −0.021 0.021 0.014 −0.055 −0.035 0.005 −0.033 −0.007 0.009 −0.028
20+ 0.001 −0.024 −0.006 −0.029 0.023 0.015 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

−34.8° 0.635 −0.066 0.254 0.011 −0.035 −0.041 −0.022 0.005 −0.008 0.018
10+ −0.060 0.015 0.054 −0.015 0.019 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
20+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

−15.6° 0.747 −0.023 0.143 −0.085 −0.141 −0.046 −0.066 −0.078 0.026 −0.077
10+ 0.011 0.014 0.032 0.033 −0.009 −0.013 0.023 −0.035 −0.037 −0.016
20+ 0.029 −0.074 −0.046 −0.019 −0.003 0.041 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.0° 0.624 −0.049 0.150 0.042 0.012 −0.053 0.035 0.000 0.000 0.000
10+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
20+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

15.6° 0.714 −0.090 −0.008 −0.149 −0.101 −0.036 −0.102 −0.077 0.105 0.000
10+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
20+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

34.8° 0.847 0.002 0.173 −0.055 −0.002 −0.058 −0.001 0.025 −0.088 −0.068
10+ −0.041 −0.047 −0.035 −0.072 −0.122 0.024 −0.035 −0.066 0.001 0.044
20+ 0.000 0.006 0.014 −0.012 0.000 −0.062 −0.039 −0.066 0.006 0.045

57.9° 0.701 0.004 0.422 0.077 0.048 0.007 −0.029 −0.015 0.045 −0.019
10+ −0.053 0.033 0.031 −0.072 −0.077 −0.005 0.017 −0.039 −0.012 −0.017
20+ −0.003 −0.030 −0.022 −0.001 0.045 −0.001 0.018 −0.032 0.052 0.000

75.6° 0.649 −0.083 0.353 0.086 0.012 0.049 0.099 −0.035 −0.006 −0.094
10+ 0.044 −0.039 0.023 −0.067 −0.103 0.076 0.037 −0.118 −0.059 −0.005
20+ 0.023 −0.070 −0.054 −0.126 −0.001 0.056 0.004 −0.014 0.069 0.000

90.0° 0.599 −0.083 0.369 0.106 0.092 0.002 −0.012 0.029 0.074 −0.030
10+ −0.033 0.038 0.072 −0.034 −0.066 0.011 0.034 0.018 −0.002 −0.031
20+ −0.017 0.000 −0.050 −0.021 −0.032 0.019 0.013 −0.006 0.046 0.000
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List of Nomenclature

Charge charging. The process of recharging a depleted or partly depleted battery of a
UAV, taking place at a charging station (cf. Section 6.2.2). (pp. 94, 103, 116, 117, 119,
146, 156, X)

Continuity continuity. The uninterrupted and unterminated support of all scenario
missions and hence the enabling of the UAV-aided scenario operation (cf. Section 5.4.2.
(pp. 96, 147)

Idle idling. A phase of the UAV life cycle in which it does not perform a task nor con-
sume or receive electric energy (cf. Section 6.2.2). (pp. 103, 104, 106, 107, 116–119,
152, 156, 160, X)

Maintenance maintenance. Processes and phases in the UAV life cycle planned by the
resource management system, responsible for enabling the support of a mission/sce-
nario. Comprises all but the Mission Execution phase of the UAV life cycle (cf. Sec-
tions 5.4 and 6.2.3). (pp. 88, 91, 93, 94, 96, 101, 104)

Maneuver maneuver. A maneuver is an atomic action by a UAV. See Section 3.2.3 for
a differentiation of maneuver classes.

Mission mission. The concept of a mission in the scope of UAV-aided disaster response
shall be defined as the combination of multiple maneuvers. A mission can be of ar-
bitrary size in both the spatial and temporal dimension. See Section 3.2.2 for a more
detailed description.

Node node. A general term for a component of the disaster response system of systems.
In the context of this work, a node is either a UAV, a CS, or a GCS. (pp. 2, 30, 31, 46,
95, 121, 140, 144)
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Provision provisioning. The process of selecting a UAV as the replacing or fulfilling
UAV for mission execution, and the coordination of its timely arrival by planning
according flight maneuvers (cf. Section 6.2.1). (pp. 94, 103, 117–119, 155)

Recirculate recirculation.The process of re-enabling a depleted or partly depleted UAV
for scenario utilization, through the navigation to and recharging at a charging sta-
tion (cf. Section 5.4.3. (pp. 96, 103, 147)

Replace replacement. The process of replacing one UAV by another to sustain mission
execution (cf. Section 6.2.3). (pp. 94, 148)

Return returning. The process of returning a replaced UAV after mission execution to
a charging station for recharging (cf. Section 6.2.1). (p. 94)

Safety Margin safety margin. During process planning and value estimation, an ad-
ditionally imposed amount to account for uncertainty and safety violations due to
resulting overshoot. In energy consumption prediction, a safety margin is added to
protect against premature battery depletion and therefore against catastrophic hard-
ware failure (cf. Section 4.4.1. (pp. 3, 36, 49, 71, 72, 81, 85, 110, 112, 134, 143, 164,
V)

Utilization utilization. Comprises all phases or actions of active UAV use in the context
of a scenario/mission. This includes flights during, from, or to a mission, but also
hovering maneuvers or potential other forms of mission support. Utilization does
not include Charging or Idling (cf. Section 6.2.1). (p. 102)
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List of Abbreviations

CCCV constant current constant voltage. A multistage battery charging method con-
sisting of a first stage of constant charging current and a second stage of maintained
constant battery voltage. A multistage method is needed to protect the battery from
physical and chemical impairment.

CS charging station. A ground-based device to enable landing and charging of UAVs,
offering one or more landing and charging spots. (pp. 5, 39, 40, 61, 71, 90, 94–97, 101,
103, 105–111, 113, 116, 117, 124, 134, 135, 142–146, 145, 147, 150, 151, 154, 157, 165,
IV, IX–XI, XXI)

CSV A comma-separated values file contains values in a table as a series of ASCII text
lines organized so that each column value is separated by a comma from the next
column’s value and each row starts a new line. (pp. 53, 54)

ESC The electronic speed controller is a device connecting a flight controller and mo-
tors to provide power and control speed. (p. 19)

GCS ground control station. A central ground-based system that provides the facilities
for rule-based coordination, observation, and human control of UAVs. In a disaster
response scenario, the ground control station is part of the mission control (MC)
system. (pp. 10, 29, 40, 43, 44, 46, 50, 95–97, 117, 126, 159, IX, XII)

GPLv3 GNU General Public License Version 3. A free copyleft license for software in
the open source context and other kinds of works. Compare for details: https:
//www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.en.html

HDOP horizontal dilution of precision. A 2D precision quality indicator for horizontal
GPS location data, accounting for the effects of imperfect satellite positions, atmo-
spheric refraction and unwanted multipath propagation. (p. 56)
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ICS intelligent charging station. A charging station for UAVs, with the additional func-
tionality of self-organization of waiting and charging spots, arriving and departing
UAVs, and local resources. (pp. 40, 46, 47, 101, 102, 122, 124)

IMU inertial measurement unit. An integrated multi-axis sensor combining precision
gyroscopes, accelerometers, magnetometers, and pressure sensors. Readings are com-
bined and pre-processed to provide reliable position andmotion data for stabilization
and navigation tasks. (pp. 18, 19)

LGPLv3 GNU Lesser General Public License Version 3. A free copyleft license for soft-
ware in the open source context and other kinds of works. The LGPLv3 extends the
GPLv3 by additional permissions to link or use LGPLv3 licensed software as part
of non-LGPL software. Compare for details: https://www.gnu.org/licenses/
lgpl-3.0.en.html (pp. 45, IV)

LiPo lithium-ion polymer. A rechargeable lithium-ion battery featuring a polymer elec-
trolyte. This lithium-ion battery type provides higher specific energy (capacity per
weight ratio), making it the ideal choice for weight-critical applications such as UAVs.
(pp. 22, 23, 26–28, XVII, XIX)

LUT lookup table. An array or matrix used in computer programming to hold values
rather than calculating or deriving them. LUTs are helpful in situations where com-
putation is expensive or the underlying value function is unknown. (pp. 81–85, 133)

MAV micro aerial vehicle. A small unmanned aircraft with automated flight capabili-
ties. The abbreviation is putting special focus on the form factor. (p. 10)

MAVLink micro air vehicle link. MAVLink is a community-driven message library
project for coordination of micro air vehicles. It is a very lightweight, header-only
message marshalling library and follows a modern hybrid publish-subscribe and
point-to-point design pattern [Mei+18]. (pp. 45–47)

MBSE model-based systems engineering. The formalized application of modeling to
support system requirements, design, analysis, verification, and validation activities.
The approach begins in the conceptual design phase and continues throughout de-
velopment and later life cycles. (pp. 4, 7, XIII)
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MC mission control. A central ground-based system that coordinates the scenario-
oriented mission assignment to UAVs. The mission control is also responsible for
resource management decisions and actions. The ground personnel interacts with
the mission control for effective information transfer and UAV utilization. The mis-
sion control includes a ground control station (GCS). (pp. 43, 89, 116, 166, XI)

M&SBSE modeling and simulation-based systems engineering. A form of the MBSE
approach, extended by the emphasis on simulation-based verification, evaluation,
and optimization of a system. (pp. 4, 6, 163, 164, 166)

SoC state-of-charge. The currently available charge inside a rechargeable battery in
percentage points to its maximum possible charge under consideration of decreasing
state-of-health [Pop+08]. (pp. 23–28, 40–42, 85, 95, 104, 107, 110, 117–119, XIX)

SoH state-of-health. The general condition of a battery and its ability to deliver the
specified performance in comparison with its factory conditions or with a fresh bat-
tery of the same model [Pop+08]. (pp. 22–26, 28, 42, 53, XIII)

sUAS small unmanned aircraft system. A small UAS. A small unmanned aircraft and its
associated elements (including communication links and the components that con-
trol the small UA) that are required for the safe and efficient operation without the
possibility of direct human intervention from within or on the aircraft [FAA16a].
(p. 10)

SoS system of systems. A collection of systems that combine their resources and ca-
pabilities to form a more complex new system. The system of systems offers more
functionality and performance than the sum of individual systems. (pp. , 1, 3, 6, 34,
35, 39, 95, 160, 163, IX)

UAS unmanned aircraft system. The combination of an unmanned aircraft and its as-
sociated radio communication link and ground control station. (pp. 10, XIII)

UAV unmanned aerial vehicle. An aircraft without a pilot onboard. The abbreviation
implies automated flight capabilities. (pp. , , 1–20, 22, 25, 29, 32–47, 49–53, 57–62,
64–68, 70–72, 77, 79–81, 85, 87–111, 113, 114, 116–124, 126–128, 130–135, 137, 139,
140, 142–145, 144–147, 146, 148, 150, 152–161, 163–166, IV, IX–XII, XV–XVII, XIX–
XXII)
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VTOL vertical take-off and landing. A plane capable of taking off and landing vertically,
having forward speeds comparable to those of conventional aircraft. (p. 13)
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List of Symbols

Qmax maximum battery capacity. The rated capacity of a (new and unutilized) battery
pack, given in mAh. (p. 22)

Q(t) available charge in a battery. The currently available amount of electrical charge
in a battery at a certain point in time, given in mAh.

I current flowing into or out of a battery. The electric charge provided to the battery
during charging or by the battery during utilization.

Z battery impedance. A combination of internal resistance and reactance of a battery.
The impedance of a battery is an indicator for its health and can be measured by
injecting a small current high frequency AC charge into the battery.

τ battery voltage relaxation time. A measure for the electromotive force (EMF), a bat-
teries internal force to provide energy to an outside load. Pop et al. [Pop+08, p. 47]

Tbat actual battery temperature. The temperature of a battery at a certain point in time.
The battery temperature is influenced by the consumer behavior and the surrounding
weather condition. Temperature is given in ℃.

Ubat battery terminal voltage.The nominal voltage of a battery cell or combined battery
pack, given in V. (p. 22)

α climb or descent angle. The angle of the straight line described by a point-to-point
maneuver on a vertical slope against the x-y-plane. (pp. 38, 56, 65, 67, 68, 70, 80, 81,
83, 84, XVI)

d point-to-point distance. The length of the straight line described by a point-to-point
maneuver.
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Mh(tc) hovering maneuver. A flight maneuver type characterized by a fixed position in
air and a duration. The maneuver duration is given by the specific command to be
executed by the UAV. (pp. 37, 44, 56, 59, 60, 75, 84, 110, 130, 151, X)

Mm(sc⃗) point-to-point maneuver. A flight maneuver type characterized by a straight
trajectory between two coordinates. Movement between those two points is expected
to happen at constant speed. The maneuver direction and speed are given by the
specific command to be executed by the UAV. (pp. 37, 44, 56, 59–63, 65, 67, 68, 70, 84,
110, 130, 141)

v flight speed. The movement speed of the UAV along a point-to-point maneuver tra-
jectory. Speed is chosen by the on-board flight control based on the maneuver climb
or descent angle.

s⃗ point-to-point maneuver trajectory. A straight line described by a point-to-point ma-
neuver given as a three-dimensional vector. (pp. 38, 70, XVI)
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